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FOREWORD 
The cooperative movement has brought to recognition 
points of view which have been completely obscured by liber-
alistic economics. It rejects p:rofit as the dominant motive 
of economic activity and reasserts the :rights of the consume:r. 
Cooperation stands for self-help of a group. By 
ita very nature, it transcends mere individual selfishness 
and teaches men to think in social terms. It brings home the 
forgotten lesson that there is a common good by the pursuit 
of which the individuals themselves profit singly and person-
ally. Even if only in an imperfect manner, it has made men 
aware of the necessity of mutual help and service. In this 
respect it is of inestimable value since it represents nothing 
less than a rebirth of the spirit of solidarity. Cooperation 
requires moral qualities, a degree of social idealism, a will-
ingness to make immediate sacrifices for remote advantages and 
a measure of altruism. Various as the types of cooperation 
may be, the distinguishing feature of all of them is the recog-
nition of a group interest or of a common good to be obtained 
by concerted effort. ''Society is the richer for the existence 
o! many private associations; such a condition prevents central-
ization and bureaucracy, makes for greater balance and con-
1 
tributes toward social justice." 
l. Dr. Charles Bruehl, The Pope's Plan for Social Reconstruction (New York: Davin-Adair Coj, 1939) p. 335 
ORIGIN OF COOPERATION 
G·ooperation is a system of commerce and industry 
c:onsisting of societies of working-people in which the 
business profits of a store are given to purchasers and 
the profits of the workshop to the workers.· The division 
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of profit in the store is made according to the amount of 
purchases and in the workshop according to the amount of wages. 
The original object of cooperation was to es-
tablish self-supporting conununities distinguished by common 
labor, common property, common means of intelligence and 
recreation. They were to be examples of Industrialism 
freed from competition. In the communal life an ethical 
character was to be formed in the young, and in;pressed upon 
adults, and all assure(: education, leisure, and ultimate 
competence as results of their industry. 
The origin of the cooperative movement goes far 
back. When a 11 new ti:ing" is made clear, men find it is 
some development of ideas which had gone before, which had 
little meaning to any contemporaneous mind. One writer has 
said: "The truths which required many genera. tiona to dia-
l 
cover and establish, are declared to be innate." 
In the myth-world before Homer, there is Minos, 
1. G. J. holyoake, The Cooperative ~ovement Today (London, 
I.Ietheun & Co., 1891} :P. 2 
who is reputed to have established equality among the Cre-
tans, not suffering any, whatever their rank, to lead an 
indolent life. All classes sat at conunon tables, partook 
of the same diet. These laws are said to have been in 
operation 1000 years - a long time for a scheme of society 
which many believe to be contrary to human natuxe. Thus 
the mother-idea, comes from afar. 
1ycurgus (B. C. 814) is credited with having 
governed Sparta as successfully as llinos did Crete, and on 
similar. principles. The only aristocracy of Sparta was one 
of merit. The dread of living for himself alone was the 
earliest lesson imprinted on the mind of a 1acedomanian. 
Thus the Cooperative idea is of long standing. It has an 
ancient pedigree, though long inte:rvals have occurred when 
the principle appeared to be dead. 
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History reco:rds many world-improvers, who have in-
fluenced social thought and have been in the m:inds of indus-
trial organizers and cooperators down to the present day. 
These social innovators--theorists and expe1·imenters--saw 
that life might be improved by wisdom of arrangement, and 
that it was conducive ~o the honor and security of the social 
order that the mass of mankind should have contentment and 
freedom from fear of want which ever begets conspiracy and 
revolution. 
In none of these schemes of a new or del' of society 
was there any, or very little, of the Cooperative principle 
of self-help and self-government. What these schemes really 
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accomplished was to place in the minds of thinking men the 
idea that human wisdom might arrange a commonwealth superior to 
the commonwealth which chance and war had established. 
Robert Owen was the most distinguished of self-made 
men in the new world which was British industrial society 
during the first quarter of the nineteenth century. He came 
to fame and fortune as chief owner and manager of a modern 
cotton plant at New Lanark, Great Britain. DurinG his lifetime 
he was a leader in the philanthropical, communist, trades-union-
ist, and political defense of the employee producers against 
the exploitation of their masters. 
To aid the employee producers 9 his plan was to trans-
form the "old immoral world" into the "new moral world'! 
The plan is a re-interpretation of the experiences 
and observations of a great inuovating manager of an indus-
trial plant. The .New Lanark which Owen took over was an indus-
trial plant that treated its employees slightly better than its 
competitors. Life in it had that taint of English want and ugli-
1 
ness which Charles Dickens bas described. To escape from their 
miseries the millhands drank to excess; to piece out their 
starvation wages they stole what and as they could and sent 
their children from the age of three and four or upward into the 
factories. Under Owen's management, no child under ten was per-
mitted to work; theft and drunkenness disappeared; a higher wage 
than average was paid; company stores sold them better goods at 
lower prices; the employees were united into a well-ordered com-
1. Charles Dickens 
t 
London 1930) "Oliver Twist
11 (Macmillan & Co., Limited, 
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~unity with schools for the smallest children and an opportun-
ity for education for all. The transformation took little 
time. At first suspicious, the employees became enthusiastic 
participators in Owen's plan in 1806, during the American em-
bargo on cotton. The mills had to stand idle, but Owen continued 
their wages for four months. That won and sealed Owen's success 
as a philanthropist as well as an industrialist. If it irritated 
, 
his partners and angered his competitors, it won him the friend-
ship of the princes of the state and the church. 
Owen believed the masters of society having know-
ledge and wealth had power. The rich and the great had posses-
sion of the school, the church ,;.nd the government. He believed 
that what a factory manager can accomplish in a factory, the 
managers of society can accomplish in society. He believed 
that industrial conditions need not degrade human beings; prop-
erly ordered, they will elevate them. He believed that the in-
dustrial order could be recreated into a thing of order and 
dignity and well-being. 
The first step to such a change was to displace 
the creed of universal competition with the cooperative idea. 
The improvement and use of machinery bring such disemploy-
ment and degradation to the human· worker that the price of 
the workman's labor is lower than that of the food he needs 
in order merely to be able to work. However, markets must 
be made up of people who need the things which the factories 
produce and who are able to pay :for WiJat they need. .And how 
can they pay, save as they earn? It follows that low wages 
anywhere means over-production elsewhere. Thus high wages are 
I 
necessary to good business, and necessary not only, but just. 
In 1817, Owen proposed to select a cownittee inquir-
ing into the Poor Law,l a plan which would be an application of 
the scientific methods of production to the process of consump-
tion. He suggested that the machines might be subdued to the 
uses of men by assembling the unemployed into communities partly 
agricultural, partly industrial. These communities were to be 
laid out in regular form, to have a common kitchen, common mills, 
a public reading room, schools; children over three were to be 
kept in separate boarding houses and, particularly, to receive 
an adequate education. In Owen's philosophy, education was of 
paramount importance. The right kind of education, he wrote, 
would result in a 
.;working class full of activity and useful 
knowledge, with habits, information, manners 
and dispositions that would place the lowest 
1. ·•?unishment for vagrancy was tried in England until 1601 when 
the famous Poor Law of Elizabeth was enacted. Under this law 
ablebodied poor were set to work and punished when they re-
fused. Almshouses were provided for the helpless poor. De-
pendent children were apprenticed to a craft and in general 
near of kin were held responsible to provide relief. In 1782, 
the poor law was amended whereby the guardians of the poor in 
each parish were ordered to find work near his house for any 
person out of employment and to add to his wages from the 
parish funds if he had not uuite sufficient to maintain him-
self. Fourteen years later; when distress was prevalent 
everywhere one of the methods taken to alleviate it was to 
establish a system of 'grants in aid of wages' for all labor-
ers ••..• The economic history of labor in England is intimate-
ly associated with the poor law. The effect of the poor law 
relief on the wages of labor was to keep them under the most 
urgent circumstances." 
The l{eV/ Larned History (C. A. Nichols :Publishing Co., :;pring-
field, Mass., 1922) II, 1629. 
"in the scale many degrees above the best 
of any class which has yet been Xormed by 
the circumstances of past or present 
society. Minute division of labor and 
division of interests are only other terms 
for poverty, ignorance, waste of every 
kind, universal opposition throughout 
society, crime, misery and gleat bitter-
ness and mental imbecility. ·• 
The Owenite movement lasted from 1820-1840, and may 
properly be regarded as the forerunner of modern consumer co-
operation. During this period a number of cooperative societies 
were established in England. A league was formed "for the 
propagation of Coopera.tion" 2 and several cooperative conferences 
were held. At one of these congresses,(Birmingham, 1831) it was 
even decided to establish a cooperative wholesale house. The 
attempt to start such a wholesale house at Liverpool proved a 
failure. By 1840 there was little left of the Owenite movement. 
The whole movement collapsed because of its philanthropic nature. 
The Owenite societies were "created out of a feeling of pity,. 
because of a desire to :relieve the misery of the working classes."3 
Ben Jones, a veteran of the British cooperative movement, wrote: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
"I have always been puzzled to comprehend 
why Owen, who knew the value of machinery, 
and made a fortune by using it, should have 
dissipated moat of his fortune in trying 
to 'set back the clock of time 1 by advo-
cating self-supporting communities on the 
H. M. Kallen, The Decline and ~ise of the uonsumer (New York, 
D. Appleton-~entury vompany lnc., 1936) £118. 
V. S,.Ala~ne, Fundamentals of Consumer Cooperation (Coopera-
t~ve .l?ubl~sh~ng Association, Superior, Nisconsin, 1941) l'p. 
7 and 8. 
Loc. cit. 
~'basis of manual labor • Of course, we know 
that he wished to employ those who were 
thrown out of employment by the int~oduc­
tion of machinery; but he did not seem to 
realize that the workers' conditions could 
be better improved by supplying them with 
the power to obtain and1consume the goods produced by zm.chinery. n 
By far the most important of the Owenites was Dr. 
William King. Almost a generation younger than Owens, he 
had advantages which Owen lacked. He was graduated from 
~ambridge and Oxford, and studied medicine at ~t. Barthol-
ocew's at London. lie received his doctorate in medicine 
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and was made a fellow of th~ Royal College of Physicians. He 
settled in Brighton in 1823. There he was brought into direct 
contact with the misery of the industrious ulasses. He helped 
to organize district provident societies by which the working 
people were to alleviate somewhat their ovm distress.. The 
provident societies were to be backed by the district visiting 
societies whose members, visiting the homes of the poor, would 
·encourage them to save and to work hard, relieve distress, and 
prevent "mendacity and imposture." 
Through this work, King learned of Owen, his works 
and ideas. He became in the course of time a convinced Owen-
ite. His first steps of visiting the poor and encouraging 
them in frugality and industry led to the creation in Brighton 
of one of the innumerable 1i.echanics' Institutes that were 
being organized throughout the Kingdom, md then in 1827, the 
1. Loc. oi t. 
creation of the Benevolent Fund Association. 
Teacher and lecturer, he helped to create a fund 
which was used to enable the poor and indigent people to form 
cooperative coinmunitiea and to spread knowledge of the co-
operative system. As an adjunct to the fund association, 
King in the same year formed a Cooperative Trading Associa-
tion. From the slow development of this association King 
very soon realized that the cooperative community could be 
formed only if knowledge reenforced will. For this reason, 
King projected a monthly magazine, and on 1~y 1, 1828, pub-
lished the fi:r st number of ''The Cooperator." It ran until 
August, 1830. When it was discontinued it had become not 
only an instrument of communication, but the organ of some 
three hundred workmen's producers' cooperative societies. 
In "The Cooperator," King fo:rmulated a philosophy 
of consumer cooperation and pointed out methods necessary 
for the success of cooperative enterprises. His philosophy 
was la:rgely free of the philanthropic featu:res of Owen's 
teachings. Dr. King w:rote in his magazine: 
"Cooperation means, literally, working to-
gether. Union is strength in all cases, and 
without exception. What one man cannot do, 
two may. What is impossible for a few, is 
easy for many. But before many can work 
they must join hand in hand; they must know 
their objective and feel a common tie. 
"At p:resent, in working for othe:rs, we get 
for ou:rselves only a small part. If in any 
way we could work for ourselves, we could get 
the whole. As we have no capital, we are ob-
liged to find a master to give us employment, 
and we must work for common wages. 
"It is capital we want. Union and saving will 
accumulate it. We must form ourselves into 
a Society for this especial puxpose. This 
capital may be employed in1any way the Society ma.y think most advisable." 
Growing out of the Owen-King doctrine came the ac-
t~al producers' cooperatives. These societies were the chan-
nel for a hope which saw the land, the factories and all else 
in the possession of a comraunity whose members worked merely 
to satisfy their o~vn needs. In 1853, Dr. King, commenting 
on the failure of the movement of which he and Owen were de-
signers, attributed it largely to lack of loyalty and greed 
for profits. But the cause was something deeper. Unless he 
was "a slave by nature" the unconscious ideal of the indus-
trial employee was the industrial employer. If the latter had 
a feeling of equality that caused him to keep the former down, 
the employee by the same token felt that perhaps he could also 
lift himself to the wealth and independence of his employer. 
His miserable state, which he joined the self-governing work-
shop to improve, did not modify his emulative drive. Whatever 
his ~rade, the workman treated the shop as an instrument of 
personal profit. 
The shop-organization was amateurish. The shops at-
tracted the weak and the ambitious: the weak were capable of 
submission but not self-help, while the ambitious were well able 
to help themselves but not cooperatively. So a few of the 
hundreds of shops and societies survived as joint-stock 
companies; some were appropriated and became personal enter~rises; 
1. Loc. cit. 
the temainder btoke up, and the hope which animated them died 
down to tesignation and despair. 
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Involved in these shops were the trades-unions. Some 
of them were survivors from the degenerate guild system; some 
were movements for better wages and conditions, acquiring a cer-
tain permanence. As trades-unions all were illegal under the 
Combination laws. Some, therefore, developed as secret societies; 
others, as friendly societies with.objectives such as sick bene-
fits or savings and loans to hide their real intent. 
Owen, when he returned from an American adventure an 
impoverished man, at first rejected and then almost took.over 
the movement and established himself as a leader of this sort of 
trade-unionism. lie preached that this trades-unionism was to con-
duct strikes without antagonizing those it struck against and was 
to relieve all classes through the leadership and cooperation of 
those who made and drew personal benefits from the conditions 
needing relief. 
Owen hoped to cut under the bitter competitive profit 
economy by substituting a '1 labor note" as a medium of exchange. 
Both localities and businesses produced and circulated their O\VO 
media of exchange for their ovm uses. The labor note seemed 
neither unreasonable nor impracticable, especially as it was al-
most instantly translated into pounds, shillings and pence. This 
followed from the fact that there was no way of verifying the 
number of hours a producer claimed it took him to produce a pro-
duct. The simplest way to check his claim was to find its market 
1. Combination laws enacted in 1800 made all trades combinations 
illegal. 
14 
1
price elsewhere, and to transpose the price into work hours. 
In 1832, Owen opened the National Equitable Labor 
Exchange where the products of the different w1ion shops were 
brought, and bought and sold. Accepting labor notes for their 
own goods, they used them to purchase staples at the Exchange, 
so that soon the Exchange was heaped with the unsalable resi-
due. Meanwhile, others were organized and a limited Trades 
Association, in which the trades-union participated, was 
formed to give work to the unemployed, payable in these labor 
notes. By 1833, Owen stood as the recognized leader of the 
trades-union movement. Organization after organization fol~ 
lowed. A Great National Moral Union of Productive and Useful 
Classes was succeeded by a Great National Consolidated Trades-
Union that in a few weeks enrolled half a million. 
Many of the trades-unionists began to regard Owen's 
influence and intention as a drag on the combative function 
and war strategy of the trades-union. Owen, to whom a gen-
eral strike was but an instrument toward the cooperation 
of all classes, dropped out of the movement. Industrial 
warfare became so intense and widespread that an alarmed 
government became a ruthless one. Trade-unionism went into 
eclipse to emerge on the strictly capitalist lines of produ-
1 
cer economy. 
But Owenism did not die. The "village of coopera-
tion" and the "Owenite 11 were replaced by ·•socialism" and the 
1. Jones, Lloyd, Life of Robert Owen, (Swan Sonnenschein 
and co., London, 1890) 
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J'socialist." So fal' as is kno>vm the wol'd •isocialist" was 
fil'st used in 1827 by a writel' in '1 The Coopel'ative Magazine." 
He descl' ibed the advocates of Owen's "villages of coopera-
tion" as "communists" and "socialists." But the term seems 
to have been generally applied to French rather than English 
social philosophers, to the "utopian socialists" of the 
K~rxists. The French philosophel's used the word as an antith-
esis to "individualism." 
The first of the French Socialists was Saint-Simon. 
Having lived through the French Revolution, he knew France 
when-hunger was king in 1793. Ee had no use for the civili-
zation in which this could be true. He was sure he had found 
the way to a new society and new religion which should ac-
complish the well-being of mankind. This is a society where-
in everybody works. Its government is a supreme council like 
the Curia of the Church of Rome, but manned by twenty-one 
scholars and presided over by a mathematician. This council 
plans the way of life, and the men of business execute the 
plan. They arrange and manage. They are chosen to these 
services by the votes of the multitude, and by their mandate 
direct the peaceful labors which produce the progress of 
mankind. Society is a classless state resembling a factol'y. 
Its government is economic, not political--an administration 
of things, not a coercion of men. The nation is a produc-
tive society; its purpose is to increase "positive utility" 
by means of peaceful industry. 
Two followers of Saint-Simon were Fourier and Louis 
l.6 
Blanc. Fourier wanted to abolish, not property but wage 
working; to transfer the wage-earner into a cooperative own-
er, working for the love of working, enjoying work as a 
right, not enduring it as a duty. Fourier's phalanstery 
was the way to accomplish this--a Grand Hotel where one could 
dine table-d'hote or alone in one's room as one liked, and 
whose inhabitants held its stock; built it and supplied it 
with their labors. Louis Blanc had the idea that government 
might finance associations of producers who would establish 
national workshops, drive private industry out of business, 
and replace destructive competition with creative cooperation. 1 
These three plans stressed an alternative plan of 
organization of production rather than a warfare for the 
profits of production between the producers who employ and 
the producers who are employed. 
In the Uhristian bocialists the strain of Owen 
and the strain of oaint-Simon are fused with the humanitarian-
ism of Uhristianity. The movement began in 1848 and by the 
beginning of 1851, the Socialists were publishing the 
"Craistian ~ocialist·• to record the progress of the movement 
in organizing self-governing workshops, securing labor legis-
lation and developing cooperative distribution for the pur-
pose of facilitating and spreading cooperative production. 
Like King and Owen they recognized the paramount necessity of 
education and established a i'Jorkingmen' s L:ollege at London in 
1. Kallen, op. cit., Ep. 127-128 
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1854. The college was to bring to workingmen the same 
educational opportunities as their betters and to indoctri-
nate the well-to-do consumer in the gospel of human equality 
and brotherhood with the poor producer. 
The chief importance of the lihr istiB.J.1 Socialists 
lay in the fact that three--Van Sittart Neale, Tho~Bs liughes 
and Lloyd Jones--carried over into the consumers' coopera-
tive movement v;hich they joined, the idea of the primacy of 
production, and forced a clear ru1d final decision between 
an economy where consumers' c.:oope:ration is a means to co-
operative production, and one in which producers' coopera-
tion is an instrument of cooperative consumption. 
Heale, who has the longest record of service, was 
no Christian, and he persuaded his colleagues to keep the 
doors of the movement open to others who did not pr.actice 
Christian principles but believed in "Christian" practices. 
He himself gave his life and his fortune to the Cooperative 
l.~ovement. He was the organizing; spirit of the Society for 
.Promoting Workingmen's Associations, and the financial bul-
wark of the associations so promo teo. he drevr up "laws for 
the Government of the Society for the Formation of Coopera-
tive Stores, 11 and got together some ~;50,000 to finance a 
Central Cooperative Agency. After the Christian Socialists 
disbanded, be gave his time to the consumer movement. 1 
In ·England, between 18~~0 and 16 51, the pr educing 
1. Ibid., .Pp. 128-131. 
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multitudes were taken up by political agitation. In the 
struggle for political freedom, employers made allies of em-
ployees only to abandon them when they got what· they wanted. 
The Reform Bill of 1822 enfranchised the property-holding 
classes and left the rank and file who had fought for it 
worse off than before. The Bill's adoption coincided with 
the disintegration of the first union shop movement, and 
independent action seemed at la·st attractive as never be-
fore. Free votes and free trade became the cry of security, 
and for the time being, political self-help was regarded as 
the indispensable preliminary to economic well-being. The 
instrument of self-help was the Chartist i.iovement. The 
Chartist movement was established in 18~)6 in London to ad-
vocate votes for the workers, and at the same time other 
political and social reforms in the interest o.f the. working 
people. The Owenites gave themselves to the movement as be-
fore they had given themselves to Owenite cooperation. 
So they agitated the adoption of a people's charter 
of English liberty. They demanded manhood suffrage, the 
Australian ballot, equal electoral votes, the abolition of 
the property qualification for voting, and the payment of 
members elected to parliament. In spite of the fact that 
Chartism failed to achieve its purpose, it played an import-
ant part in the early history of the working-class movements. 
Before the end of the nineteenth century nearly all of the re-
forms advocated by the Chartists had been carried out.l 
1. Alanne, op. cit., E.9. 
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Out of the organization as producers and in trade 
unions, engaging in strikes which often led to violent clashes 
with employers, and organizaing politically, the industrial 
workers also learned to organize as consumers. The real i-
zation of the necessity of this kind of organization came 
strong to them after the failure of the Chartist Uovement, 
which was a mighty effort of the English working men to gain 
certain fundamental political rights. It came also after the 
workers had learned that a strike was a double-edged weapon 
which at times could hurt its wielders just as much as it 
hurt those a~ainst whom it was wielded. 
THE liOC.ij].A.LE EIO!tEEl\S 
The problem of association had many times been 
t~ied among the people and as many times it had vi:rtually 
failed. ~obert Owen had not accomplished half he intended. 
The 11 Christian Socialists" inspired by eloquent rectors, 
directed by professors, and aidec by the lawyer mind and the 
merchant mind and by the very puxse o£ Fortune, had made but 
poor work of association. They had hardly made an imprint 
on the creed of competition. Bather, they appeared to have 
added to its vitality, and to have convinced parliamentary 
political economists that competitive strife vms the eternal 
and only self-acting principle o£ society. 
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The origin of the .nochdale :,)tore, wr,ich has trans-
cend~d all cooperative stores established in Great Britain, 
is to be traced to the w1succeseful efforts of certain weav-
exs to 1,,1pr ov'e their wages. Near the close of 1843, the 
flannel trade--one of the principal manufactuxes of l1ochdale 
--was brisk. ..A.t this ti~ the weavers who were a. badly paid 
class o.f workers, took it into theil' heads to ask for an ad-
vance of wages. If their masters could afford it at all, 
they could a.f.ford it then. Hearly each ernployex to whom the 
impo:rtant question vms put, at once expressed his willingness 
to concede an advance provided his neighbors did the same. 
But how was the consent of the others to be induced--and the 
collective agreement of all to be guaranteed to each? 
To set the thing going in a practical and a kind way, 
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one or two firms offered an advance of wages to their own 
wo:rk people upon trial to see whethel' example would induce 
other employers generally to imitate it. In case general 
compliance could not be obtained, this special and experimen-
tal advance was to be taken off again. 
The plan of action adopted by the Trades Union 
Co~nittee was simple: One employer at a time should be asked 
for the advance of wages, and ·if he did not comply the weav-
ers in his employ were to strike,· and said strikers were to 
be supported by a subscription of two pence per week from each 
weaver who had the good fortune to remain at work. 
A deputation of the Flannel Weavers of Rochdale was 
eventually appointed and set off on their mission. Many em-
ployers made the :required advance, but otters rather than do 
so, would let their works stop. This :resistance proved fatal 
to the scheme, seconded as it was by the impetuosity of the 
weavers themselves who did not understand that labor cannot 
fight capital without capital. The only chance labor had was 
to use its brains. The flannel weavers did not use their 
brains but their passions. The weavers, thus, failed at this 
time to raise their wages, and their employers succeeded, not 
so much because they were right, as because their opponents 
were impetuous. 
As a result of the strike, many workers were black-
listed; those reemployed had to accept a cut instead of a 
rise. At the shops credit came to an end; in the cottages was 
the beginning of despair. ~uch was the background for all 
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discussion by the workers of Rochdale. Regularly, on Sunday 
afternoons, a number of these came together in the Temperance 
or Chartist Reading Room. Regularly they argued ac~ording 
to their sectarian faiths "how best to improve the condition 
1 
of the working people." 
No doubt all doctrines and enterprises current 
were discussed. Dr. King's stores, Owen's "villages of co-
operation," his workshops and labor exchanges, the Charter, 
sobriety--the debaters were aware how, in one place or another. 
each had been tried, and had brought the experimenters little 
else than the increase of knowledge, which is the increase of 
sorrow. 
£erhaps discussion centered on the idea of a store. 
The worker's relation to the shopkeeper \IDS as critical a 
problem as his relation to the employer. Ee could. buy only a 
little bit at a time, as often as not he had to buy on credit, 
with the consequence that he was never out of debt. In terms 
of actual value received, the poor pay the highest prices in 
the land. How far they could make their wages go at the shop 
was a momentous and urgent daily problem. Credit, bad manage-
ment, the reu.diness of the members for convenience or other 
causes to tradE with competitors of their own stores, had 
destroyeci the Kingsite shops. And yet a shop would so obvious-
ly help in the day-to-day crisis of sufficient food. 
1. George J. Holyoake, Rochdale £ioneers (Charles Scribner's 
Sons, lle~ York, 1907) Ch. I and II. 
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To Charles Howarth belongs the credit of providing 
the answer. In 1843, he already had behind him a record of 
ten years' thoughtful and persistent effort on behalf of free-
dom and secUJ: i ty for the "industrious olasses." He played 
a conspicuous part in Rochdale endeavors to embody the Owen-
ite dream. He had drawn up :rules for an earlier "cooperative 
shop" in Rochdale, a shop that bad failed in 18~5. The diffi-
culties of cooperative shop-keeping were by no means unfamil-
iar to him. That the business must be conducted on a strict-
ly cash basis anyone would accede. How overcome the competit-
ive advantage of the credit-giver'? now meet the competition 
o.f lower prices else~vhere? How keep advantage comrnensu:ra.te 
with use? In the ea::clie:r stores, profits, if there were any, 
we:re divided in ratio to investment. The increase from use 
did not accrue to the user but to the ovmer or pxoducer. 
~uppose the situation wete reversed--that the investor were to 
:receive interest at a fixed :rate, 5 per cent, and that the 
profits were turned back to the customers in proportion to 
their purchases. This would provide a defense against all com-
petition and a.n incentive to the continuous use of the store. 
The member is held by the fact that the more he spends, the 
more he gains. nDividend on purchase" would redress the bal-
ance and give the cooperative stoxe its fighting chance. '£he 
device of dividing profits on purchases in proportion to each 
member's trade was what Charles Howarth brought as a solution 
for the old difficulties of cooperative trading. 1 
1. Kallen, up. cit., ~. 156-157 
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But a store would not be enough. Alcoholism was too 
prevalent. Housing· was abominable. There was always the dream 
of freedom and security. The workers of Rochdale who organized 
the Society of Equitable ~ioneers meant to realize the dream 
and to conguer the problems .. They meant to establish an Owenite 
village of cooperation. 
These ~ioneers, in 1844, declared the views of their 
Association thus: 
"The objects and pl~:ms of this i3ociety 
are to form arrangements for the pe-
cuniary benefit and the improvement 
of the social and domestic condition 
of its members, by raisinJ a suffi-
cient amount of capital in shares of 
one pound each, to bring into opera-
tion the followinG plans and arrange-
ments: 
"The establishment of a store for the 
sale of provisions, clothing, etc. 
"1'he building, purchasing, or erecting 
of a number of houses, in which those 
members, desiring to assist each oth-
er in improvin& their dorr.estic and 
social conditions may reside. 
"To commence the manufacture of such 
articles as the Society may determine 
upon, for the employment of such mem-
bers as may be vdthout employment, or 
who may be suffering in consequence 
of :repeated reductions in their v;ages. 
"As a further benefit and security to 
the roombers of this Society, the ::loci-
ety shall purchase or rent an estate 
or estates of land, which shall lJe 
cultivate6 by the members who may be 
out of employment, or whose labor may 
be badly remunerated. 
"That,. as soon as p:racticable, this 
Society shall p:roceed to arran~e the 
powers of production, dist:ribution, 
education, and gove:rmnent; o:r, in 
"other words, to establish a self-sup-
porting home-colony of united inter-
ests, or assist other colonies. 
11 That, fo:r the promotion of sobriety, 
a Temperance hotel be opened in one 
of the Society's houses as soon as 
convenient."l 
Among these objects the store is the first item. 
It is first, not because it was the most important in the 
minds of the l?ioneers, but because it met the most immediate 
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need and was the least difficult and most practicable end to 
bring about. The store was to be only the first step in a 
wide program of self-help whose other steps embrace the whole 
Owenite intent and plan. The store was to be the beginning, 
and for it rules were provided: 
"1. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
To sell goods at prevailing local 
prices. 
Restriction to a fixea rate of in-
terest upon capital--this interest 
to have first claim upon the pro-
fits. 
The distribution of profits (after 
meeting expenses and interest 
charges} in proportion to purchases. 
No credit--all purchases and sales 
to be paid for in cash when goods 
are handed over. 
Both sexes to have equality in mem-
bership rights. 
Each member to have one vote and no 
mo:r e. 
7. Regular and frequent meetings to be 
held for the discussion of the so-
ciety's business and of receiving 
suggestions for improving the so-
ciety's welfare. 
1. Holyoake, Op. cit., F. 12 . 
"8. Accounts to be properly kept and 
audited and balance sheets to be 
regularly presented to members. nl 
The iioneers had all they could do to start the 
store. It took them a year to bring together twenty-eight 
pounds or less, collected twopence a week, then threepence, 
by a co~nittee of volunteers. They had only a few items of 
groceries--flour, butter, sugar, oatmeal--with which to be-
gin. Able to buy only in small quantities, they had to pay 
hiGher prices than their competitors. They had to meet and 
to live down the ridicule which every innovation arouses. 
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In the face of the convenient nearness of competitors, of 
their lower prices, their bribes and tips, it was difficult 
to hold the loyalty of anxious mothers &nd complaining wives. 
But their loyalty was held. At the end of three months it 
was possible to pay the shopkeeper for his labor. Slowly 
tte countel's wexe filled with goods o:f different sorts. 
The payment of the first dividend on purchases was the turn-
ing point. Then the Store was indeed on its way. 
The following table shows at a glance the progress 
which the Rochdale Society of Equitable ~ioneers has made 
from 1844 onwards:2 
1. Kallen, Op. cit., .Pp. 158 and 159. 
2. Holyoake, Pioneers, Op. cit., P. 142. 
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.Profits 
Year Members Funds Business including 
interest 
1844 28 h 28 
1845 74 181 b 710 t 22 
1846 80 252 1,146 80 
1847 110 286 1,924 72 
1848 149 397 2,276 117 
1849 390 1,193 6,611 561 
1850 600 2,289 13,179 880 
1855 1,400 11,032 44,902 3,109 
1860 3,450 37,710 152,063 15,906 
1865 5,326 78,778 196' 234 25,156 
1870 5,560 80,291 223,021 25,209 
1875 8,415 225,682. 305,657 48,212 
1880 10,613 292,570 283,665 48,545 
1885 11,084 324,645 252,583 47,764 
The following statement sbows the cash condition of 
the Rochdale Society, which owned mills, warehouses and gro-
eery shopa: 1 
ROCHDALE EQUITABLE PIONEERS' SOCIETY 
CiiSli aCCOUl~T, DECELBER, ill1, 
Receipts i:l S d To Cash 
Balance September quarter 3311 14 1 
Repaid by Corn mill Society 1000 0 0 
Eropositions 7 6 0 Contributions 510 4 3 1/2 Goods 19389 0 0 
Discounts 225 8 2 12~44~ 11 6 1/~ Disbursements 
~Cash ll ll .d Goods 19483 0 3 Vlages 243 6 8 l/2 
Rents 34 10 ·3 
Carriage 152 7 8 
General Expenses and Repairs 62 16 8 1/2 
Treasurer's Salary 2 10 0 
?etty Cash 1 0 0 
Rates 18 16 8 
Insurance l 15 0 
Building Fund 6 0 0 
Vli thdrawn by llembers 623 3 0 Balance 2027 13 7 
2309 14 8 1~2 s~4443 11 6 l=~ 
1. Ibid., rp. 2 and 3. 
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But in the eyes of its founders, the Store figured 
as a means to cooperative production. In 1850, hoping to 
improve the quality of the flour they sold their customers, 
they took shares in a corn mill which a small group had 
started as a. cooperative; a little later, to save their invest-
ment, the Store lent it money. But the tale of the cornmill 
was from the first the typical tale of the producers' coopera-
tion: incompetent managers, inferior grains, bad flour. Not 
only did the mill seem likely to go under but to take the 
Sto:re with it. Rumors spread among the members. Some had 
left their purchase dividends to accumulate. Others had lent 
their savings to the ~tore at 4 per cent. There was some-
thing like a run which competitors did not ~ail to encourage. 
In the end the stability o~ the Store was more than vindicated. 
The Pioneers took over the cornmill and made it a solvent ana 
profitable enterprise. To do so, they had to change it xrom 
a prooucers' society which the ~tore was to serve to a pro-
ducing plant which would serve the Store.l 
The objects of the Corn tiill Society were to pro-
vide for its members and those who traded with it, pure whole-
some and unadulterated flour at a price and quality equal to 
what could be done by any miller in the neighborhood, and to 
divide the pro .fits arising from the trade amongst the members, 
in proportion to the amount of money expended, having first 
paid interest upon capital at the rate of five per cent per 
1. Holyoake, l?ioneer s, Op. cit., Ch. VI.-· 
annum. The laws excluded labor from sharing in the profits. 
The progress and fluctuations of the Rochdale District 
Cooperative Mill, Limited, were as follows: 1 
X ear Funds Business Profits 
il l:t l:t 
1850 None 
1851 2, 613 :a Loss b441 
1852 2,898 7,636 336 
1853 4,143 16,679 208 
1854 3,971 22,047 667 
1855 4,626 28,085 1,376 
1860 26,618 103,125 10,164 
1865 65,261 148,633 12,611 
1870 66,000 185,603 None 
1875 79,615 204,242 $,532 
1880 97,414 301,835 7,989 
1885 99 t 980 192,632 None 
1890 86,899 235,274 4, 510 
1892 103,368 264,061 2,384 
* Account mislaid. 
In 1864, the Pioneers were promoting the Roch-
dale Cooperative Manufacturing Society. The Society was to 
manufacture cotton, and the factory was to be a self-govern-
ing work shop. But the cotton was to be produced, not for 
the members of the Society, but for sale in the open market, 
and the profits were to be equally divided with the rank and 
file producers. Few among the 300 of these were also among 
the 1400 shareholders. As profits came in, discontent with 
the division grew. The intent of producers' cooperation was 
displaced by the intent of the ordinary joint-stock company • 
.Since, to the shareholders, the profit sharing with the em-
ployees seemed preeminently unfair, profit sharing was, by 
1862, abandoned. Early in 1924, the :Manufacturing Society, 
1. Ibid., Pp. 122-123. 
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practically a joint-stock company with slightly philanthropic 
features, was dissolved, a casualty of the post-war de-
pression.1 
The following table shows what the society accom-
plished down to 1864 when profit was taken from the workers:2 
Yeat-July 
1854 
1855 
1856 
1857 
1858 
1859 
1860 
1861 
1862 
1863 
Funds 
I; 
4,351 
8, 790 
25,613 
56,857 
69,317 
67,513 
82,850 
Business 
b 
12,081 
13,381 
16,483 
2~,634 
47,229 
65,368 
86,437 
:Profits 
b 
888 
679 
1,770 
3,643 
5,237 
3,325 
3,688 
Meanwhile, other issues had arisen. Disagreement 
over the eligibility to membership became a problem. Early 
in its life, the Society was threatened with a certain sec-
tarian exclusiveness. But the early triumph of the democratic 
rule of the equal ri3ht of different interests to enroll in 
the movement laid down the gradient along which it would 
develop and established the principle of its growth. It de-
cided that cooperative society should be "open society;n that 
its membership can be identical with mankind. The decision 
was based on these three premises: 
1. The human society is a body consisting 
of many members, not a collection of 
warring atoms. 
2. That true workmen must be fellow work-
men, not rivals. 
1. Kallen, Op. cit., P. 161. 
2. Holyoake, Pioneers, Op. cit., P. 106-107. 
3. That a principle of justice, not self-
ishness, must regulate exchanges.l 
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Already in 1855, the Pioneers had set up a wholesale 
department of their own, to supply members requiring large 
quantities, and hopeful of serving 
"stores whose small capitals do not enable 
them to buy in the best markets, nor com-
mand the services of what is otherwise in-
dispensable to every store--a good buyer • 
..•..••• The wholesale department guaran-
tees purity, quality, fair prices, standard 
weight and measure, but all on the never 
failing principle of cash payment."2 
After registering the Society under the law, the 
Pioneers enacted the following laws in regard to the wholesale 
department: 
"The Wholesale department shall be for the 
purpose of supplying those members who desire 
to have their goods in large quantities. 
"The said department shall be charged with 
interest, after the rate of five percent per 
annum for such capital as may be advanced to 
it by the Board of Directors. 
"The profits arising from this department, 
after paying for the cost of management and 
other expenses, including the interest afore-
said, shall be divided quarterly into three 
parts, one of which shall be reserved to meet 
any loss that may arise in the course of trade 
until it shall equal the fixed stock required, 
and the remaining two-thirds shall be divided 
amongst the members in proportion to the 
amount of their purchases in the said depart-
ment."3 
1. Kallen, Op. cit., P. 162. 
2. Holyoake, ~ioneers, Op. cit., P. 34. 
3. Ibid., Pp. 34 and 35. 
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WrJ.S.t the founders of a society have to see to mainly 
is to put those principles into rules which preserve the 
honorable traditions and honest repute of Cooperation. One 
feature of the Society, which proves the earnest desire of.the 
members for self-improvement, is the reservation of a portion 
of their funds for educational purposes. The 2 1/2% of their 
quarterly profits assigned for division among members, together 
with fines accruing from the infraction of rules, constitute 
a separate and distinct fund, called the Educational Fund, 
for the intellectual improvement of the members of the Store, 
the maintenance and extension of the Library and such other 
means of instruction as may be considered desirable. Their 
News-Room was as well supplied as that of a London club, and 
the Library contained 2200 volumes of the best, and among them, 
many of the most expensive books published. 
From 1850 to 1855, a school for young persons was 
conducted at a charge of twopence per month. In 1855, a 
room was granted by. the Board for the use of from twenty to 
thirty persons, from the ages of fourteen to forty, for mutual 
and other instruction on Sundays and Tuesdays. 
One of the distinctions of Rochdale is that it gave 
practical form and force to the idea of a Federation of Pur-
chasers, which ultimately took the title of the"North of Eng-
land Cooperative Wholesale ::>ociety," otherwise known as the 
"Great Manchester ~/hole sale .As soc iat ion." In 1850, an attempt 
in federation was mad& by the Christian Socialists. They in-
stituted the Central Cooperative Agency for the purpose of 
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"counteracting the system of adulteration and fraud prevail-
ing in trade, and for supplying to cooperative stores a qual-
ity of goods that could be relied upon, and in the highest 
state of pu.rity. "1 The agency did not succeed and had to be 
given up, entailing great loss to its promoters. In 1853, the 
first laws of the wholesale department of the Equitable Pion-
eers were enacted. In 1856, they passed the following resol-
ution: "That oux Society invest -1500 pounds in the 'North of 
England Wholesale Society.'"2 On January 4, 1858, a resolution 
was passed 11 That the laws relating to the wholesale department 
be suspended for an indefinite period. n3 Three days later this 
resolution was carried out. In I.iarch, 1859, a general meeting 
passed the following resolution: "That the question of reopen-
ing the wholesale department be postponed to an indefinite 
period. n4 In 1863, during the formation period of the 
"North of England ::lociety," delegates appear to have been reg-
ularly appointed at Rochdale to attend the meetings, and con-
siderable interest was manifested. The Central Cooperative 
Agency and the Equitable Pioneers' Wholesale Department must 
inevitably have failed, from their effort being too soon in 
the order of cooperative development--there were not sufficient 
stores in England to support the London Central Agency, nor when 
the Rochdalians renewed the attempt in 1852. 
1. liolyoake, Pioneers, Op. cit., Ch. XX 
2. Loc. cit. 
3. Loc. cit. 
4. Ibid., Ch. XX. 
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In 1861, there were in the adjacent counties of 
Lancashire, Yorkshire and Cheshire, 120 stores, and an ag-
gregate of 40,000 members; 26 of the largest of these stores. 
did business to the amount of ;&800,000 yearly. It was calcu-
lated that if the weekly expenditure of 40,000 members averaged 
10 s. weekly (and it was known to exceed that), it would 
represent ~20,000 weekly, or more than one million a year. A 
calculation was made of the quant-ity of coiilL1odi ties of the gro-
cery kind required to supply the 40,000 members of cooperative 
stores then associated in the northern districts. The cal-
culations were made on the data of goods actually sold in one 
quarter at the Rochdale Pioneer Society, in 1863, when it had 
3,500 members. The calculations were as follows: 
Kinds of 
Articles 
Coffee 
Tea 
Tobacco 
Snuff 
,l;lepper 
Sugar 
Syrup, etc. 
Currants 
Butter 
Soap 
'One \1eek' s 
Consumption 
1bs. 
6,923 
5, 951 
4,125 
108 
243 
Cwts. 
1,400 
400 
107 
717 
338 
Weekly 
1Ioney 
Value 
t 
266 
991 
825 
22 
15 
3,500 
350 
160 
3,440 
524 
:&10,093 
! Yearly 
r.roney 
Value 
h 
13,832 
51,532 
42,900 
1,144 
780 
182,000 
18,200 
8,320 
178,880 
27,248 
;&524 836 t 
Several articles in the table would of itself be 
sufficient to make an agency profitable. The agency, at the 
beeinning, supplied those articles only upon which there was a 
sure profit. Thus, for a third time, a new wholesale agency 
was formed under the title of the 11 North of England Cooperative 
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''.vJ~ Wholesale became the "Lord of Stores,"l and gradually developed 
,.. 
into the powerful British Cooperative \iholesale Society which 
is known all over the cooperative world simply as C. \'1. s.2 
The Cooperative Union, the educational federation 
of the British cooperative societies, was established in 1869, 
and the first British Congress of the present series was held 
in London the same year. Ever since, such national congresses 
have been held in Great Britain apnually. These congredses 
have become very large gatherings, with nearly 2,000 delegates 
usually in attendance. 
The present strength of the British Consumer Cooper-
ative Movement is indicated by the following statistical fig-
ures which are for the year of 1938: 
"The total number of distributive soci-
eties was 1,085, with an aggregate in-
dividual membership of 8,404,688. The 
total assets of these 1,085 societies 
(not including the four wholesale soci-
eties, the various regional federations 
of distributive societies and several 
other types of societies) were 
$1,146,246,810; their total sales were 
$1,316,326,530. The total number of 
employees in the four wholesale socie-
ties ( the S. C. W. S. , the C. W. S. , the 
E. and S. J"t. C. W. S. and the Irish 
C. Vi. S.) was 75,601, and the grand total 
of employees in all the societies included 
in the statistics of the Cooperative Union, 
346,761. In the latter figure are also in-
cluded the employees of the productive so-
cieties (20,993), the Cooperative Insurance 
Society (8,434), the regional distributive 
federations (1,242) and the special soci-
eties ( 572) • 
1. Loc. cit. P. 129. 
2. Loc. cit. 
follows: 
"Included in the above figuxes are those 
of 81 cooperative societies that are not 
in membership 7Tith the Uoopexntive Union. 
Uf these, 67 axe retail societies with 
combined sales for 1938 amountins to 
,;;;27,463,040. 
"A very interesting feature in the growth 
of the Consn~rers' Cooperative I.rovement in 
Great Britain is the fact that from 1914 
to 1928 the member ship of the coopera-
tives was doubled. In other words, the 
increase in four teen years (from 1914 to 
1928) was as great as that between 1844 
and 1914 (a period of 70 yearsl."l 
Cooperation in Great Britain may be suwuarized as 
"One half of the families of Great Britain 
belong to the coopel·ati ve movement. One-
twelfth of all the retail business of the 
country is carried on through cooperatives. 
The banking department of the wholesale 
does a business equal to the fourth largest 
bank in England. The wholesale society has 
139 factories and productive industries 
which turn out an astonishing list of dif- . 
ferent products. It ovms its own steam-
ships and has purchasing offices in all the 
large commercial centers of the world."2 
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The English Cooperatives can supply practically 
every need of the English people. The family can buy through 
the cooperatives a modern bungalow, furnishings for the bung-
alow, d:ruls, coal, food, clothing. The cooperatives will get 
the family tickets for the theatre or tickets to go abroad, 
will dry-clean or launder their clothes, repair their shoes 
and rent them a bus. Finally, wben a member of the coope:rative 
1. Alanne, Op. cit., E. 12. 
2. Cooperatives, .:r.eadline Books Ho. 8 (The Forei6"'l .t?olicy 
Associatiori, New York, 1927) i. 14. 
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dies, it will conduct his funeral and pay his family insur-
ance just on the basis o£ their purchases from the Society, 
although he has never paid a penny premium. 
"Between 1929 and 1934, right during the 
depth of the depression, English cooper-
atives returned to their members 
$600 ,000,000 as profit dividends. This 
mean1i increased purchasing power. Yet, 
in spite of this impressive record, the 
cooperative movement has done little to 
sojve the basic economjc problems of the 
country--unemployment, 9oncentration of 
wealth, and other factors. l'erhaps as 
the movement continues to grow, it will 
have its effect on these conditions. Or 
perhaps, as many claim, cooperatives are 
not enough and must be supplemented by 
political action."l 
The war has hampered the British cooperation move-
ment in every sphere. Not only have government rationing 
and price regulations, as well as the increasing problems con-
nected with the import of conunodi ties, made the work of co-
operatives difficult, but these difficulties have been accent-
uated by the loss of employees called to the colors and by the 
problems of carrying on the production and distribution of 
goods in spite of the disorganization caused by the war-time 
destruction of plant and transportation facilities. 
The cooperative movement is automatically granted 
representation on all governroont committees in which cooper-
atives' interests are involved. Through its participation in 
the work of committees dealing with supplies and prices, the 
movement is in a position to exert an influence in favor of 
1 • Ib i d • , J? • 1 7 • 
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the intexests of the general body of consumexs. 
By woxking out a system of mutual aid among the 
coopexative associations, those in xelatively quiet axeas have 
come to the aid of those in bombed xegions. Descxibing the 
mannex in which coopexators caxried on duxing the texxible 
bombing xaids ovex London, in September 1940, the pxesident 
of the London Cooperative Society reported that the clerical 
staff caxried on work incident to the distribution of ~450,000 
in patronage funds • 
. Notwithstanding the incxeased difficulty of opexa-
tion, the cooperative movement had been able at the end of 
the first year of war to increase its membership. It was es-
timated that between a fourth and a third of the whole popu-
lation obtained their food from cooperative stores. A fur-
thex increase took place in 1940. The xetail cooperative 
sales fox 1939 amounted to ·h272,293,748, or about 3 1/2 per 
cent over those of previous years. Nearly 243,750 pexsons 
were employed in the movement at the end of 1929. 
A Hational liages Council, for the cooperative move-
ment,. was established shortly after the outbreak of the wax. 
All matters relating to labor c.ondi tions in cooperative em-
ployment are taken up through this council. Among other 
matters handled by the council. during 1940, was the establish-
ment of conditions governing the replacement of men by \vomen 
in cooperative sexvice. 
Although educational activities have been gxeatly 
curtailed during the war, home study courses were started at 
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the Cooperative College at l.i.a.nchester. The Cooperative Whole-
sale Society made grants to aid employee classes and groups 
wishing to pursue studies in cooperative subjects. 
Cooperative associations have subscribed generously 
to government securities. Almost bBO,OOO,OOO of these have 
been taken by cooperatives without interest.l 
An ultimatum has been handed down by the government-
appointed .Petroleum Board, which .controls distribution and 
fixes prices of oil in war-time England, prohibiting cooper-
atives from paying dividends on sales of petroleum products. 
In Britain the oil cooperatives, together w·ith those large 
cooperatives which handle almost all kinds of business, dis-
tribute just less than 10% of the country's petroleum products. 
They have maintained the standard market price for these pro-
ducts, but, at regular intervals, they have paid a dividend 
representing the difference between the cost of the. oil and 
the selling price, minus operating and distributing costs. 
The new ruling from the .Petroleum Board, which is composed of 
private oil company members which handle the bulk of the busi-
ness in Britain, puts an .end to the distribution of dividends 
as long as the war lasts. 
How the cooperatives will meet the ultimatum is 
still problematic. If they continue to sell gas and oil, 
hoarding the profits until war-time restrictions are abolished, 
1. European Cooperatives and the ~·:ar, (L:onthly Labor Review, 
52:901-15, April 1941). 
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the societies whose dealings are largely in petroleum products 
will undoubtedly suffer losses in members. Vlar conditions 
preclude any defiant action now by the cooperatives. Some co-
operative executives believe that the societies will try to 
utilize their accumulated profits on oil sales to strengthen 
their position in the business.l 
1. British Co-ops Hit, (Business Week, P. 50, February 3, 1940) 
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DEVEL0.1?l.IEHT OF THE COOI'ER.AT IVES ll~ .Al,i&; ICA 
FORERUIH1EHS. In the early part of the eighteenth 
century, Robert Owen, believing that the spiritual even more 
than the natural environment of America was a fitter soil for 
his "villages of cooperation" than Europe, established a vil-
lage at New Harmony, Indiana. The Fourierist communities 
such as Brook Farm began spontaneously to dot the country. 
Brook Farm was organized in 1841 on a 160 acre farm near West 
Roxbuxy, Massachusetts, b;y George Ripley, a Unitarian minister, 
and his wife. Their purpose was to establish a society for 
liberal and intelligent men and women, more particularly for 
those with leanings toward the Transcendental movement in New 
England. (Transcendentalism was a mystical philosophy stres-
sing the oneness of God, the beauty of nature and the goodness 
of man.) To maintain the com£unity, members shared alike the 
work of operating Brook Farm. Schools were provided for child-
ren of members and outside students. Fire destroyed the main 
building on March 2, 1846, and this, combined with the increas-
ing difficulty of financing the community led to its dissolu-
tion in October, 1847. Among its leaders were numbered nathan-
iel liawthorne, Amos B. Alcott and Ralph 1'1. Emerson. 1 The 
European distinction between an upper class that consumed with-
out producing and a lower class that produced without consuming 
did not exist. America was more nearly classless than any other 
1. National Encyclopedia, (P. F. Collier & ~on Corporation, 
l~ew York, 1937) II, 272. , 
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country in the western world. Production had no end save wn-
~ ~<JAe-~,<rft/,t) 
sumption was the personal act of a free man who worked to live. 
f\ 
The stream of European ideas was continuous and 
their assimilation to .American principles and practice con-
stant. In 1821, New York had a society for promoting com-
munities on Owenite principles. Owen prefaced his settle-
ment at New Harmony, Indiana, with a round of lectures, the 
first before the House of Representatives and the President in 
1825. He explained that 
"he chose America as the scene of his en-
deavor because .America was new, free, un-
traditional and endowed with the mental 
liberty so needful to strengthen the 
pol it ica.l. "1 
The Christian Socia.lists had their repxesentation in Adiin 
Ballou, the founder of Hopedale, who described his enterprise 
as practical Christian Socialism. Immigrants brought their 
ideologies as well as themselves and many of them became found-
ers and officers of cooperative societies, especially in New 
England. 
Under the editorship of Horace Greeley, the New York 
Tribune was a forum for every new scheme to embody the demo-
cratic ideal which Europe produced from Fourierism to Uarxism 
and Christian Socialism. It was Greeley who arranged for the 
publication of Eolyoake's "Self-Help for the People: The 
History of the Rochdale Pioneers," soon after its appearance 
in England in 1857. This book first told the rules for develop-
1. Kallen, Op. cit., r. 211. 
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ment of a world-wide consumer economy.l The Sociological so-
ciety of America followed it with a manual on cooperation.2 
Holyoake followed his book by two personal tours, and in 1883, 
he reported to the Cooperative Congress the creation in New 
York of an "American Advisory Cooperative Board. n3 In 1882, 
a Rev. Heber Newton, an authority on cooperation, contributed 
to the Princeton Review an article on '1The Progress of Coopera-
tion in the United States ."4 A dozen years later a "C oopera-
tive Union of America'' was organized on the initiative of the 
Cambridge Cooperative Association, and led by Professors at 
Harvard College, hopeful of cooperation among working men ox 
New England. 5 
COOPERATION AND 'XliE FARliER 
AMERICAN ECONOMY (1844-1865). As an idea, both pro-
ducers' and consumers' cooperation seems to have been wide-
spread and favorably regarded in the United ~tatea. As a pro-
gram, they were undertaken with no less earnestness than in 
England and perhaps with more abounding enthusiasm. But they 
were based on a different way of life and on different con-
1. Kallen, Op. cit., P. 155. 
2. Holyoake, Pioneers, Op. cit., E. IX. 
3. Kallen, Op. cit., Op. cit., Pp. 212 and 213. 
4. Lee. cit. 
5. Lee. cit. 
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ditions. The American ideal of a free society had another con-
tent and another frame of reference than the British. 
The workers and farmers of Great Britain who did not 
emigrate had only their wages with which to win freedom. They 
were wage earners shut in and cut of£ by custom and law from 
all resource but the work of their hands. The farmers and 
workers of the United ~tates, on the contrary, had all the pos-
sibilities of an untamed immense ~ational domain of land and 
minerals. 
During a hundred years the young men of America were 
always going west. Workers or farmers, cooperation could be 
to them but another, and a subordinate, confirmation of the 
promise of American life. To the European, cooperation was from 
the first salvation from despair, the final form of personal 
life. To ~he American, native and immigrant alike, cooperation 
was but a way thereto. For he began where Europeans hoped to 
leave off. 
From the Declaration of Independence until the Sher-
man anti-trust Act, the dominant ideal of American economy was 
that of a nation of independent farmers who owned their ovm 
land, cattle and tools, who produced what they consumed and who 
exchanged their surpluses of goods and services with their 
neighbors that each might live more abundantly~ 
.After the t: i vil 1'/ar, the ideal, was extended to the 
eoancipated slave. Every American, regardless of color, creed 
or origin, could earn an abundant living. 
Public policy endeavored to preserve the independent 
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farmer. 1ts instrument was the Homestead acts--the drama xor 
the race for land, in which railroads and other corporations 
figured as powerfully as people. ~Vhe i"irst Eomestead Act, 
adopted by Congress in 1862, bestowed free farms of a hundred 
and sixty ucres on persons who were citizens, or who had taken 
out naturalization papers, on condition that they occupy and 
improve the land for five years. The original statute was sup-
plemented in the 1870's by acts, making it possible for settlers 
to acquire additional acreage in unwooded and arid regions. 
The timber-culture act of 1873, in effect until 1891, authorized 
a grant of 160 acres on condition that a part of it be planted 
with trees. The desert-land law of 1877 provided for selling 
640 acres at $1.25 an acre to anyone who would undertake their 
irrigation. In addition, an act of 1878 enabled settlers to 
buy, at ;f?2.50 an acre, tracts of 160 acres that were valuable 
chiefly for stone and timber. A further 160 acres might be se-
cured under the pre-emption law of 1841 (repealed in 1891) at 
fl.25 an acre. By the homestead act and these other enactments 
an individual might acquire a holding of 1280 acres or two 
square miles. Lhch fraud d6veloped in the actual operation of 
this legislation.l From 1862 to 1883, nearly three quarters of 
a million people received quarter and eighth sections. Hardly 
a third of them took final title. 
hlany sold thei~ sections after cultivating them, and 
1. Arthur ll. Schlesinger, ~olitical and Social Growth of the 
Ame:r lean .People 1865-1940 (The I.:S.cMillan Company, new York, 
1941) E. 45. 
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passed on to the next, moving ever westward until brought up 
by the Pacific Ocean. Most others, merely to build their houses, 
to live, to procure seed and tools, mortgaged their holdings. 
Every land office bred banks and land sharks. Bankers followed 
farmers, and the figure of the village Squire with mortgages 
on all his neighbors' property had become a commonplace in .Am-
erica. !~ever the less, so long as land was to be had for home-
steading, the ideal was that of t~e Independent Farmer. Be-
tween 1850 and 1910, the farmers of .America increased from 
1,500,000 to 6,000,000; the value per acre of equipped and cul-
tivated farm land from about •;?15 to about ~7 5.1 
This increase meant more to the banker than the farmer. 
The Independent Farmer became the Indebted Farmer. The years 
immediately following the close of the Civil r/ar had seen a 
tremendous expansion of production, particularly of the staple 
crops. The demobilization of the armies, the closing of wa:r 
industries, increased immigration, the homestead law, the in-
troduction of improved machinery, and the rapid advance of the 
railroads had all combined to drive the agricultural frontier 
westward by leaps and bounds Wltil it had almost reached the 
limit of sucoessful cultivation under conditions which then pre-
vailed. As crop acreage and production increased, prices went 
down in ac~ordance with the law of supply and demand, and farm-
ers found it difficult to make a living. 
The farmers commonly bought their supplies and imple-
1. United ~tates Depart~nt of Commerce, United States Census 
of Agriculture 1935, I, P. XVI. 
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menta on credit or mortgaged their crops in advance; and their 
profits at best were so slight that one bad season might put 
them thereafter entirely in the power of their creditors and 
fol'ce them to sell their crops on their creditors' terms. Many 
farms were heavily mortgaged at :rates that ate up the farmers' 
p:rofi ts. 
In the fall of 1873, a period of financial depression 
began which lasted throughout the decade. On the farmers the 
blow fell with special severity. At the very time when they 
found it most difficult to reali-ze profit on their sales of 
produce, creditors who had hitherto carried their debts from 
year to year became insistent for payment. When mortgages 
fell due, it was well-nigh impossible to renew them; and many 
farmers saw years of labor go for nothing in foreclosure sales. 
It was difficult to get even short term loans, running from 
seed-time to harvest. The farmers' protests against the high 
rates of interest of private capitalists were loud; and now 
they found themselves unable to get loans at any rate what-
ever.1 As the burden of debt grew, he came to feel more inse-
cure. The change from scarcity to abundance which chemical 
science and inventive ingenuity brought to the Vlhole land did 
not quite reach to his door. Country life became a symbol of 
insufficiency. 
As transportation became swifter and surer, and the 
farmer's market more and more remote :from his :farm, the need 
1. Buck, Solon J., The Hew Economic Order (Yale University 
Press, New Haven, 1919) II, Ch. II. 
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to preserve and assemble his produce was met by the construc-
tion of grain elevators and the invention of refrigeration. 
The persons who built the elevators were not the farmers who 
grew the grain or the consumers who ate it. They were third 
parties who soon passed from competition to combination. They 
organized line companies, commanded especially low freight rates 
and drove independents out of business. They established com-
binations which pooled purchases and fixed prices. As grain 
dealers, their associations dominated the frrmer's market. 
The packing industry, in similar manner, secured supreme com-
mand over the cattle men, the poultry raisers, the fruit and the 
vegetable growers. Pasteurization led to the formation of milk 
companies which dictated the price of raw milk.l 
The Independent Farmer found himself in the course of 
time the essential serf of the banker and the middleman. Nei-
ther his acres were his own, nor their fruit. The American 
farmer felt himself becoming peasantized, and he was fearful. 
The Farmer organizations of the United States were at once the 
voice of his fear and the weapons of his defense against its 
causes. 
PATRONS OF HUSBAND~L(l866-1880). First in their or-
der comes the Patrons of Husbandry or Grange. Its founders 
were half a dozen government clerks in Washington, who five 
years after the adoption of the first Homestead Act, saw that 
its full intent could not be realized unless fArm life could 
1. Kallen, Op. ·Cit., Pp. 216-217. 
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be established as the life more abundant on all levels. Ac-
cordingly on December 4, 1867 they organized the Grange as a 
secret non-sectarian fraternal order which both men and women 
could join, mutually to enrich their fellowship, perfect the 
art of agriculture and improve their minds. At first unin-
terested or suspicious, the farmers all over the country 
turned to the Grange as their one hope during the depression 
of the seventies. Between the spring of 1873 and the fall of 
1874, the local granges grew from three thousand to twenty 
thousand. The members displaced the original leaders in the 
organization and redirected its program.l 
This program was changed from enrichment of life 
for the Independent Farmer to a liberation of the agricultural 
producer from his burdens of subjection to money-changers and 
middlemen. In the early years, the National Executive Com-
mittee was designated to serve the state and local organiza-
tions for the wholesale purchase of farm implements; resolu-
tions were adopted calling for collective bargaining on 
freight rates and the breaking of the control of credit by 
commission merchants. Finding the pressure methods of large 
scale buying inadequate to reduce prices of farm machinery, 
both the National Grange and State Granges undertook to pro-
duce what their members needed. To bring to their members oth-
er goods, they established cooperative stores. Intentionally 
non-political, and expressing this intention in their charter 
1. Buck, Op. cit., Ch. I 
and by resolutions in conventions, they could not keep from 
political action or from exerting political influence. They 
were exercised over monopoly, over railroad rates, over 
foreign tr<>de, over problems of money and trade.l 
They were numerous enough. By 1875, they had 
762,263 paying members in the agricultural states, and were 
able to win for their views proper consideration. They 
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forced the creation of a Bureau, .then a Department of Aericul-
ture presided over by a cabinet officer; they urged laws af-
fecting the rate of interest, patents, b~-mk der1osi ts, rail-
road regulation, taxation, bimetallism, education. Many 
"Granger Laws" were passed.2 
All the time cooperation and education continued to 
be pressed, and on the whole and in the lone run, not ef-
fectively. The Committee on Coopert'ltion, at the eighteenth 
annual session of the N::1tional Grange in Nashville, Tennessee, 
November, 1884, wrote: 
"The subject of cooperation has been thoroughly 
discussed as a fundament~l principle in our 
annual meetings, thAt in theory, the subject 
in the judgment of your committee is about ex-
hausted. Yet somethine remains to be cione to 
bring this subject more practically before the 
people, not in theory, but its method of appli-
cation to pr~ctical life ••••••• No argument is 
necessary to prove the necessity of coopera-
tion. ~e have but to look to the rapid success 
of corporations fostered by special legisla-
tion to see this. 
1. Ibid., Pp. 27-42. 
2. Ibid. 
"The only answer to the increasing number .of 
millionaires in our country is traceable .•.• 
to the excessive charges made for farm sup-
plies. The want of protection to the Am-
erican Farmer is but the want of properly 
equalized legislation. Class legislation 
is but the effect of organized effort as 
against a disorganized class. The importance 
of agriculture is not questioned ...• It is 
the want of necessary protection for our 
industry; and this condition exists because 
of the want of organized cooperative effort 
on our part ••••• 
"Cooperation intelligently·begun in every 
agricultural district, and methodically con-
ducted will be as the leaven in the meal 
extending its influence from section to 
section, until every right of the farmer is 
regained and respected. We should not for-
get that if there is one thought more val-
uable than another, one principle that rises 
above the rest, it is the one that has ever 
been the great safeguard to industry, to 
wit, pay as you go. Cooperation in the 
Grange means equal rights and advantages 
to all. So that the dollar of the poor man 
shall buy as much as the dollar of the rich. nl 
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The adventuxe in producing agricultural machinery had 
proved disastrous. The cooperative stores, which had flourished 
at the start, were hampered, when not wrecked, by the ignorance 
and inefficiency of the Grange agents, and the unethical methods 
of the competitors. In point of fact, cooperation failed to 
hold the attention of the Granges. Their habit of pre-indus-
trial rugged individualism made of them, under the conditions 
of a rapid-industrializing agriculture, ragged individuals; but 
their deepest hope and faith were in political pressuxe and the 
passing of laws. Their forum gave rise to many political move-
ments, which sometimes turned an election. Their enterprises 
1. Kallen, Op. cit.·, .Pp. 219-221. 
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in the long run tended to increase rather than diminish their 
indebtedness.l 
Toward the late seventies the Grange began to break 
up. It survives today as a social and educational organiza-
tion and continues to concern itself with taxes. The coopera-
tive idea still survives in a few Grange stores dating from 
2 the seventies. 
1!,ARL1ERS' ALLI..<UWE ( 1858-189 2). The Farmers' Alli-
ance succeeded the Grange. This group, developing as the 
Grange declined, grew powerful in the eighties. During the 
depression of the early nineties, its members opened a con-
siderable number of stores. The money question was, however, 
too strong for them. They could not concentrate on coopers-
tion and turned to politics. The Alliance became for practi-
cal purposes the equivalent of the :Populist .t>arty. 3 
FAIU.JERS' UNION (1902). They were replaced by the 
Farmers' Educational Cooperative Union, better known as the 
Farmers' Union. The organizers of this group were somewhat 
more skeptical of political effort than their predecessors. 
Like the Grange, they recognized the importance of education 
and cooperation, and though they contributed more, perhaps to 
cooperative marketing than to cooperative purchasing, they 
emphasized the importance of buying in the farmers' economy.4 
1. Buck, Op. cit., II-Ch. v. 
2. Ibid, E. 70-76. John Daniels, Cooperation (Covici, Friede, 
New York, 1938) .Pp. 145-147 
3. Buck, Op. cit., Pp. 111-124. 
4. Buck, Op. cit.' Pp. 194-201. 
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The Union, like the Grange, was one of his efforts 
at equalization. It spread from its starting point in the 
Bliddle West over the entire nation but contracted rapidly. It 
encountered both competition and supplementation in the Ameri-
can Society of Equity, now known as the National Equity Union. 
Both at last set out to meet the economic issue on the e.con-
omic level. 
In 1889, the farmers in· the neighborhood of }~ockwell, 
Iowa, established the first cooperative grain elevator. They 
were lucky in their choice of directors and wise in the draw-
ing of their by-laws. They arranged to meet the cost o:f 
management by a small proportional fee on all grain handled. 
This fee was due even if a member sold his grain to a compet-
·itor. It was then a penalty. The service was to be the same 
for all members. Of course, every known device of competi-
tion was used to destroy the cooperative; but use6 w1success-
fully. The :resistance to cooperative elevators was for a 
time successful elsewhere. Railroads, grain dealers and line 
companies organized to prevent cooperative grain elevators 
from arising and to force those that did arise out of busi-
1 
ness. 
By the time the Farmers' Union and the Equity Asso-
ciation began to function there were upward of two hundred 
such elevators scattered through the country. Both organi-
zations devoted themselves to advancing them. In addition, 
the Union promoted livestock shipping associations, terminal 
1. Kallen, Op. cit., P. 223: Buck, Op. cit., rp. 100-109. 
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train and terminal livestock marketing associations, while 
Equity concerned itself with cooperative creameries. ~uch 
associations are all associations of producers. They are true 
cooperatives when tLey apply the l:{ochdale princip1es. It is 
significant that they succeed, while cooperative industrial 
production like meat packing and canning do not. 1 
The following data is indicative of the activities 
of the :E1armers' linion: 
Farmers' Union Exchange Cooperative 
Buying agency: takes entire output of North 
Dakota state pzison industries and one-half 
of I.Iichigan state prison industries for dis-
tribution to farmers in the northwest. 
Farmers' Union Terr~nal Association 
Grain ma.:£keting agency. 
16,000,000 bushels o~ wheat handled in 1928. 
From northwest territory. 
Farmers' llutual ?ire Insurance Company 
Organized in 1925. 
1930: ~55,000,000 insurance in force. 
J!,arme:r s' Union I,:Utual Life Insurance Company 
Organized in 1922. 
1920: oj,ll2,500,000 insurance in force.2 
l~ATIORAL F.ARM BUREAU ( 1902-----). The formation and 
. 
activity of the Farmers' Union and Hational Equity were con-
temporaneous with a growing concern over 11Country life" among 
intellectuals, politicians, and administrators. In 1902 John 
D. Rockefeller established and financed a General Educational 
Board for aid to the cotton farmer in the south. In 1906 
this Board became interested in the farmers of· the country 
1. Kallen, Op. cit., Pp. 223 and 224. 
2. Daniels, Op. cit., ~p. 259-252. 
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and was instrumental in calling attention to the plight of the 
American faxmer. As a result of this concern, a national 
commission on country life was cxeated by President Roosevelt 
in 1909 to make a survey of the state of the agricultuxal 
section of the nation and to bring in recommendations. The 
commission laid special stress on the deficiency of the far-
mers' training and proposed~to overco~e it, a system of ex-
tension work from land gxant coJ leges to homes and farms, so 
that agriculture might b.e made per1:1S.nently satisfying to in-
telligent and progressive people. Among other proposals, the 
commission called for a form of organization ·which would provide 
rull scope for voluntary association and concerted effort: that 
is, for cooperation.l 
Partly as a consequence ~f these recommendations, 
the states, stimulated by the national governn.ent, appointed 
agricultural experts to serve as guides, philosophers and 
friends of the farmers in the field. These 8Xperts are known 
as County Agents, or Farm Advisers, and there is one to each 
agricultural county. They are responsible for tr.eir work to 
the agricultural colleges. Before long, these agen~s found 
that it would be easier to deal \Uth groups than vnth individ-
uals. They decided to cxeate an organization for themselves, 
ratr£r than use the existing farmer organizations which they 
considered radical. Their organization is the national Farm 
Bureau. ~lith the prestige of its backing, it had a natural 
affinity for the capitalist farmer with his large-scale in-
1. Loc. cit. 
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dustr ialized farm management and mechanized operation. Where 
he led, the rank and file of farmers automatic ally followed .1 
Of the four nation-wide associations of farmers, 
the Farm Bureau soon took and still holds the lead in member-
ship and influence. In 1920, there were 450,000 farm families 
enrolled. Educational in purpose, the Farm Bureau found that 
education without action was empty, and soon tended to become 
misleading. In the course of time, it too began to foster 
marketing cooperatives, and later consumers' cooperatives. 
By the time the Y/or ld War was well underway, the 
farmers of the land were associated into four distinct mutu-
ally exclusive and sharply competitive farmers' organiza-
tions, each with the purpose of defending its members from 
the exploitations to wtic:h they were subject, and each stress-
ing both producers 1 and consun~r s 1 cooper at ion as the instru-
ments of defense. They had a hand, together with organized 
labor, in securing in 1914, the adoption of the Clayton Act, 
which declared that labor was not a conmodity and forbad the 
classification of labor unions, mutual, agricultural and 
horticultural organizations among the trusts. One or the 
other has facilitated the creation of regional or nation-
wide m.axketing associations. In 1924, there were hundreds of 
such associations like the following: 
1. Ibid., Kallen, Op. cit., ~p. 224-225. 
Cooperative 
I.Iarke ting 
Association 
California 
Fruit Grow-
ers' Exchange 
Texas Farm 
Bu:reau Cot-
ton Asso-
ciation 
Southwest 
Wheat 
Growers' 
.As soc iat ion 
Minnesota 
Cooperative 
Creameries 
Association 
Burley 
Tobacco 
Growers' 
Cooperative 
Hew York 
Dairymen's 
League 
Florida 
Citrus 
:b,rui t 
:Erincipal 
:Place of 
Business 
Los 
.Angeles 
Dallas 
Enid, 
Okla. 
St • .Paul. 
Lexing-
ton, .Ky. 
l~ew York 
City 
Tampa 
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Units I.~ember- Value of Com-
Date Affil- ship modity 11a.rketed 
Formed iated 1925 in 1924 
1892 204 11,000 ~)50,000, 000 
1921 50,000 37,237,426 
1922 15,000 12,000,000 
1921 95,000 20,000,000 
1922 108,044 42,430,772 
66,000,000 
24,000,0001 
MOst of these exchanges have added cooperative pur-
chasing especially of farm supplies, to their functions. Some 
ma.nufactur e certain a:rt icle s :required by their members. All 
of them have improved, standardized, and identified with a 
label, the quality of the goods they supply a nation-wide mar-
ket. The tendency among them toward price-fixing, restricting 
1. 1Ja.cy Camp be 11, Rural Life at the Crossroads (Ginn & Com-
pany, Boston, !.!ass., 1927 • .Pp. 127, 1!:2-134. 
production and other characteristic producer -practices. is 
constant. In recent years they have been moving toward in-
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creasing their markets rather than by reducing pxoduction and 
raising prices. 1 
The Woxld War set a scarcity value upon farm products 
and farms. Farmers moxtgaged their entire property to expand 
operations and increase production. Land values increased and 
obscured the mounting indebtedness. Cooperative narketing 
conserved, for the farmer, much of the profit that might have 
gone to tne middleman although the middleman's profit did not 
diminish. When peace came and the nations at war resumed 
production, American farmsxs, tne grain growers especially, 
found themselves, as they have so many times since, with an 
undisposable surplus on their hands. .hereupon the Farm Bu-
reau stepped in. 
In 1921, the Farm Bureau set up:the United States 
Grain Growers Association. Members paid .;10 to join and con-
tracted to sell their grain to no one else for five years. 
How the grain so sold was to be paid for, to whom resold, or 
at what price, was not indicated. The sum of entrance fees 
paid by fifty thousand farmers was soon consumed, together 
with a quarter of a million dollars borrowed from State Bu-
reau Federations. In 1924, when the Grain Growers gave up, 
it had not sold a bushel of grain. Its managers appear not 
to r..ave understood that grain, being a world commodity, is 
distributed through international markets at practically 
1. Ibid., l?p. 139-145: Daniels, Op· cit., J:lp. 152-157 • 
. 
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the lowest possible cost. It cannot often have a world-wide 
scarcity value, such as a war may cause. In peace times, 
other things being equal, the producer may find himself re-
duced even in his ovm country to destroying his surpluses. 
His alternative to monopoly and fixed price is a growing 
market with a falling price. This alternative, however, only 
the cooperation of consurrers can certainly provide.l 
The Grange, the Union, .the Equity Union and the 
Farm Bureau Federation, though they foster cooperation in 
business, do not yet realize that it could be as well applied 
to themselves. Their leaders are engaged in jurisdictional 
disputes, and other forms of rivalry which are sectarian. 
The true cooperative is tangent to all that. Cooperative as-
sociation is open, and each farm organization and every member 
of each farm organization reenforces hie own strength and en-
riches his own life with the power and riches of all his fel-
lows when he joins himself to them in a cooperative under-
taking. 
The leaders in the American cooperative movement 
are aware of this; and the cooperatives are likely to play 
the leading role in freeing the farm organizations from the 
wastes which their present policy causes through duplicated 
effort, multiplied fixed charges, confused ideas and 
obstructed actions.. When the Consumers' Cooperative Associa-
tion was organized in 1929--then as the Union Oil Company 
1. Kallen, Op. cit., P. 226 
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Cooperative--it made no alliance with any farmer organization 
and invited the friendship of all. t:en affiliated with each 
of the groups now serve on the Association's Board of Directors, 
and the membership of all are enrolled in the constituent so-
cieties of the Association.l 
The last annual meeting created by resolution a 
regional planning committee of representatives of all the major 
cooperative federations and farm groups in the area. The com-
mittee is to work out a plan of unified educational activity 
and a plan of unifying business activities to be executed grad-
ually as time, circumstance, need and opportunity IB rmi t. In 
view of the competitive record of farm organizations, its mem-
bers have a life work.2 
When the farm organization leadership has vision, 
coordinating action develops within the organizations them-
selves. The Cooperative Grange League Federation Exchange is 
a distinct business entity created jointly by leaders of the 
Grange, the Farm Bureau, and the Dairymen's League. It con-
trols more than 125 local stores of its own, 60 affiliated 
local cooperatives, and 538 local dealers. The membership 
and the organizations are in New York, northern Eennsylvania, 
and liew Jersey. The Exchange serves them with feed and fuxni-
ture, which it ma.nufactur es itself, and other goods. The 
central office is in Ithaca, New York. Its territory is divi-
1. ~aniels, Op. cit., Ep. 250-257. 
2. Ibid. 
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ded into districts of several counties each, each with a resi-
dent district manager responsible to the central organization. 
This organization is itself responsible to the board of direc-
tors, who are directly chosen by the thirty thousand members. 1 
Both the material and the spiritual possibilities of 
such organizations are still untapped. The fact that they 
function even more effectively in depression than in prosper-
ity, is a sign of their basic vit~lity. But to be saved from 
mercenary motives, it is necessary for them to learn to think 
in terms of the importance of the consumer. This is a task 
before them.2 
UOOP.ERATION AND THE WAGE EARNER 
Although the United States is a conspicuously in-
dustrial country, the cooperative movement has had a.more 
powerful and characteristic development among American farm-
ers than among American wage workers. Until the turn of the 
century this land suffered a scarcity of men and man-power. 
It was a nation of farmers, and the common unit of enterprise 
was the farm-family strengthened when the season required it 
by the help of neighbors who were the farmers' equals. Their 
service was often a favor and the price of their labor was 
like the fees paid to professional men, not like the wages 
paid to the industrial worker or the present-day agricu+tural 
1. vaniels, Op. cit., ?p. 196-209. 
2. Kallen, Op. cit., E. 228. 
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' 
labor e:r •1 
During the decade of Owen's first sojourn in the 
Uniteu States (1820-1820), some eleven villages of cooperation 
similar to Hew Harmony had been organized, four in Indiana, 
three in New York, two in Ohio, one in .t?ennsylvania, and one 
in Tennessee. Hone of them suxvived longer than three years. 2 
A generation later came the Fourierist societies, mostly agri-
cultural. Some thirty of them, with Brook Farm as thei~ head 
and front, were born and died between 1840 and 1850. They 
:ranged from Massachusetts to Iowa, and the area of greatest 
concentration was Ohio, where eight were begun. 3 This was 
the decade of Hobert Owen's return to the United States. Be-
tween 1844 and 1847, he VIaS giving innumerable lectures on 
his scheme of social salvation; in 1845, he held one of his 
characteristic world conventions in Hew York. 4 
JOURNEYlJEH CORDV/..tUNERS. His activity coincides with 
the early efforts of wage-workers to organize cooperative stores 
and self-governing workshops. From the first, societies of 
handloom weavers, tailors, carpenters, cordwainers, and other 
craftsmen were drawn to his gospel. As in 18~5, the depression 
which reached its depth in 1837 began to make itself felt, and 
meeting after meeting voted to establish cooperative enterprises. 
1. Kallen, Op. cit., P. 229. 
2. Kallen, Op. cit.,~. 232. 
3. Commons and Assooiates,-History of 1abor in the United States 
( lia.c1lillan Company, New York, 1918) I, ~p. 496-506. 
4. Ibid., .1?. 549. 
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In 1836, the Journeymen Cordwainer's (Ladies Branch) urged the 
friends of worke.rs to o.rganize cooperatives as the only means 
of helping them. 1 In 1837, the trades-union called a special 
conference on cooperation, .reaffirmed its practicability and 
urged working-men to undertake it. 2 And from that time on 
producers' societies were unhardy perennials in different 
pa.rts of the country. As often as not, their antecedents were 
unsuccessful strikes. During half a century tailors, textile 
operatives, stone-worke.r s, smiths, and fou11dry workers, pr in-
ters, cabinet makers, ciga.r ma.LCe.rs, all tried their hand at 
cooperative p.roduction. 
lliOH 110Ui.DERS' INrr'ERRATIOl~AL. Sometimes trade-
unions initiated the enterprises. Owing to the failure of un-
ion st.rikes, trade unions turned to productive cooperation as 
a substitute for trade union action. The Iron Lloulders' Inter-
national Union established cooperative stove foundries. The 
first of these foundries was opened at Troy in 1866, and was 
quickly followed by one in Albany and during the next eighteen 
months by ten more. The Amalgamated Clothing ~·workers of America 
have established productive cooperation in their industry by 
operation of shops by the union. The best example is the union-
owned and union managed factory in Milwaukee, 'i/isconsin. 3 The 
area of concentration, in the early days, was i.:_assachusetts, 
.r>ennsylvania running second. The record kept true to forlil. 
1. Commons, Op. cit., £ .• 467. 
2. Ibid., Ep. 468-469. 
3. Coromons, Op. cit., .1:'. 53-58. 
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Those that survived ceased to be cooperative; those that re-
mained cooperative did not survive. The manufacturing enter-
prises of the Patrons of husbandry introduced no change in 
the recox d. 
\'/OHKIIW.i.:EH 'l:::l COO.t>lli\.AT IVE. UNION. The same thing ap-
pears true of cooperative stores. Agitation in theix favor oc-
curs among the members of the New England Association of Far-
mers and l.lechanics in 1845;1 in the middle years of the third 
decade labor organizations in textile towns, under the pressure 
of bard times, did open a few stores which shut down or becam 
private enterprises within three to five years. In 1845, to-
ward the end of the depression caused by debt repudiation, a 
cooperative buying club, organized the ~ear before by the Bos-
ton tailor, John G. Kaulbach, was changed into a Kingsite con-
sumers' coo:r::e rative society. Other societies quickly followed, 
and in 1847, twelve of them for rood a confederation with the 
name "Working-men's Protective Union." The stores sold at cost 
to members. The dividend en purchases was apparently sti 11 un-
knovm, and was paid on shares only; democratic control and tl::e 
rule of one man, one vote, were of course the principles of 
government. The developrmnt of the stores coincided with the 
boom of the California gold rush. They spread rapidly through-
out 1~ ew EnglBn d and in to Pennsylvania and Hew Jersey. In five 
years the twelve locals had become 403, and their turnover 
mounted into millions of dollars.2 
1. Commons; Op. cit., P. 539. 
2. Daniels, Op. cit., Pp. 279-281; Kallen, Op. cit., .P. 2~·'13. 
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.AMERICAN Pl10TECTI~E UlHON. By 1853, issues ove:r man-
agement led to a split and the formation of a remnant organi-
zation, the "American Protective Union." This organization also 
flourished. When the post-inflationary p:J.nic of 1846 began, it 
had 370 locals and an annual turnover of ~200,000. Neither the 
"New England l'r oteotive Union" nor the "American P:rotecti ve 
Union" survived the panic. Moat of the New England locals were 
able to disband and sell their stpck without loss; in othe:r 
places they we:re not so fortunate.l 
Through-freight lines came into existence after the 
beginning of the Civil 1'/ar. These lines greatly he:stened freight 
traffic by abolishing the necessity for trans-shipment. As a 
result, local marKets were widened, and competition was in-
creased and intensified. This intensification of competition 
and the separation of producers and consumers resulted in the 
development of the middleman as the dominant figure in industry. 
Through his extensive purchasing opportunities and his special-
ized methods of reaching customers, he dominated the market 
and, in consequence, credit. 2 
The middleman came to be regarded as the common op-
pressor of the wage earners, the employers and the farmer.3 
The industrial depression following the panic of 1857 
1. Loc. cit.; loc. cit. 
2. Common, Op. cit., I, 4-5. 
3. J..oc. cit. 
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had destroyed almost completely the modest beginning of labor 
organization of preceding years. The War brought paralysis o:f 
business and increase in unemployment. The combined effect 
upon the existing labor organizations was demoralizing.l 
As a consequence of the issue of $750,000,000 of 
greenbacks in 1862 as legal tender by the Federal Government, 
prices began to rise rapidly. Industry revived; wages increased; 
unemployment ceased. The fruits of prosperity, however, were 
shared uuequally. The wage-earners benefited by increased op-
portunities for employment, but the cost of living increased 
more rapidly than wages. 2 
A comparison of wages and retail prices shows the 
difference in increase: 
1862 
1863 
. 1864 
1865 
:Base 
~ 
100/o 
112~ 
170% 
150fo 
1860 
.He tail 
J?:rices 
115"'o I, 
143'/o 
13if1 
"fo. 
176~ 
The unequal pace of the two movements inevitably led the wage-
earners to organize along trade union lines in order to protect 
the standard of living.3 
The first two years of the war had led to an upward 
sweep of prices. By 1862 workmen had begun to make definite 
preparations for distributive cooperation. They endeavored to 
1. Ibid., E. 13. 
2.. Ibid • , P. 14. 
3. Ibid., P. 15. 
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cut off the profits of middlemen by establishing grocery stores, 
meat markets, and coal yards. The first substantial effort of 
this kind to attract attention was the formation in December, 
1862, of the Union Cooperative Association of ~hiladelphia. 
From this beginning, the movement extended until practically 
every important industrial town between Boston and San Fran-
cisco had some kind of distributive cooperation. Disastrous 
failures tovmrd the end of 1865 foreshadowed the end of the 
movement. ~a th the fall of prices irrunediately after the close 
of the Vlar, there developed a pronounced movement toward pro-
ductive cooperation.l 
Steam had revolutionized the textile industry at an 
early date, but for a long time other industries were unaffected 
by this power. The creation of a national market fundamentally 
changed the price-fixing forces in the majority of industries, 
and therefore, could not help producing a most thoroughgoing 
effect upon the struggle between industrial classes. 2 
In the field of trade unionism the nationalization 
of the market gave birth to the national trade union. This 
process of nationalisation once started, lasted for ten years; 
organizations and members varying with the prosperity or de-
pression in business during that time. During 1870-72 the 
membership of all national unions reached zoo,ooo.3 
The national organization of workers was met by the 
1. Ibid. t ?. 29-41. 
2. Conuaons, Op. cit., I!. 43. 
3. COlnt:lOns. Op. cit •• E. 45. 
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national organization of employers. The employers' associa-
tions organized to resist any and all actions of the unions. 
In 1867, the employers reduced wages ranging from 30 per cent 
to 60 per cent. The unions went on strike, and the employers 
refused to accede to the demands of the union.1 
In addition to union tax exactions, ti.Ires we:re hard. 
In 1868, half the union roombe:cs were out of work and many 
wo:rked on part time or small piece work; while the necessaries 
of life were dear. A man at full time could not do more than 
take care of his expenses.2: 
The effect of the success of the organized employ-
ers, coupled with hard times, was to discourage strikes. The 
The defeat o:f the union gave rise to a fundamental change in 
union policy. The principal goal of the labor movement came 
to be a way of escaping the wage system. ~reductive coopera-
tion was to become the substitute for trade union action.3 
In 1865, a cooperative farminG and manufacturing 
concern was in operation at Fosters' Crossing, Ohio. In 1866, 
the Iron Moulders Union established cooperative stove found-
ries. They ended three years later. The Knights of ~t. Oris-
pin, the shoemakers' organizations, concerned themselves with 
cooperation. In 1869 and 1870, the Grand Lodge of I.iassachu-
setts made a vigorous effort to secure from the legislature 
an act of incorporation for the purpose of purchasing supplies. 
1. Ibid, Ep. 48-50. 
2. Ibid., ?. 52. 
Ibid. , .t> • 52 and 5r;:. .... 
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Their charter actually passed the lower house, but was re-
jected in the senate. In 1870 the Hew York ::>tate Grand Lodge 
reco~nended to its subordinate lodges cooperative workshops. 
These cooperative shops became numerous after 1870, and there 
were established also between thirty and forty cooperative 
stores, which soon, however, went to pieces. Cooperative 
experiments, which attracted attention durin::; the three years 
following 186·6, were the effort~? of workmen to carry out in 
their own shops a form of productive cooperation which would 
give to them the whole product of "their own labor. Such at-
tempts we.re made by practically all of the leading trades. 
A large proportion of t!1ese attempts erew out of unsuccessful 
strikes during the depression in 1866 and 1867. 1 
The National Labor Union,· predecessor of the Knights 
of 1abo:r and the American Federation of '.Labor, was o:rc;anized 
in 1866. At the convention in 1867, amonJ other subjects, 
cooperation was given much prominence. In an address at that 
convention, after·recitin6 the success of cooperation in Eng-
land, it was stated: 
"that there are special :reasons and needs 
for the existence of cooperative efforts 
in t!,is country, for here the:r e is less 
disposition on the part of capitRl to 
combine and cooperate with labor, tLan 
elsewLere, in consequence of th~ excessive 
accumulations of cayital by the sreat 
rates of interest which prevail in this 
country. "2 
The discussion on cooperation which followed this·aad:ress 
1. Ibid. t .Pp. 52-111. 
2. Ibid., .t?. 113. 
recognizeG that cooperation was 
"a sure and lasting xemedy of the abuses 
of the industrial system, and tr.at until 
the laws o.r tte nation c:an be xemodelled 
so as to recognize the right of men in-
stead of classes, tbe system of coopera-
tion carefully guarded V'lill do much to 1 lessen the evils of our present system." 
A permanent committee was appointed to investigate the vari-
ous systems of cooperation. 
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The adoption of prod~ctive cooperation brought the 
workingmen face to .fuce with the credit problem. For ,grant-
ing that they had sufficient to start the shops, they needed 
capital to finance their output. In the latter part of 1867, 
the hational Labor Union voted that 11no system of cooperation 
can help labor while the credit system lasts. n2 The National 
Labo:r Union forthwith centered its attention on "inflation, 
fiat money and 11 greenbackism." 
The American industrial worker's preoccupation 
with money and credit almost equalled the American Farmer's. 
Like the farmer, he was threatened with poverty, and like 
the .farmer, was searching and seeking an associative form 
that would aosure Lim his liberty as a worke:r and dignity as 
a citizen. Hence, his per sis tent e f.for t to protect his 
wages and conditions led to tr .. e forma.tion of one association 
after another, each with the same purpose of raising wages 
and lowering prices. 
The relationship between individual personality 
1. Ibid., Pp. 118 and 119. 
2. Kallen, Op. cit.,£. 235. 
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and consurrer economy came to him fo:r a moment in the coopera-
tive enterprises which had been started, but the realization 
was lost in the struggle ever the profits of production. 
Ira Steward, a Boston machinist, brought forth his 
eight-hour philosophy in 1863. ~teward was born in 1831, and 
at nineteen years of age and working twelve hours a day, he 
began agitation for shorter hours. The essence of Steward's 
theory was the principle that wages do not depend upon the 
amouut of capital or the supply of labor, but upon the hab-
its, customs and wants of the worker. He conceived of a 
cooperative conm.onwealth which would employ mact~ery purely 
for consumer ends. He urged that it could be attained by 
raising wages and shortening hom s. His Eight-Hour Leagues 
were designed as instruments to advance workers to this end. 
Their actual effect was merely to confirm and intensify a 
habitual wage hour ·consciousness, a trades-union conscious-
ness ,not to t:ransform the "habits and wants of the worker. nl 
The importance of the consumer can be established 
and maintained in the economic structure only through the 
cooperative organization of the consumer--through the organ-
ization of the wants and habits themselves. To tax unused 
land, to raise wages or to shorten hours is not enough. 
Attention must be centered on the development and control of 
the activities of consumption. To tr.ese, wages and hours 
are means only. 2 
1. Gammons, Op. cit., :Pp. 87-96; .Kallen, Op. cit., .Pp. 236-
240. 
2. Kallen, Op. cit., J:. 239. 
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THE KNIGHTS OF LABOR (1869-1879}. The Noble Order· 
of the Knights of Labat was forroo d by Uriah Stephens at 
Ehiladelphia, December 26, 1869. The founders of the Knights 
of Labor were working-men, tailors, whose local union broke 
up when the National Labor Union was dissociating into its 
elements. They knew of the principles; objectives and asso-
ciative form of the iatrons of Husbandry, which had been 
founded two years earlier, and they felt that an analagous 
form of sal vat ion might also work out for the working man. 
Accordingly nine of them organized in 1869, amid the uncer-
tainties of the early phases of industrial over-expansion, a 
secret order of industrial workers. The object of this or-
der was social salvation of farmer and worker. 
The fom:1ders of the Order proposed educational 
schemes, the organization of both ~oducer and consumsr 
cooperatives, insurance schemes and other familiar defenses 
of the exploited producer against exploitation. With tbe 
panic of 187:::., which lasted six years, began the g:rowth of 
the Order, until it had an organization in almost every 
state. The new members brought power, but also impatience. 
They could not wait for the new growth of stores and work-
shops. They demanded militancy against tte powers of monop-
oly. The Order domina ted the labor movement in .A.ner ica for 
a decade.1 
~OVE.llliiGNS OF IlU.lUt>TRY( 1874-1879}. The depress ion 
of 1873 to 1879 which in~parted momentum to the growth of the 
1. Commons Op. cit., F. 195-202. 
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Knights of Labor brought on a parallel movement which concen-
trated on cooperation to the exclusion of everything else. 
This was the organization known as the Sovereigns of Industry. 
A liia.ssachusetts society founded in 1874, the Sever eigns of 
Industry were an endeavor to provide mutual assistance in self-
improvement and self-protection through consumer cooperation. 
Buying clubs were formed in Springfield and 'w/orcester. These 
clubs were financ~d by loans from their members according to 
their abilities. These fUnds were then put in the hands of 
purchasing agents who took each member's order weekly and 
bought for all together. In each community the clubs 
formed councils and the councils pooled their funds for the 
purpose of opening a store. Rep:r esen tat ion in the direct ion 
of the store was based on the sum invested, in the ratio of 
one representative for every $100 put in. Interest on capital 
was fixed at 7%. Goods were sold below the market price to 
members only, and at a profit of 2 l/21; to be divided ~qually 
between the sinking fund of the store and treasury of the 
councils. The change from this technique to that of Rochdale 
come quickly, with the growth of the movement. Within a year 
there were 40 local councils in New England, and 170 in the 
middle and central states. The Sovereigns planned to pass 
from distribution to production. They had a foundry in King-
ston, Liassachusetts, and other workshops elsewhere. Their 
possibilities were frustrated by poor management and nepotism. 
By 1879, they broke up; they did not even survive the depres-
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which started them off.l 
BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATION. The one type of co-
operative association which has had a continuous development 
and flourishes in the United States has been the Building 
and Loan Association. Building and loan societies are funda-
mentally credit unions, whose members pool their resources and 
lend am borrow money from one another for the purpw e of 
building homes. The first to be recorded was organized in 
Ehiladelphia in 1831. By 1877, such associations had become 
numerous and powerful enough in the state of Massachusetts 
to secure a special statute determining the conditions of 
their incorporation.2 
In 1929, there were in the United States, 12,342 
Building and Loan associations with a membership of 12,111,209 
and total assets of ~8,695,154,220, making an average per 
member of ~717.40. In 19~6. the membership had decreased to 
10,256, the membership to G,125,971 and the total assets to 
~5,741,935,430, making an average per member of ~937.31.3 
These societies are more concerned prima.rily.with the security 
and cost of housing than with the expansion of the house of 
life. Neither the leaders nor the members have developed the 
moral or social impli9ation of these societies. For this 
reason they have hardly figured in the record of cooperation 
2. Kallen, Op. cit., E. 243. 
1. Commons, Op. cit., Pp. 171-175; Kallen, Op. cit., Pp.240-243. 
Z. World Almanac, 1~ ew York iiorl d-Telegl'am, 1938. 
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in the United ~tates. 
In the last two decades o£ the nineteenth century 
the idea of cooperation as the method of the national econ-
omy fell into the background. There ceased to be a movement 
in the sense of the :Patrons of Husbandry, the Knights of Labor 
and the Sovereigns of Industry. The workers were concerned 
with their labor unions, fighting for a union wage scale, and 
union standards and cundi tions .· This was a period of employ-
ex-employee competition, each seeking the domination of the 
economy. Cooperation, however, persisted among the native 
population in the form of unrelated survivals, scattered over 
the land, from the eaxlier movements. Stores maintained a 
dormant existence, without fertility and withou.t vision and 
were justified when they saved their members a few pennies.l 
:PACIFIC COO.l?ERATIVE LE.AGUE .• .Around the brief panic 
of 1907, something like a movement began among the California 
fruit farmers, but receded before the local stores could con-
federate effe~tively. Interest and energy were absorbed by 
the projected ''cooperative" fruit selling, and this drained 
all the managerial ability and organizing power that might 
otherwise have been at the disposal of a true consumer move-
ment. What survived of it was recognized as the :Pacific Co-
operative 1eague.2 
1. Commons, Op. cit., Ep. 430-438. Kallen, Op. cit., :Pp. 
245-247. 
2. Campbell, Op. cit., Ep. 12-13. Kallen, Op. cit., .e.247. 
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RIGET RELATIONSHIP LEAGUE. A similar record was 
made by the Right Relationship League. This began as a prop~ 
aganda society in 1iinneapolis, l.i.innesota. Its members appear 
to have had a definite sense of the importance of the consum-
er. They sent missionaries to the smaller communities of 
r.annesota and other Middle Western states to organize consum-
er societies. These had reached two hundred before the move-
ment began to rece,de. The league published a. journal, "Co-
operation,., which was to serve as medium of communication 
and an educational instrument.l 
The leaders of the League grew tired. ~he costs 
were heavy; the support small. The successiul societies 
were without vision, penny-pinching; and there were too many 
being destroyed by the usual burdens of cooperative organi-
zation: bad management, lack or loyalty, abandonment of one 
or another of the :Rochdale principles. At one time the lead-
ers had conceived the idea of organizing a chain of coopera-
tive stores, centrally initiated and centrally controlled, 
but the League was disbanded before the enterprise could be 
launched. The remnants reorganized as the American Rochdale 
LeaGue and soon mer$ed into the general picture. There were 
also an American Cooperative Organization Bureau and a North-
western Cooperative league with slightly different methods.2 
1. Kallen, Ep. 247-248. 
2. Loc. cit. 
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H. 0. UELSOH. One man attempted by himself what the 
Right Relationship League could not do as a group. This was 
N. 0. Nelson. He g:rew up on a i.~issouxi faxm, and built his 
fortune as a manufacture:r and jobber of plumbing supplies in 
St. Louis. lie is the first among p:rosperous American men of 
business to devote himself to the cauF:e of consuroor coopera-
tion, giving the larger part of his life and all of his for-
tune to the cooperative ideal. His first step toward indus-
trial peace in his own plant was to institute profit-sharing. 
This was followed in 1890 by the establishment of the manu-
facturing village of Leclare, Illinois, and the organization 
there of a very successful store.l 
Believing the bayou region around New Orleans, 
Louisiana, to be one of the mos..t impoverished and backward of 
areas of the United States, he undertook to establish there, 
with his own money, a chain of stores, which should ultimate-
ly pass into the control of the customers. The enterprise, 
incorporated as the Nelson Cooperative Association, finally 
included sixty-one sto:res, four butchers shops, a baker~ a 
milk-pasteurizing plant, a coffee house, a condin:ent factory, 
and a fifteen-hundred acre farm. The· chain store st'l'ucture 
was designed to secure the largest economies in management 
and the conduct of business, and for a time seemed to do so. 
In 1917, the volume was increasing 15 p3r cent ter store, and 
the total business came to three million dollars more or less.2 
1. Loc. cit. 
2. Ibid., :p. 249. 
"Consumers' cooperation," wrote Mr. 
Nelson, 11 depends entirely on the con-
sumer •.•.• It is mere indifference and 
carelessness that has Kept it from 
developing in the United States; we 
shall come to it, but Americans are 
adverse to anything so commonplace 
and commonsense as a cooperative 
store or a cooperative factory ."1 
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In the organization of the Nelson Cooperative Asso-
ciation, Incorporated, he omitted the one technique which es-
tablishes consumer coo:[2ration as consumer cooperation. Ur. 
Uelson did away with the dividend on purchase, and sold goods 
nearly at cost or at cost. Customer control consequently 
could only come about through the investment of share-capital 
in the company's stock. But the dividend on purchase was the 
only way in which the farmers and worKers, especially of the 
bayous, could ever secure any capital to invest. He estab-
lished some sixty stores and they bankrupted him. 2 
COOPEliATIVE LEAGUR OF AMERICA. It is the continen-
tal immisrants, in whom the cooperative idea was a part of the 
habit of life, who established it anew in the new land of their 
choice; and among them it acquired a fresh and different vigor.· 
Finns, Jews, Belgians, and Scandinavians set up cooperatives 
in their different settlements, and on the whole, these coop-
eratives have flourished. 
But the beliefs of the members of the immigrant co-
operatives were not the life more abundant here and now. They 
either reduced consumers' cooperation to a sort of commissary 
1. E. F. Har1·is, .Eope of the Consumer, O.:a.d.:illan Company, 
New York, 1918) E. 392. 
2. Kallen, Op. cit., ?. 249. 
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department of the small producer in his struggle with the cap-
' 
italist, or they denounced and fought cooperation as adverse 
to the socialist ideal and method. These views were political 
rather than economic, and the desire to create some kind of 
political party and to compete in elections for political of-
fice was more dynamic and more effective than the dull methodic~ 
al routine of conducting cooperative enterprise. 
The foreign settlement~ held the attention of the 
new generation of native reformers. In the cities good citi-
zens were much exercised over slum conditions and political 
corruption. Social settlements which had begun as religious 
missions· to the deserving poor, were changing into centers 
of advanced thought for mission settlers as well as the nat-
ives. 
"Human rights versus property rights" expressed it-
self among the educated minority in the coileges by the pro-
fession o:f oocialism. 1Iuch of this Socialism went do~vn to 
the social settlements of the East Side and took fire from 
the slum Socialism of that area. 
Among those from the college group was Albert. Bonni-
schsen, later a secretar~ of the Cooperative 1eague of the 
United States. During his early days he was a confirmed Social-
ist. Of adventurous nature, he traveled greatly. 'v'/hen he re-
turned to America after one of his travels, he brought the gos-
pel of Consumers' Cooperation which he had learned about in 
England. 
With a dozen others, mostly young fellows, recently 
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out of college, he organized a "Cooperative League of America, n 
scraped together $100 3.Ild opened a grocery store somewhere in 
~he Bronx. Among the members were a letter carrier, a police-
man, a real estate dealer and a mulatto. They met regularly 
on Saturday nights to discuss principles and improve practice, 
but neither discussion nor improvement developed sufficient 
strength to resist the panic of 1907, and the shop and the 
League went the way of its predec~ssors.l 
Among the members of his League of individuals was 
Hyman Cohn, a Jew of Russian birth. V/hen he came to America, 
his efforts to earn a living were typical of his time. He 
peddled. Some of his contacts brought him among the Davidson-
ians. The Davidsonians we:re a group of Jewish young men who 
gathered round Erofesso:r Thomas ~avidson, a learned and elo-
quent Scotch ihilosopher with a humanistic passion, who took 
delight in feeding the intellectual eagerness of his young 
Jews with what he regarded as correct doctrine. Among the 
:Uavidsonians, Cohn found friends who taught him English and 
lent him books and gave him new ideas. Cohn had been a mem-
ber of the Socialist £arty since 1902. It was the reading of 
IJr s. Webb's "Cooperative r~:ovement in Great Britain" which 
provided him with a definite doctrine of cooperation and 
made him a complete convert. The year 1907 he joined Sonni-
chsen's Cooperative League.2 
1. Kallen, Op. cit., l?,. 253. 
2. Kallen, Op~ cit., ~. 254. 
The Cooperative League, with Cohn for its prophet 
; 
carried on undisturbed. He preached cooperation impartially 
to cus tamers, to tradesmen, and to his bosses. One of b. is 
contacts led to the typical adventure of the cooperative hat 
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store. Persuaded by a hat manufacturer on the East Side, the 
League opened a hat store. •rte store was an instant sue cess, 
so much so that the League decided to take over the fnctory, 
end to open two more stores. But the factory could be main-
tained only if the stores were ab~e to sell ell the hats it 
produced, end they were not. The League then reached out for 
more cooperative customers. Sonnichsen wrote to grou~s in 
New England and the Middle West, without results. The League 
found itself being ruined by its own overproduction; its fee-
tory had to make more hots that its members could use. At 
the same time, competitors in private business threatened to 
withdraw their advertising from the socialist press if it con-
tinued to advance the League's ceuse.l 
The Jewish Press denounced the League and its work 
as a diversion of the socialist movement from its proper ob-
jectives. The Press even told inquirers that neither the or-
ganization nor its stores existed. By the time Cohn had se-
cured the endorsement of consumers' cooperation by the state 
socialist convention and then by the national convention, it 
1. Kallen, Op. cit., Pages 254-256; c. "Cooperative Business 
Enterprises Operated by Consumers" Chamber of Commerce 
of the United States, Washington, D. C., P. )0. 
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wa.s too late.l 
The coming visit to the country of William Maxwell, 
of the Scottish Wholesale, seemed an occasion that might be 
employed to advantage. Sonnichsen communicated with him in 
Glasgow, and a dinner was arranged under the joint auspices 
of the Cooperative League and the Greenwich Settlement House. 
The party was a cross-section of social and intellectual 
leadership of the Metropolitan area. 2 
The English and Scottish story and the personality 
of the man who told it could not fail to make a profound im-
pression. Dr. James P. VJ'arbasse, upon whose self-devotion 
the subsenuent history of consumers' cooperation as a national 
rr.ovement in the United States so largely turned, was present. 
According to Sonnichsen, a few days later, Dr. Vlarbasse joined 
the League, but not apparently as an active member.3 
The menace of bankruptcy through the over-production 
of hats was not offset. Debts mounted and fears grew. Cohn 
and Sor..nichsen, together with the generous creditors who cared 
about the cooperative idea, staved off disaster. The factory 
and the branch stores were disposed of, and the League dis-
sipated. Sonnichsen withdrew from the movement for the time 
being. The remnants of the League were salvaged, and the re-
maining members staked the fortunes of their movement on a 
1. Ibid., P. 2'5· 
2. Ibid., P. 256. 
3. Loc. cit. 
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cooperative restaurant. 
The seed had been sown; consumer cooperation was a 
known ideal and was yielding harvest. There was hardly a 
section in the metropolitan area which at one time or another 
did not have a society.l 
The idea of the League stayed alive; only its organ-
izational form disappeared. Its first form had been voluntary 
and unincorporated. The second fqrm was based on the remnant 
that Hyman Cohn had saved and led into the hat venture. It 
was incorporated under the laws of the State of New York, and it 
was suffused with the socialist e tti tude and point-of-view. 
"The Cooperbtive Leegue has been organized," 
declared the prospectus, "(1) in the hope of 
establishing successfully in New York a co-
operative society of consumers similar to 
those societies which have succeeded so well 
in various European countries; (2) with the 
ultimate aim of assisting in the development 
of cooperative production and exchange, by · joining or helping other cooperative attempts, 
so as to build up in the midst of present society 
the founds tion of a new indus trial system v:hich 
will in the end take the place of wage slavery, 
when the workers in one or another way bring 
about the abolition of capitalism." 
"The League seeks its members among those who 
are already convinced of the necessity of 
abolishing capitalism; and its constitution 
provides that a portion of the benefits shall 
eo not to the individual member but to the 
cause he is supposed to have at heart."2 
The second form could not survive its lePders' en-
thusiasm and logic. Over-extended in hats, it died during a 
1. Loc. cit. 
2. Ibid., P. 257. 
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period of general prosperity, to come alive in a new form 
during the depression of 1914-1915. The det>ression wes the 
effect of the first World War on the national economy. The 
transition from the prosperity of peace to the prosperity of 
war took about eighteen months and these eighteen months 
were a time of depression. It was at this time that the 
present Cooperative League of the United States was organized. 
COOPERATIVE LEAGUE OF TEE UNITED S'rATES OF AMERICA. 
The moving spirit this time wes James Peter Warbasse, presi-
dent of the third League since its inception. An American 
of pre-Revolutionary stock, with en independent fortune, by 
profession a surgeon who had eArned fame as both a technician 
and a writer, Dr. \Varbasse's first known contact with the co-
operative movement occurred in his student days in Germany 
and w~s renewed at a dinner at Greenwich House to Villiam 
Maxwell. The ~rnctice of his profession hrd not failed to 
point out for him the misery which is the lot of the average 
person in our modern econo~y. I:e had concerned himself with 
the philanthropical movements which had come r:nd gone, but 
he had found none a solution to the ne£ds of the average per-
son.l 
In consumers' cooreration he recognized a method of 
human BS['Ociation by ''.hich men could satisfy every need, pro-
cure every good and every service more "'Uickl~r, n:.ore cheaply, 
more excellently, :ore harmor..:i.ously, then b:r any other method. 
1. Daniels, On. cit., Pp. 250-351; Kallen, Op. cit., P. 258. 
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Dr. :\'arbasse believes that the coor;;era ti ve technique can re-
ulace that of the profit corporation, and the state itself. 1 
His contects v;ith the nove~:ent in l~evv York, its 
confused Jociulist-cooperative Nentelity, and other digres-
sions from the :aochdrle principles, convinced hin of the need 
of a centr~l clearing houie for the movement whose function 
should be educational And advisory, and whose field s~ould be 
nothing less than the whole nation. After thorough discussion, 
in 1916, the Cooperative League of the United 3te tes vms 
launched vlith \'/arbasse 8S its first and only president.2 
The "Cooperative Consumer" founded in 1914 by Al-
bert Sonnichsen, was taken over and he continued to edit it. 
Hembership in the League v1as open to individuAls and soci-
eties. A dozen societies, including some from ~ew England 
end Pennsylvania, were represented. It was agreed the mem-
bership fee should be no more than one dollar. Ail office 
WAS opened in New York, and the League set to work to fed-
erate and unify and serve the hundreds of cooperative or-
ganizations scattered throughout the country. The official 
organ was circulated; pamphlets, model by-laws, audit sys-
tems and the like, were r..r int ed in thousands, new releP ses 
were J'reparcd, inquiries answereC:;, advice given, and all 
the innumerable demands met thPt come to an educational and 
propaganda organization.) 
1. Daniels, Pp. 351-352; Kallen, Op. cit., P.259. 
2. Op. cit. 
). Loc. cit. 
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.From the first, membership fees ·v;ere inAdecuate to 
meet even the wage bill and the cost of :printing, and this 
income wss supplemented by contributions from Dr. V/arbasse. 
He gave himself without stint to the propagation of the coop-
erative idea. In 1919, he gave up his practice, to devote 
himself entirely to the movement. Through the LePgue which he 
headed, a unification of the cooperative organizational con-
sciousness began. Shortly before the end of the ·world War, in 
1918, when the League held its first convention in Springfield, 
Illinois, it wes attended by 300 persons representing about 
400 cooper~tiv~ units.l 
At present the League is composed of twenty one 
consumers' cooperative oreanizations, most of them regional 
or district leagues, with a combined non-duplicating member-
ship of eight hundred thousand persons. It has no direct mem-
bership of individuals. The membership of the League is as. 
follows: 
Farmers' Purchasing Associations 
Consumers' Cooperatives Associated, Amarillo, Texas 
Consumers' Cooperative Associated, North Kansas 
City, Missouri 
Farmers' Union Central Exchange, St. Paul, Minne-
sota -
Grange Cooperative Wholesale, Seattle, Was:dngton 
Indiana Farm Bureau Cooperative Association, 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota 
Ohio Farm Bureau Cooperative Association, Columbus, 
Ohio 
Pacific Supply Coopers ti ve, Walla Walla, vrashington 
Pennsyl.vania Farm Bureau Cooperative Association, 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania · 
United Cooperatives, Indianapolis 
1. Daniels, Op. cit., Pp. 350-352. 
Semi-Urban and urban cooperatives 
Central Cooperative Wholesale, Superior, 
Wisconsin 
Cooperative Wholesale, Chicago 
Eastern Cooperative Wholesale, Hew York 
National Cooperatives, Chicago 
Farm Bureau Eutual Auto Insurance Company 
Columbus 
1'/orkmen's i.:.utual Fire Insurance Society, 
New York 
Cooperative Distributors, Hew York 
Franklin Cooperative Creamery Association, 
St. Paul 
Cooperative Recreation Service, Delaware, 
Ohio 
Five regional or district leagues 
Northern States Cooperative League, 
· I•:inneapol is 
Eastern Cooperative League, New York 
Central States Cooperative league, 
Chicago 
California Co-op Education Association, 
.l?asadena 
N~rthern California Co-op Council, 
Oakla.nd 
Some large and important farmers' cooperatives do not appear 
in the list, but the majority a:re there. These fa:rm g:roups 
in the League now provide the bulk of its members~ip and 
support. 
CENTRAL STATES COOPERATIVE UNIOll. Among certain 
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sections of the trades-union mQvement a vague idea of coopera-
tion bad endured from the beginning. The minin.:) industry in 
the United States was in a condition of competitive disorgan-
ization and inhurna.ni ty not unlike that of Engl~;nd. The leader-
ship, drawn largely from English stock, was inclined to define 
the trades-union program in terms more comprehensive and 
thorough than hours and wages. 
1. Daniels, Op. cit., .l?p. 252-356. 
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These leaders of the United I:i:ine i'/o:rkel·s of America 
believed consumers' cooperation a worker-comnissary in in-
dustrial conflict as well as a defense against high prices. 
In 1915, they called a convention in ::-pringfield, Illinois, 
and formed the Cooperative Society of Illinois. The follow-
ing year, the name was chant;ed to the Central ~tat es Cooper-
ative Association. John H~ ~alker, president of the Illi-
nois State Federation of iabor, was president of the coop-
erative association from the first. The association was 
treated by its leaders as an instrument of the trades-union 
movement and the American Federation of Lab or was induced to 
endorse it in 1917 on this ground. 
With money supplied by labo:r unions two wholesale 
societies and a chain of seventy groceries were opened. It 
was ·,·/alker 's idea, like U. 0. Helson' s, that in the United 
States the cooperative movement would grow better from a cen-
ter outward. He wanteu a single unified national wholesale 
system which should proceed to organi~e locals as a national 
trades-union organizes locals. lie called this notion the 
"American .2lan" and in spite of the strongest protest from 
the League, persisted in developing it. The Rochdale plan 
was conspicuous by its absence. The Central States Cooper-
ative '.'lholesale Society was organized to serve the Central 
States Cooperative ASsociation which hoped to make it the 
center of a national wholflsale. 
For a time, the enterprise prospered, in spite of 
the bitter quarrels at the yearly cooperative conventions by 
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the rivalry between Mr. \talker and his collabol'at or, .i.ao. Dun-
can Lie Donald. Wa.l' prosperity had begun to come to the l'ank ·-' 
and file of Ame:r icans. .As the ·.\'ar carne to its cJ ose, liber-
als and l'adicals turned with one mind to the problem of mak-
ing effective the ·,alsonian ideals by which "the wal' to end 
all wars" was justi.fied.l 
TRI-STATE COOPB:C . .d.TIVE SOCIETY. 
construction was consumers' cooperation. 
the time favored .lalkel' 's 11 American .2lan. 11 
One variety of re-
The mentality of 
Under the leader-
ship of Lir. Dalton T. Clarke, a Pittsburgh lawyer, the miner 
societies in that area had been confeuerated into another 
association, called the Tri-~tate Cooperative Society. This 
also set up chain stores in communities where no cooperatives 
existed and sent missionaries and organizers into unorganized 
comwuni ties. Soon an attempt was made to bring the two group~, 
the ~entral States .Association and the Tri-State Society, to-
gether in line with 1:X~ Walker.'s "Amel'ican .elan."2 
In 1919, the Illinois State Federation of Labor in-
vi ted all cooperative societies to a convention vthich brought 
together l.i:r. Clarke, Mr. LicDonald and l.:r. '//alker. The con-
vention created the national Consumers' Cooperative Associ-
ation, with l1lx. Clarke as president and t:r. LicDonald as sec-
retary. The Association was to undertake the creation of a 
1. Kallen, Op. cit., ?p. 260-26Z; Tianiels, Op. cit. 
2. Kallen, Op. cit_., .P. 262: Daniels, Op. cit., P. 284. 
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nation-wide system of stores on the Rochdale plan. Althou3h 
the hoped-for consolidation was not effected, wholesale 
houses and retail stores were established and a membership 
drive was undertaken which drew in large numbers of trades-
union members. The organization was financed by the trades-
unions---mostly miners--- from their reserve funds. 
The National Association operated for a year or 
two. Its overhead, however, absorbed its share capital; 
fire in the wholesale house destroyed a large proportion of 
stock; the post-war depr£ssion caused a slump in prices which 
forced sales below cost and the endeavor to save the renmant 
by altering the management was not successful. The associa-
tion declined. So the contemporary trades-union phase of co-
operative interest ran its course.l 
The officers and staff of the Cooperative league of 
the United ~ta.tes stood by, helping as they could with inform-
ation and advice, but to no avail. Among the trades-union 
cooperators the rank and file producer prt:ceded the consumer. 
The lower prices of the cooperative store were to be merely 
accessory to the higher wages of the competitive trade-union-
ists. Their mentality was still as pecuniary and capitalist 
as that of their employers. "They were still vmge-minded, 
not life-minded."2 
1. Kallen, Op. cit., P. 263. 
2. Kallen, Op. cit., P. 264. 
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The post-war depression was a fa:rmers' depression: 
a fall in farm values, a reduction of ac:reage, a diminution 
of farmers. The farmers turned to government with their de-
mands. The administration passed the problem on to the Fed-
el'al Trade \;Ommission and in short o:rde:r the Federal Trade 
Commission :returned with findings recommending among other 
thinGs trust-busting and fostering cooperatives. 
The depression was short. Jhile it lasted the 
national standard of living remained considerably above a pre-
war level. The increase in the automobile industry lifted 
the whole confused network of the nation's business. Real 
wagss continued to rise. But not the income of the farmers. 
Their burden of debt grew greater, not less. Invention, in-
dustry, special boards to se:rve farmers financially, morally 
and socially, brought pacification to country life but no in-
dependence to the ordinary farmer. 
In the cities, the enlarging production was not con-
sumed by an increasing demand naturally found but by an in-
creasing demand artificially made. ~'arme:rs had to go on borrow-
ing as the prices of farm products fell. Lacking pur~hasing 
power, credit was extended. The United ~tates Department of 
Uom~e:rce has estimated that, by 192'0, on.ly about 42.5~6 of re-
tail sales in the United ~Hates were for cash. Of the remain-
ing transactions, 47 .2;o were bought on open credit, and 10.3;~ 
on the installment plan. 1 
1. Charles:::\~ '.lya.nd. ~he Econom:.cs of Consumption lL.aci."iillen 
Company, ~ew York, 19~7) ~ 4 46. 
Thrift fell into contempt. Spending was the great virtue. 
Wage-earners were urged to house, clothe, feed, educate and 
transport themselves on credit. Instalment buy.ing raised 
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the American standard of living upon a foundation of quicksand. 
Instalment selling meant pyramiding indebtedness 
without proportionat increased income. Producers were forced 
to create their markets among already saturated customers. 
Borsodi estimates that "more than one-third of all the ul-
timate buyer pays for merchandise. is spent for physical 
distribution."l The dealer organizations became more import-
ant and larger than the productive establishments. 
A point came when credit could be neither bad nor 
taken. At that point the whole precarious structure caved in. 
Prices fell; rents fell; but wages fell faster. Municipal-
ities, railroads, other corporati~ns found themselves unable 
to meet their obligations. More and more workers went from 
the shops upon the streets. It cost the formers more to pro-
duce their products than they could receive for them. It 
became cheaper to burn corn for fuel than to sell it for food, 
no matter how many millions might be starving for lack of' it. 
The farmers now failed to meet their debts at all, 
and one country bank after another had to close. There were 
987 bank failures in the decade ending in 19)0, involving a 
capital of $332,466,000. Then in 19)1, 2,290 banks closed 
with deposits of' ~1,759,480,000. Between 47 and 55% of the 
1. Wyand, Op. cit., P. 70. 
ban 1:E of Georgia, .~~ .. rk~lnsas, Hontana, He\\' Pe;{ico, }Jorth Dak-
ota and South Carolina failed in the 1920's, while the per-
centage reached 62.6 in South Dokoto. and 87.8 in Florida.l 
And tbere come on intensificrtiou of tlle oovtment toward 
cooper~tive o~ganizstion. 
Cooperation bod h£d tbe aFprovll ~ ud endorsement 
of government depDrtmr.;nt::o since the end of tbe War. It bad 
figured more f.nd more l;;~rgely in the oind s of tbe fc n1ers 
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es the pressure of industrirlization rnd finance grew strong-
er and spread over r.aore territory. :Uarketinc and the pur-
abase of producer goods had becoce an est~blished associ~tive 
practice, but purchase tended to extend from producers' ravv 
materials to consumer goods in spite of the unhappy exper-
ience ~ith cooperative stores, as the depression fo= the 
farmers bad not stopped. 7iith tbe advc'nce of the ae;ricultur-
al erts, production continued to increase, but the farmers' 
market continued to shrink. For one thing, it shrank because 
his foreign market was largely cut off when the United States 
became a creditor nation. It shxank, fox another, because of 
the resurood production among his former customers. 
The farmers' home market was sa.turated. In spite of 
improved merchandising, very little of the industrial workers' 
incxease in wages went for foodstuffs. At the tu:rn of the 
century the average wage-worker was paying half his wages for 
food, but in 1930, food cost the wage earner but one-third of 
1. Il1red .ci.. ~hannon, .America's Economic Grov1th (l.ia.c;.allan 
l:ompany, He\'/ York, 1~40) E. 737. 
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his wages; housing, one-seventh; and clothes, one-tenth. The 
balance vvas presumably available for health, education, travel, 
and entertainment. This, however, refers only to the ·•average" 
wage-earner who does not exist. 1 
'/lith the actual wage earner the case was different. 
In the 1929 prosperity, at its very height, twelve million 
American families were living on a subsistence diet, eight 
million had only the essentials. five millions more had only 
slightly more than the essentials, and only two million were 
really well-fed. 
Corey says there were at least 85,000,000 people in 
the United States living at or below subsistence level in the 
United States during the boom years 1925-1929. 2 At the very 
least two million were unemployed. He needed in l929,and needs 
even-more now, the farmers' so-called surplus or over-pro-
duction. 
Between the industrial worker and the farmer there 
stand some two hundred thousand corporations. They prepare 
for sale and perhaps consumption not so much as the people 
need and can sue, but only so much as they can sell for a 
price, and they it is who fix the price they pay to the farmer 
and the price they, take from the v.urker. 
The inequalities of family income in 1929 may be 
stated as follows: 
1. Kallen, Op. cit., Pp. 265-271. 
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21 per cent had less than ;~1000 
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As the annual income of twenty million families was then under 
~2,5000, it is clear why so many Americans lived only at sub-
sistence. 
The farmers' destruction of crops and uprooting of 
trees, was a natural if not an intelligent reaction to this 
situation. The creation of the farmers' marketing coopera-
tives was a more intelligent consequence, and the step from 
marketing to purchasing was logically next .. 
Already buying fruit, seed, feed, fertilizer coop-
eratively, the displacement of horses by motor vehicles com-
pelled the organization of cooperatives specializing in the 
purchase of petroleum products and motor accessories for farm 
use. There are now upward of six hundred such cooperatives, 
federated into ten or a dozen wholesales, and they are multi-
plying. They were organized on .i.~ochdale principles, and 
associated into a number of wholesales, such as Midland Oil 
Company, and the Consumer Cooperative Association, formerly 
the Union Oil Company, Cooperative. These societies have 
passed automatically from purchase to manufacture, from manu-
facture to general distribution through cooperative filling 
stations. Their average saving to the ~embers on petroleum 
products has been during five years fifteen cents on every 
1. E. E. Hoyt., Consumption in Our Society (LrcGraw .i:iill Book 
Company, Inc., New York, 1938) P. 187. 
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dollar. 1 
~o the American farmer, cooperative purchasing is 
a mode of defensive association and procedure, such as the 
trades-union is to the wage earner and on the whole, a more 
successful one. The only gain in cooperation to the averase 
farmer is the money gain. A~ seller he cooperated to get 
higher prices; as buyer to get lower costs. Through coop-
eration he succeeded. Eut his relative position in the nation-
al economy did not improve. 
During the depression, the farmer developed a 
number of variants from the standard consumer form. One of 
these is the Eastern States :l!,armers' Exchanse. The members 
of the Exchange are not societies but individual farmers and 
workers. They invest no capital and they pay no dues. A 
farmer becomes a member by securing something he needs through 
the Exchange. He continues to be counted as a member through 
t\·lo calendar years dating from his la.tei::lt purchase. All pm-
chases are for cash, and delivery is made direct to the pur-
chaser. There are not some 82,500 members, which were spend-
ing in 1937, upward of .~27, 000,000. The goods are all staple 
farm supplies--feed, seed, fertilizer.2 
The organization r;as foundeu in 1918, in Spring-
field, Lassachusetts, where cooperation has been hardy since 
the first, by a body of public spirited citizens from all 
1. Daniels, Op. cit., Ep. 224-245. 
2. Daniels, Op. cit., I>. 219. 
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walks of life. The initial capital was borrowed on a note 
endorsed by three business men, and has been paid off. In 
seventeen years' operation under Rochdale rules, it has not 
only paid large purchase dividends, but accumulated a capital 
reserve of more than ~1,500,000, in acuord with a provision 
in the constitution that one-third of the savings must be 
retaineu as a reserve for future growth.l 
In l.linneapolis, I..;innesota, the Lidland Coopera-
tive rlholesale has been similarly financed by purchase saving: 
but this society issues share capital to the members of the 
retail societies composing it.2 
V/ith the depression, came also a change in the 
point-of-view of the farmers toward the consumer. As against 
the strictly business point-of-view of the farmers' marketing 
and purchasing cooperatives, there appeared occasionally, 
particularly in the i.:iddle ·,·/est, a recognition of the contin-
uity of the consumer economy. By 1930, this recognition 
came to be explicitly expressed as a program. The Consumer 
Cooperative Association, one of the most successful and pros-
perous of the Oil Cooperatives, among whose customers are 
European Cooperatives, printed at the head of its monthly 
journal, "Cooperative Consumer, 11 the following: 
Our .l?r ogram 
"We seek a better life fox the common 
1. Ibid., ~p. 219-22Z. 
2. Ibid., ~. 241. 
"people of fa1:m and city through Co-
operation. \/e stand for 
"1. The organizing of all consumers 
into Rochdale Cooperatives for joint 
purchasing of their needs and supplies; 
and the organizing of all farm pro-
ducers into Producers' Cooperatives 
with the aim of eventual direct market-
ing through Consumers' Cooperatives, 
eliminating all profit-seeking and 
speculation. 
"2. The organizing of all local 
Consumers' Cooper·.atives into regional 
\lholesale Cooperatives· for wholesale 
purchasing and manufactuxe. 
"3. The organizing of all region-
al Wholesale Cooperatives into lla.tional 
Cooperatives, Incorporated, for produc-
tion, distribution, and international 
cooperative trade. 
"4. The union of all consumers 
against exploitation, ignorance, polit-
. ical oppression and enforced poverty; 
for universal plentyl freedom, democ-
racy and education." 
Consumer consciousness was accented by the form-
ation of regional leagues, affiliated with the Cooperative 
~eague o£ the United States. There are today four such 
leagues, representing the Central, Eastern, Northern States 
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and California. The great majority of their membership are 
farmers. Among the organized wage-earners, consumer cooper-
atives may be found under control of te:~tile operatives, 
miners, and railroad men, also national-cultural groups, such 
as the ~-.inns and the Jews. The consumers' cooperative move-
ment o.r the United iitat. es made its way from the ·,/orld .iar 
1. Ibid., ~p. 250-257; Kallen, Op. cit. 
. into the world depression with a clearer realization of its 
own meaning and method than, ever befo:ce in its history, 
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though this is not saying u great deal. But it was trying the 
cooperative method on every kind of consumer interest, from 
edibles to education, from :rents to :recreation--and on the 
whole, successfully at last. 
With the advance of the depression, organization 
was more noticeable among the wh~te-collared, salaried vo-
cational groups than amon0 organized working men. Hev; so-
cieties were _foxmed in many regions, and in Hew York a new 
philosopty of organization is now favored among teachers, 
clergymen, engineers, and college students. This philosophy 
accepts the principle of capitalist-socialist economics. 
It regards competition as the rule o.f trade, and combination 
as a purely competitive instrument. The trades-union is 
simply a pressure sroup organized for "contra~ at point of 
production." hlembe:rs confront employers nho pay wages; also, 
producers and midalemen who exact prices. As they combine to 
maintain wases, so according to the new philosophy, they 
should combine to lower prices. Organization on traditional 
co operative lines, they argue, has proved w1successful in the 
united ~tates. Indeed, it is undesirable and drulce:raus, for 
it iuvolves settin6 up a store, accumulating and managing 
property, and thus falling victim to all the fears and tim-
idi ties which go with owner ship. -1/he:re it does sue ceed, it 
becomes visionless penny-pinching.l 
1. Kallen, Op. cit., ~. 276. 
All that the worker needs to do to defend himself 
as consumer, is to organize on the same principles and use 
the same method as he does as producer. Ee should aim at 
collective bargaining for 000ds and services, he should be 
ready to call consumer strikes, to pickett, to boycott, in 
order to enforce fair prices, good quality, and union wages 
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and conditions of labor among the merchants and manufacturers 
with whom he deals. In short, he should be ready, through 
organization as consumer, to wage the same industrial warfare 
he v;ages as trade-unionist. The Rochdale rules work as read-
ily in purchasing so directed as in stores.l 
' The propounder of this philosophy of consumer or-
ganization also undertook to implement it. Lis name is Ed-
ward J. Lever, of the older lilllerican stock. Lachinist by 
training, thence a trades-unionist, he possessed a conception 
of the indust:r ial scene and the workL:·,gman' s problem, unusual 
in the present generation of native leaders of organized 
labor. liis experience vnth the International Association of 
.Machinists convinced hi.. of the neea of a specially directed 
professional and cultural education for workers planning a 
career in the trades-union movement. Ee fom1deu and for a 
time directed, the ~hiladelpnia ~abor Golle3e, and passed 
from that to the fo.culty of Brook·>~ood Labor College. 
The ihiladelphia Labor College was organized after 
1921 and has been supported by the city-central craft unions 
l. Ibid., .Pp. 276-277. 
of .Philadelphia. Night classes and lectures have been pro-
vided in social and cultural subjects for students who fre-
quently have numbered as high as five hundred. Brookwood 
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labor College, a resid~ntial, socialistic colleGe, was organ-
ized after 1921. The College was supported by donations from 
individuals ana donations from labor organizations. A two 
year course was provided, and a third year could be arranged. 
The course of study included: Social problems, general and 
labor history, i:.:arxism, journalism, lab ox px oblems, trade 
union methods. This college, the best known of the resident 
labor colleges during the post-ilar years, was closed after a 
losing stru6gle against financial difficulties and i~rican 
Federation of Labor hostility.l 
For some time, Ltr. Lever served "Consumers' Reseaxch" 
as vice-president. There he found that giving consumers ad-
vice without making sure that it ,·;ill be followed e: ould not 
do much for consumers. 
Ee called toeether a group of friends and acquaint-
ances, araong them a lawyer, a public accountant, an ensineer, 
a labor leader, a professional economist, and proposed the 
forrnE.l. t ion of a consumer society v1hich shoulu combine ·the 
trades-union pattern with the tecrmics of a research institu-
tion. ~fter a year of deliberation, in l!ovember 1922, the 
as soc ia. t ion wo.s or ;,;t.mize :; under the cooperative law of the 
stute of He;•t York as "Cooperf..J.tive j)istributors, Incorporated," 
1. c.~. ~augherty, labor ~roblems in American Industry 
(riougLton, ~ifilin Co., Boston, 1938) ~. 514. 
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and on January 25, 19 ~Z, the organization was pub lie ly lau~1ched. 
The capital was to be ~20,000. The organizing costs ~ere con-
tr ibuted mostly by :i..ever, and the labor simUa:r ly e;i ven without 
retu'rn by the founders and their f:r iends. :::)ha:r es r;ere set at 
five dollars. Lernbership was both individual and group--any 
existing non-pro .fit organization is e li;ible. The me11lbers are 
:recruited mostly among the vrhite-colla:r and professional 
g:r oups; working r.1en are not nume:r ous. Individuals must take 
at least one share; groups, two. They receive a fixed divi-
denti ac<.;ording to law. r.:e:nbers of local couSGmers • clubs pay 
yearly dues of two dollars. Of this, one dollar ~oes to the 
central bo~y and is credited to stare capital for the club. 
In 19~;6, the board o.f directors reported a me~.:bers!dp of 
thirty-two cooperative and other non-profit organizations and 
forty-five t:lubs with a local rnembersLip of over 1,200 und 
1,024 individual members bele:n;_;ins directly to the parent 
organization. 
The organization acts as its members' middlemen for 
goods ~nd services of ever~ sort. It purports to Dork entire-
ly ac~ording to ~ochdale luleo, but its price policy is VLried 
accordins to the bart_Sainiilg situation, and for ffillny commodities 
it l,as teen aule to set t:, price considerubly below ti.e rra:rket. 
It maintains a laboratory which n;akt.s tests on request fo:r 
both tLe ore:;m1izo.tion and the mer.:ibe:rs. It manufactures cer-
to.in comr:Jodi ties. It publisiJes a. monthly ma;azine--The Con-
. 
sumer Defend~r--with a teehnicul secticn listing goods and 
prices. It concent1:ates on oreani.zation and education and 
maintains a labor committee which is supposed to make sure 
that concerns selling to Cooperative Distributors maintain 
union standards and conditions. For the Consumer Clubs it 
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undertakes to make collective b8rgsining arrangements for 
coal, gas, oil, milk, laundry and the like. Cooperative Dis-
tributors, IncorporAted, is a member of the Cooperative League 
of the United States. To date its practice is far from its 
theory; that the two may coincide is remote. 1 
A similar group is the National Cooperative Asso-
ci!?tion of Washington, D. C. Its six thousand members are 
government clerks and former members of the military service, 
for whom the association secures better service end lower 
rates for milk, ges, laundry work, and insurance. It main-
tains e store end medical clinic.2 
Late in 1929, came the collapse. Then came the elec-
toral· change, launched when the country hr,d thirteen to seven-
teen million disemployed, the still-employed sweated, the banks 
failing one after another, the shops idle, the factories shut-
ting down. The "new deal" created more then a score of finan-
cial, industrial, agricultural and relief agencies employing 
about 150,000 people, in the attempt, in its turn to provide 
a job for every man. 
Starting with the closing of banks in 1Uchigan on 
February 14, 1933, all b~nks in the country were closed on 
1. Kallen, Op. cit., Pp. 276-279; Daniels, Op. cit., Pp.J05-
J55. 
2. Ibid. , P. 279. 
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1£arch 4, 1933 by 1T8:Jident Roosevelt. On I.larch 9, Congress 
legalized the qction and the Comptroller of the Currency was 
directed to take charge of insolvent banks. On Harch 13, the 
sound banks began to reopen. About 3,000 of the 19,000 banks 
stiil remained closed, and for quite a time over 2,000 others 
were allo\'1ed to operate only on a partial basis. After a 
long delay the Glasa-Stegall bill was a adopted on June 16. 
A temporary Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation was set up 
with a capital of about half a billion dollars, a third each 
to come from the Federal Treasury, the Federal Reserve, and 
the insured banks. Beginning ~ith guarantees up to $2,500 
for individual deposits on January 1, 1934, the liability 
was to extend to $10,000 after June, with a graduated scale 
for larger amounts up to $50,000, above which sum only 50}~ 
.was guaranteed. The act also orJered private bankers engaged 
in both commercial banking and the securities business to give 
up one or the other of their activities. 
To gain further control over the Federal Reserve 
syste~ and the need for additional regulation led to the ad-
option of a new banking act in August, 1935. The act gave 
more centralized control over open-market· operations and dis-
count rates, and also allowed a majority of the Board to in-
crease reserve requirements by as much as 100~~~ in order to 
control credit expansion. State banks having average deposits 
of a ~illion dollars or ~ore ~ere required to join the Reserve 
by July 1, 1942, in order to get insurance. Smaller banks did 
not have to join, but federal examination was extended to all 
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insured banks. 
A Securities Act of May 27, 1933, promised ~ measure 
of protection to the buyers of stocks and bonds. Beginning a 
month later all persons offering securities for sale were re-
quired to register their proposals with the Federal Trade Com-
mission. No guarantee against loss was provided, but by plac-
ing the burden of honesty on the corporation it w~s hoped to 
prevent a vast amount of speculat~ve dealing. This function 
was transferred to the Securities end Exchange Commission in 
1934, giving this commission_power to license stock exchanges 
and provide rules for their governance. 
In August, 1935, the Wheeler-Rayburn Act, ordered 
the SEC to set about breaking up interstate utility holding 
companies except those of the first degree above operating 
companies. The same act gave the Federal Power Commission 
control over interstate electric rates and the Federal Trade 
Commission like power over gas companies. By December, 1938, 
all but two of the large public utility holding companies had 
submitted plens for financial and geographic integration, over 
sixty companies complying.l 
l~en reasonable estimBtes showed that a fourth or a 
fifth of the nation's working force was idle, the Federal Govern-
ment instituted a re-em .... loyment program. As a temporary measure, 
it authorized half a billion dollars for direct relief. The 
first step to work relief Wf' s the Unemployment Stabilization 
1. Fred A. Sha:non, America's Econ.onic Growth (MacMillan 
Company, New York, 1940) Pp. 745-748. 
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Act of 1931. A six-month set of advance plans for public work 
were to be kept ready to prevent large unemployment. The 
National Recovery Act of 1933 ordered an expenditure of 
$3,300,000,000 for public works. ~ It was luned that each man ,. 
employed on these works would create six or ten other jobs. 
But this seems not to have happened. 
The Emergency Relief Act of 1935 put $4,000,000,000 
more into public works. The largest employment on public work 
, 
was 644,729 in July 1934. Jobs were made so slowly, the Civil 
Works Administration was formed for local projects that needed 
masses. It ran from November 1933 to May 1934. In that period 
CWA spent $845,000,000 to help destitute families by jobs. 
Four million men were employed at an average wage of $15 a week. 
Many persons releesed by CVU were hired by the Feder-
al Emergency Relief Administration. This agency was established 
in 1933 and continued until 1938, when its li~uidation was or-
dered through the V~A. The Works Progress Administration em-
ployed 73,000 people in August 1935 but closed the year with 
2,335,610. The 1937 Congress, alarmed by the large public debt, 
provided only $1,500,000,000 for new V~A work and limited P'i/A 
to projects already approved and to funds of the old appropria-
tion not expended. 
The Civilian Conservation Corps of March 31, 1933, 
put a regular fo~ce of 300,000 young men to work in the forests. 
The number enrolled had risen to over 450,000 in December 1935. 
The life of the CCC has been extended to 1940. The urogram 
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cost in 1936, ~396,500,000; enrolled 644,692 men, and carried 
on work in 2,069 camps. 
In June, 1935, the National Youth Administration was 
set up within the PWA in order to keep some 400,000 students in 
school and college, through part-time work. 1 
By spring of 1934, the Fll.A was under way. Supplementary 
to all these agencies-h'PA, CCC, C\'IA, NYA-were the Home Owners' 
Loan Corporation, created in June, 1933, and the Federel Hous-
ing Administration of 1934, establisr~d to save equities in 
horres already built end to stimulate construction of the mod-
ernized new houses of which so large a part of the population 
vms in need. The Resettlement Administration of 1935 estab-
lished "greenbelt" communities near several cities as an experi-
ment in ch~ap housing for people of slender means who could 
combine gardening with their other work. 
Another portion of the ~'tecovery Act was the provision 
for industrial control. This was a government-prodded cooper-
ative movement to procure shorter working hours, higher wages, 
and more jobs, with precautions to r..revent unfair competition 
and over-production. Representatives of industries conferred 
with President Roosevelt. Ee thEn consul ted \;i th labor lePd6rs 
and economists. The new law permitted representPtive Groups 
in any line of interstate business to get together airl drow up 
codes of fair competition. A weakness of the act was that it 
1. J.:ac F. Dont:'ldson, Labor Froblens in the FniteC. .:>tates 
(LoncJnnns, Green&. Co., Hew York, 1940) Pp. 140-144. 
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could not be made to apply to industries of purely local 
character, and the mass of the unemployed could expect to find 
v10rk only in such lines. On .August 1 a blf' nke t code we s en-
acted for ell emnloyers who could not or were not included in 
the greet industrial agreements. Thi:::> code called for abolition 
of child labor, fixed a 35-hour week for day labor and a 40-
hour v.eek for clerical and other white-collar empl:::>ynent. s:'he 
minimum wage for one group wes to. be 40¢ an hour, for the other 
(' A • 1 • • from ~12 to ~15 a week accord1ng to ocal cond1t1ons. About 
700,000 employers had signed this code by the time it went into 
effect. Between J',:arch and November about four million persons 
were put back to work, but this was only a fractional solution 
of the unem·loyment problem. Over half of the codes adopted 
made such wide use of the suspension ot the anti-trust laws, 
that small producers were crov;ded out and in men y instances 
prices were arbitrarily raised faster than wages were advanced. 
In an effort to e;uerd the right to collective bargain-
ing, a National Labor Board WAs established by the }")resident in 
August, 1933• In June 1934, Congress authorized a substitute 
National Labor Relations BoPrd. 
Early in 1935 the President asked Congress to amend 
the Industrial Recovery Act so as to AbJlish the tendencies 
toward monopoly growth, whj_le praisin(\ the law for its beneficial 
effects. In ~~ey of the same year, the .3upreme Court nullified 
the basic princinles of the whole NRA by declarine; that Congress 
had not the authority to delegate leGislative row~r to the 
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President. In July the NLRB was made permanent, the only gain 
saved from the NRA.l 
The nhole proc,ram of the National Recovery Adminis-
tration was based upon an expansion o£ purchasing power. The 
Federal Emergency grants were an attempt to restore business 
prosperity under the profit economy. During the Eiscal years 
1933-1934 Federal gifts o£ money totaled three and one half 
billion dollars. Emergency grants and allotments to June 30, 
1934, amounted to $28.68 per capita. This is exclusive of "New 
Deal" loans which totaled $6,946,000,000 by November 25, 1934. 
In the spring of 1935 an additional $4,880,000,000 was appro-
priated. By April 1, 1936, tangible results in terms of de-
pression low conditions included a 36% increase in retail sales, 
a 27.1% rise in retail prices, a 107.4% increase in corporation 
profits, a 17.9% increase in tho cost o f living, and a Federal 
c. 2 debt of ~31,459,000,000. 
The Agricultural Adjustment Act passed in May 1933, 
aimed to balance farm income ~ith much higher industrial earn-
ings. The AAA taxed the chief excess crops and paid the tax to 
farmers as a bonus for withdrawing land from use. The tax was 
collected from the first middleman to process the product. Food 
prices paia by urban laborers naturally rose. Expenses of flour, 
packing and cotton mills on the edge of failure rose also. The 
law was declared unconstitutional in January 1936. To preserve 
the advantages of the AAA, the Soil Erosion Law, passed March 1, 
1. Shannon, Op. cit., Pp. 761-767. 
2. Wyand, Op. cit., P. 47. 
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1936, granted the farmers $500,000,000 a year for aid in the 
preservation of soil fertility. The provision that crops must 
not be lowered below a sufficient amount to meet needs, disarms 
labor opposition. The refund of illegal taxes under the AAA 
was forbidden if tl1e taxpayer had obtained this money from his 
customers. This was done to prevent unjust enrichment.l 
The farm legislation enacted in the New Deal was based 
on the assumption that overproduction rather than maldistribu-
tion and underconsumption lay at the bottom of the agricultural 
depression. The Farm Relief Act of May 12, 1933, put into ef-
fect the domestic allotment plan of agricultural control for 
wheat, cotton, corn, hogs, dairy products, leaf tobacco, and 
rice. The purpose of the act was to encourage farmers to cut 
down on their production by paying them for the temporary 
sacrifice. Dy 1936 it rms apparent that voluntary allotment 
could be made to work, regardless of the rc~lsal of 300,000 
farmers to cooperate. Farm income was increasing. Including 
$162,000,000 in federal paynents, the cash farm income of 1933 
was $5,117,000,000. Each year thereafter it rose by nearly a 
billion dollars, half in benefit payments, to $8,574,000,000 in 
1937. The last sum llad the equivalent purchasing power of ten 
billion dollars in 1929. An increase of 40% in factory employ-
ment as well as various federal relief policies in aid of the 
unemployed helped raise the farm income.2 
1. Donaldson, Op. cit., P. 144. 
2. Shannon, Op. cit., Pp. 755-758. 
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Only where consumers were effectively organized on 
their ovm account, in cooperatives, did the New Deal give the 
consumer interest sufficient support to enable the consumer to 
make a real fight for his rights. 
The record of the petroleum industry is representa-
tive. Vlhen the owners of the oil industry were invited to 
prepare a code of fair competition, the cooperatives were not 
invited. The code was agreed upon and submitted to the Re-
covery Administrator in a public hearing. The oil cooperatives, 
aware of what was happening, sent Howard A. Cowden, president 
of the then Union Oil Company, Cooperative, to represent them 
and the irr,portant farm organizations. ills argument was reen-
forced by a statement from the Farm Credit Administration. 
Nevertheless, in the committee of eight which General Johnson 
appointed to reconcile conflicting views in a new code to be 
dravm and submitted to him within two days, the Cooperatives 
were not represented and had to ask for permission to meet with 
the comrr.dttee. The code as framed, prohibited purchase divi-
dends and contained other rules which, if put in force, would 
have destroyed consumers' cooperation in petroleum products. 
The rules =·rotecting tho cooperative technique and structure 
were \l!'ltten into the code only in consequence of the inter-
vention of Dr. '.'lnrbasse, General Jormso:1 and finally the Presi-
dent.l 
Dr. Jr-mes P. Warbasse, wrote in an c.rtlcle, "The Co-
1. Kallen, Op. cit., Pp. 282-283. 
operatives and the HRA.," in 1933: 
".t?rovisions v:ritten in many codes do 
violence to the cooperative societies. 
Some of these provisions have been in-
troduced fox that specific puxpose. It 
was a significant act on the part of 
the President, when, on Octobex 2Z, he 
signed a special executive order ex-
empting all 'bona fide and legitimate 
cooperative organizations' from xestxic-
tions upon the payment of savings re-
bates or patronage returns which might 
be contained in any code. This execu-
tive oxder has a far :J;"eaching power to 
protect consumers' cooperative societies 
from the codes wzitten by the indus-
tries."l 
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Until tte Supreme Court d8cision which invalidated 
the whole HH.A enterprise, and abolished all codEs, the coopera-
tives found themselves called upon to mobilize all resources, 
personal and political, to safeguard the cooperative princi-
ple. The heart of the assault was laid bare when a repre-
sentative of the Standard Oil interest said to the representa-
tive of the cooperatives at a ~meting of the .t?etroleum Code 
Committee: "You represent the consu100r while -.;;e represent the 
stockholders, and our interests are therefore dif.ferent." 2 
The endeavor toward cooperative production r1as most 
highly organized and articulate under tte Tennessee Valley 
Authority. There a company was incorport:ted, the Tennessee 
Valley ASsociated Cooperatives, Incorporated, and a variety of 
self-help cooperatives were organizea Filld put under the dixec-
tion o.f of.ficials of the Authority who were to serve as manaGers 
1. Hation, r;ovembex 15, 1933, 127:562. 
2. Kallen, Op. cit., :r. 284. 
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and guides, and to educate the cooperators in cooperation until 
they should be able to cooperate by themselves. i'/ith the usual 
consequences. 
No capitalist complaint against producer-cooperation 
under the Hew :Uea1 neeued to be anticipated. The case was dif-
ferent v;ith consumers' cooperation: that gro\'IS by rJhat it feeds 
on.1 
Cooperation in the United States is a local issue, 
and its legal status is defined by the laws of the ste.tes, not 
of the nation. To date, cooperative laws of some sort have 
been enacted by thirty-two states and the territory of Alaska. 
The first state to authorize consumers' cooperatives as such 
was l.iichigan. A bill, enacted in 1865, provided for the organ-
ization of cooperatives of mechanics and laboring men. 1.Ja.ssa-
chusetts adopted a more general bill the following year, and 
other .stE..tes came along as opinion and circumstance ·permitted or 
:requirea.2 
Cooperative laws require that a society organized under 
them shall embody the associative pattern by which it is distin-
guished from a col' poration. Vlhete corporation stock is regarded 
as personal property which may be bought and sold freely upon 
the open market, cooperative stock can as a rule be sold back 
only to the cooperative society and must be bought direct from 
the society. Cooperative stock is set at a fixed price and is 
paid a fixed rate of lnterest; like labor, it receives a wage. 
1. Kallen, Op. cit., ~. 286. 
2. Consumers' Cooperative Statutes, u. s. ~ept. of labor, 
January 1, 1937. 
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Hot infrequently a lird t is set upon the number of shares of 
stock a member of a society may own, but whether he owns one 
share or one thousand, he has one vote and one only, in the 
affairs of his society, and its government is ther8fore demo-
cratic; its decisions are a consensus of the majority of its 
members.1 
Cooperatives tend as a rule to maintain a strictly 
cash business. Cooperatives pay dividends on business done by 
each member, and such business depends on the other components 
of the enterprise. Cooperative dividends are savings--the re-
duction of income to costs and the reduction of costs. Coopera-
tive profit is a fruit of labor and the return to the o.vner of 
his ovm .2 
The rules of cooperative financing, government and 
procedure are limiting. They compel the valuations of cOOIE ra-
tive enterprise to stay as close to their physical fou:1dation 
as is morally possible. A share of cooperative stock represnts 
exactly what it purports to :represent; no r:1ore, no less. I.Ioney 
and credit in the cooperative enterprise function in their legit-
imate roles of facilitating and smoothing the making and exchange 
of goods and services. 
The Eastern Stateo Farmers' Exchange illustrates the 
financing of one consumer cooperative. This society had its 
start in the concern of a number of publ ic-spir i tec1 Hew Eng-
landers over the position of the American farmer. They organ-
1. Daniels, Op. cit., ~p. 87-97; Alanne, Op. cit., Ep. 87-90. 
2. Daniels, Op. cit., ip. S9-106. 
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ized to help him to help himself. They wanted to finance it as 
cooperatives are usually financed, but the farmers were too poor 
or too suspicious, or both, to invest in shares. The initial 
capital available to the Exchange was credit in a bank, backed 
by notes for ;;p42, 500, signed by nor ace A. Moses and twenty-nine 
of his friends. These notes were made payable to the Eastern 
States Agricultural Trust which waE. organized for this purpose; 
the Trust was later increased to .,;l03,0uO. ·dith this credit, 
the Exchange began to serve its constituencies. At first in-
tending to deal only vlith local societies, in 1921 it began to 
serve the individual farmer directly as a broker for feed and 
other .farm necessities. In a short time the Exchange ~1a.s able 
to v1ork on its own credit and borrow capital, when it needed to, 
from commercial banks. 
Before this state was.rea.ched, manipulators had organ-
ized a feed pool, and in order to secure feed at a re·asonable 
price, the 3xchange vms compelled to make contracts a year in 
advance. The price for such a contract was a guarantee-deposit 
of nearly half a million dollars. To provide tLis guarantee 
the Exchange orGanized the Eastern :t~tes Agricultural Credit 
Corporation. Through this corporation the promissory notes 
\7hich the farmers deposited with their a.:;reement s to purchase 
from the Exchange were reJiscouate(: with the ?ederal Intermed-
iate Bank at fifty cents per dollar of collateral, and the 
arnount called fo:r by the JUurantee obtained. 
But the exactions of the feed speculators and dealers 
made it clear that the Exchanse must itself undertake manufactur-
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ing. A mill was available in Buffalo at ~;300,000, but no cash 
to buy it vlith. .b.gain Hoxace L:oses and his friends met the diffi-
e:ul ty. The Eastern States C oopexati ve I.:illins Cox pox a tion was 
organized and stock bearing inter est at 6,:~ was issued. I:Ioses and 
another each took ~;;100, 000 of this stock; the xemaining .~100, 000 
l.:Oses lent the Co:rpoxation on a demand-mortgage for the amount, 
also at 6);. It was arranged that the stock smould be retired in 
ten years through equal half-yearly payments. It was retired 
in seven; the mortgage was transferred to a Buffalo Bank, and 
the Exchange was in full possession of tLe milling corporation. 
So a working plant v:as developed without share-capital 
and freed of indebtedness through the application of the puxchase 
dividlnds of the members. These numbered in 1924, 56,000; and 
their transactions amounted to ~12,ZOO,OCO. Besides clearing 
off, duxing its seventeen years of activity, its indebtedness, 
the Exchange has invested another ~300,0CO in doubling the 
capacity of its mill and has paid more than ;z,ooo,oco in pur-
chase dividends. 1 
The financing of the Easte:rn :States ~,armer s' :Exchange 
depended on the good-will of interested individuals, the avail-
ability of credit in co~nercial banks and the mobilization of 
the credit resources of the faxmers whom the Zxchange served 
in the o:r dinaxy way· of buoiness. It is, however, open to the 
Exchange, as its entexprises progress, to make itself independ-
1. ~allen, Op. cit., Ep. 311-Z12; Daniels, Op. cit., ip. 219-227. 
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ent of external aid by employing a portion of its own gains to 
create its own implements of finance. A cash suxplus can be 
built up by many members, instead of withdrawinG all their sur-
plus dividends, by leaving a portion in the keeping of their 
stores as a savings deposit. 1 
The direct exchange of money for goods is workable 
between a member and his store. As betvreen the store and 
~7holesale ~ociety, the store and the general market, it could 
not be consistently adhered to. Efficient buying, intelligent 
expansion of activity, inert capital and other business contin-
gencies sooner or later require borrowing or lendins, for which 
investment is but another name. It called for commerce in 
money and credit. The cooperative movement had to n~ke itself 
a place in the credit structure of the national econorny. 2 
To the average wage-earner or professional worker, 
credit, wcich is as often a necessity to him as to the business 
man, is normally available only at high rates. The consumer's 
need for credit has been as imperative as his need for goods 
and clotr.ing; more often than not he could not secure the second 
vithout the first. 
Under the uniform small loans law ena.c te<i in more than 
a score of states personal finance companies are pc:rmi tted under 
the law to ciln:rge interest rates as high as 42 per cent per an-
num on swall loans. 3 
1. ~llen, Op. cit., ~. 212. 
2. lbid., F. 313. 
3. .t:andbook of Business ~~d::linistru.ticn, Credit Unions, Roy F. 
Be:rgen~en ( •.• c·.J:raw-l .. il: 3ook Co., Inc., 1921) ~a.;e 1404. 
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The fo11owinz; are the usual rates per annum char8e6 by these 
companies: .l?avmbr oker s, 36/~; axias (mostly o:rganized amon$ 
certain foreign groups in He·v-, Yo:rk City), 28.5i;; :r:emedial Loan 
;:Jocieties, 26.9;;; Industrial Banks, 17.3~~; l?e:rsonal Loan Socie-
ties, 26. 9j;; Industrial :Banks, 17 .3,;; ..t:'ersonal Loan .Uepartments 
of Banl::s, 18 .11;.1 
The fo1lovwing table indicates the disparity between 
what buyers a:re told they pay ana what they usually do pay for 
the privilege of consuming via the installment route: 
:Balance 
.rayable 
in 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Average 
Rates Finance 
Companies Say 
They Charge 
4·; 
I . ' 
4 1/21~ 
5j; 
5 l/2% 
6~7 ;o 
6 lf2:~ 
. I 
7 ;o 
7 .1/ 2;~ 
8}o 
6~; 
A.s It 
.ti.ctually 
Figures 
22. 325; 
21. 04/~ 
20 .16/~ 
19. 52;~ 
19. 03;~ 
18. 68i~ 
18. 40)~ 
18 .16/~ 
18. OO~·o 
19 .48;~ 
Total Cost of 
the Credit to 
the Consumer 
48 .oo·~& 
40. 00~~ 
34.27f; 
30. ooj; 
26. 66;~. 
24. OO)o 
?} 1' f,.J • 8 ,~ 
-20. oq; 
18.45;; 
29.24t2 
The credit unions aro the institutions wfiich the 
cooperative movement has made possible for the s~ll bor1·ow-
er. l.:Cmbers joint voluntarily, each buyin;s one share or i:10re. 
Usua11y a share costs ,,i5. The member does not have to pay 
this all at one tirr.e. lie r.1ay pay for it at the rate of t\'lenty-
five cents a week. .Ce can usually make deposits \";henever he 
wisLes. A member can take out the money he hus put in in 
si.ares .s.t an~· tin:e. :Uividends or interest are paid on savinJS, 
1. Credit Unions, !-,rank O'i!ara (The .2aulist ?ress, 1:ew Yo:rk, 
1937) :r. 6. 
2. ~o:rsodi, n., The Distribution .Age, .:.'.171 (,/yand, Op. cit., 
,;: • 252). 
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usually at the end of the year. TLe main job of the credit un-
ion, however, is to make loans to its members v1ho are in need 
of read~r cash. Any member who is in good standing may <Set a 
loan if he can show good reason for needing to borrovr and reas-
onable promise of repayment. Credit unions ordinarily charse 
one per cent a month interest on their loans. 1oans are made 
on the basis of personal character, ffiutual trust and knowledge. 1 
Financed by. :i.I:r. Edward Filene, a Credit Union Hational 
Extension Bureau was established in 1923. The purpose oi this 
Bureau was to educate and guide the public in the establishment 
of credit unions and to procure legal authorization. In 1934, 
the Credit Union National Association took over the a~sets and 
liabilities of the Extension Eureau and the Bureau ivas liqui-
dated. In its twelve years of labor, the ~ureau had placed 
cooperative bankin5 lav;s on the statute books of thirty-three 
states and the uistrict of Columbia. It had enacteu a federal 
law ·which enables and controls the formation of credit unions 
in states \11th no laws of their ovm, or in states v1ith bad 
laws or with an administration c.dveTse to the movement. It 
brought the idea of the credit u.1ion to ell ma.n.1er and condition 
of men. There are r.1o:re than 3,000 unions r;ith 750,000 members 
and resources of .... :6o,ocu,ouo. Their credit turnover goes toward 
1. 1:a.:A-well, S. ~tewar t, Credit Unions-The ~eople 's Bai1ks iublic 
affairs .ramphlets, Ho. 50,(.rublic ~i.ffairs Com;r.ittee lncol:p-
orated, New York) ~p. 4-8. ' 
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the billions and they are still grD\'ling.l 
Of the various types of cooperatives, the credit 
unions are the most numerous, and the most powerful. Tiley are 
the most immediate and direct concern of JOVernr.lents, and re-
ceive the greatest degree of government backins and are sub-
jected to the completest government supervision and control. 
There is no reason v;hy the credit union, vJi thin the cooperative 
movement, should not exercise all the legitimate functions 
of c otm;lerc ial banks. All the reasons advanced against such a 
pr i vi lese, re uuce ti:emselve s to the presumption that the people 
who organize cooperative societies--whetter for purposes of con-
sumption or production of credit-- a:ce somei:ow less competent, 
less provide:Q.t, more shiftless, than those who organize commer-
cial or r:nnufacturins, or financ;ial joint stock companies,2 
The credit union is _,ot dealing with otber people's 
money; it is C:ealins with its ovm. Its basic purpose l.s not 
pecu.liary profit but the life more abundant for its members . 
.h.utom'3.tica:i.ly, it tends toward the investr::ent of its surpJuses 
in ethel' forms of cooperative enterprise. ..;.s the consulller so-
ciety found i tsel.f mavins froo. the hand lin.:; o.f ;;oocls to tl:..e 
handlin,_; of credit, so tr.e credit societies move ..Lroin the hand-
lin_; of credit to the handling of c;oods. In an adequate con-
suuer society, its banking structure and credit s~·stem must be 
1. .t:'ublic ..:>.ffnirs .t>an1phlet, lio. 50, Op. cit., i:. 10. 
2. Kallen, Op. cit., ip. ZSG-326. 
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the servants of consumption, and only that. It is the problem 
of shaping the development of the cooperative banking structure 
so that it may ever serve and never rule the consuroor. 1 
1. Ibid.' .t>p. 326-327. 
COOF;::GRA'.:'IVES I:::T TEE m;IT'.;.i:D STAT::.:!S 
TODAY 
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.Available statistics fail to classify clearly the 
different kinds of merchandise handled by cooperatives in the 
United States, but there is indication that approximately 
60 per cent of the volu~e is in supplies, including gasoline, 
used by fan:ers in their forming operations {seeds, fertilize!; 
fencing, feed, etc.) Another 15 per cent of tLe total volume 
of cooreratives is accounted for by nH:rcilalldising operDtions 
of dietributive departrr.ents of farmers' cooperative wnrket-
ing :.:u.:;aociations. The ren;ainin€£ 25 rer cent cf tl:e tot:. 1 
volun;e to be accounted for cot. prise~ sales by cooperEJtive or-
ganizations operated by consur.:crs. 
These percentocc2 are based upon the retail ~les 
reported by 669_societie:: a1 oun_tinr to :,40,419,19£ in 1:"933. 
C1asr:ified by ty~e of society, these soles ;:ere dictributed 
·as follov:s: 
Retail store societies 
Distributive Departbents of) 
~· £< rket ing As <:ociu tions ) 
Gasoline and Oil Associntions 
Other societies 
rur:ber of 
Societies 
229 
31 
S& leo 
?er 
cent 
:', 14 ' 3 'i .., ' 118 3 5~; 
2,325,434 e 
; 
384 :~1,017,(~;.; .;;.~ 
___ 2~5'---- _ 2,? 15. ,_9C L__1.._ 
"Coneutcr Ccoperotivee for 1940," ia~ued by the 
""3ureou of Labor St<.,tir:tice, i~; based on tile findinfS of 
1. Co: :er·<.. dve :~u::itJCCE :~r~t(?:cpriree Orerr.ted by Conem,;rr~·, 
Ch.::t 'ber of Co:r::J ecce of ti;e United States (',/aehilJgton, 
D. c.) October 1936, p. 12 
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the :Bureau's general s.urve:y of 1937 anc r;c rcet: t:..:f:·e E' of ,e hange 
since thet year based upon reQorting sa~rles. The resulting 
estiL&tes ore oe follows: 
Estirnated ::Ulr:ber, 1·eLbers!1ip, and 
Business of Consur.ers' Cooperatives, 
1940 
1:-umber 
of 
.!1-E:: oci-
atiqns 
Retail and distributive i3~0 
associations 
Stores ant: buyillt.;" c1ulls .;;s-ou 
?etroleUl.; ac,·ocL:.tions 14GC 
Other distributive 
ac~ociati0ns 50 
Service associEtions 914 
Associations providi~:cs 
roo~s, meals or both 100 
I'edical care associations· !)0 
Funeral as~ocictions 36 
1~ousi11€" aEr.:ocic~tiollS !J3 
; iscelloneour: as::-ociations f.J'l.: 
Sredit unions ~':515 
s:-<~5, ceo 
4 :....'0, CCC 
4 ;;O, 000 
~·:2,000 
20,CCC 
31 ';.'~50 
t. , :;oo 
4G;J,COO 
2,4~1,COC 
Intur<:IJce astoci&tionr 12co e,coc,cc.c 
At:ount 
of 
3uriuess 
ti21J,653,000 
120,053,0(0 
~c,O<:C,Offi 
5, 6oo, oro 
:J,815,0CD 
1, 600 ,0@ 
500' Q(Ji) 
l90,0(f, 
2,7~0,000 
8·1 0 '500 '000 
103,3?5,COG1 
Althouc:1 cocplrtitive oruani~&tiom: tay be fcuud in 
practically e:very Dtate, t!H.:re nre decide~ concerJtr;,:;tiom: in 
tJiffsrent ;;;rea~:. One area of concentrutioJ; cotpriscE t1Je 
nort·d, Dlld fr'.l Inoic:.n& tc ::E.nsas en tile so:Jth. A second urea 
'j ' 
' . "
;. I 
';, 
~ { 'c 
1. :·cut::lY U,'.:>or :l.evie· . .-, October 19·!0, HtJited ;.:tntes ))epcrt- ~r 
1 e11t ,_f L~·oor, Vel. !Jl-l7o. 4 ! 
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inc 1 ude s rev: Yorl\: and ra ::sachus e t ts, ';:hi le a tllird cot:pri ses 
the ?acific Coaet states. 
The :Bureau of Labor ;,tutistics retJorted in 1933 
tbe follov:inu t.EJ bere,.ip i11 coor~eratives occordill{J to f!toteo: 
In.bersnir;; ir; Ccllnmere' Coo~err:tive Societief! in VarlOLW 
Jtatee at 3nd of 1933 
linnesota 
Illinois 
rebraska 
Iov:a 
I· a s ,, a c r1 u L' e t t s 
'.'fisc ens in 
California 
Ohio 
re·_,: Yor1c 
Sou ti1 1Ja l:o to. 
:~"' ns as 
I'ichigan 
Te:ras 
All otr.er st<.Jtes 
Total for t;nited States 
lfur:Jber of Soci-
etieEl reporting 
95 
48 
66 
1]6 
14 
43 
2 
9 
3 
%1 
48 
21 
20 
1~3 
579 
::mnber of 
l'er bers 
33, 2,18 
33,242 
18,038 
18,032 
15, 3~ 1 
12,025 
12,000 
10,104 
7,?59 
7' 416 
7,313 
6' >tJ 0 
6,3ED 
37,4<13 1 
285,441 
Retoi1 operations of coo~ ratives .ore t·ainly con-
fined to rurDl areas aud sr .. all tcv:uo. } ore th<m three-
fourti1s of the asoocio tions, three-fourths of tl1e llen;berE:hip, 
am: almost three-fourthsof the busines:: done ic cor~ied on 
in localities having a popu1atioJ, of 5,000 or lese.'"' 
Frc1. a study b~· tLe nureru of Laber Statistics of 
H:05 ccnsm::ers' ccq1en:tivec, rElort:: ;·.c;re froir; 1173 farLers' 
cccperatives. Ar.;cuc the:::e v:ere 73 au3ociutic!.~, \:l.icb re-
the t.arl:ctill£:" of f~;.~ry crors or live .. tocl<:. :.::vidence of thio 
l:incJ points to the conclm:ion tbct up to the present devel-
op1 c::t ci' ccnr.nn.Erc' coc::·crutives h: ti;e t;nited Stoteo hue 
been e~tentiolly a rovcr.ent of fnnero. 
1. "Conour ers', Credit, ond :·reductive Coot:er;:..ticH in 1 S33," 
,, 
~ulletin Bureau of Luber Statietiee, 1U35, p 17 ~ 
~ 2. Lee. cit. ,J.&¥!2JI,$ iS k.QQ P.J4.l.& £, Si. ... $,,J.#k.,t.;4l.JI 
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consm~ers' coor)errtives .c.ust co::cp3tc v1:..th chain 
store uistrl h<.tioa for i'ooC:: an( otr,er LonseholC: necessl tics. 
The chain stores operate on a ver~ small ~cr:in of ~rofit 
and extend tbe volurJo of their busj_ness tLroc.1:·t:: many re-
tail stores as possi';Jlo. In vien of t:r~e low co~:::moc1lty 
prices offered by the chain store, a cons-ur.1ers' coo;;ern-
tive store wo~ld find it difficult to effect additional 
savin~;s for tLe consu11.er. At1ericnn fc .. rners r;a ve O.?PI'Oo.chod 
the problem of chain stores 1::~~ startinc cintrlbution of 
con!l::o(2ities i:1 which the costs of ciistri1:--t:tion r,:•e lo\'l 
anci tbe marcin of ]}rofJ. t h:L::_l:. !.:os t succcs sful farners' 
mo.Ce up of sales of cas, oil, an~ batteries. From the sup-
port anG resources built up from thc~e co~~oClt:e~, the 
coo,;::>erHt:l.vcs are tc.l:inc: on [racer:,- cistP:i."c1;tion. 
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The followinr tublc civcs the sales of CODS\U~ers' 
cooperative societies 1\pon v;Lich the )rocccl~n~ stc.te~::ent iG 
based: 
Sales of consuners' cocporative 
Societies by st~tcs 1933 
(s~lcs in thousanCs of dollars) 
; 
i 
4' 
--------------.....,....-__,........,..,..,..,...,.,.,.......,...>'I'"M'~- :.~)! Sales o!! Gns- , ··:.1 
Snlcs of I\etail ollr1e r,ild. Oil >: 
Store Societies Association >j All Sales 
"~0. So- 1.:o. so- ;.0. so-
cieties cietjes cieties 
::=\cport- ::i.O)Ort- He port-
inc Ar.J.ount inc Amount inc; Jlr:1.ount 
!.:innesoto. 134 ,-. 8,339 55 .:;2,819 ?'4 ., 3,712 
·,? .·. 
" Illlncis 55 5 ,.,, ., , "-'- ·:. 10 883 <12 1,050 
!"!'e t:~raslca 72 3,049 G 291 59 2,550 
rov:a 50 2, GG2 •1 106 38 2,0C6 
'.iisconsin G7 2, •197 2J 057 31 1,305 
Kansas 11.0 -u 1,0SO 1•1 G12 27 704 
. I:ic1:ican 29 l,<J40 ~~6 1, "riG 1 20 
Incliai.1a 17 1,012 2 78 14 1,724 
;.~assachusetts 15 1,981 12 1,G19 
};Ci7 Hm~qsh ire 21 1,188 1 34 20 1,155 
South Dakota 21 1,019 5 20G 14 754 
Te;::as 19 1,179 17 082 
All other states 131 7 571 
' 
"/2 .: , '/91 47 1,9'77 
'l'otal 669 ·,~40 2431 229 "l•l A -t_,.r) , ~ '.:: l .) I.:.. 384 .. ~21.! 0181 
A study of tl::e HaPvard 7'lll'oau of ":'Usiness Research 
finds t1:a t tl!e coo;)era tl ves a.pr;are11 tly :hn vc no1:icut the rn te 
of gross ~nrcin below ~l&t eszentially ty~icnl for independ-
O!lt stares or the rc[1.:lar ch:::.in s teres. 
1. Bullotln fJG12, 011. c:l t., p 20 
'! 
i 
• 
' d 
:·1 
·l 
:I 
.Jr 
,,. : ;,~ 
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I.'Lr. Schmalz, in his "OperatinG Results o:f.' Con-
su:ner coopcra ti ves in 1937 11 , reported the finciincs ·of h~. s 
study of cost of operation of cooperative societies and 
other retail establislr~ents as follows: 
Comparative Results for Retail Food stores Operated 
by Cooperative Societies ancl by Pl'ivo.tel:r Owned Chains 
(ITet Sc.lcs- 100;.~) 
17umbcr of' Reports 
}~umber of stores 
Typical r:-et Sales per Store 
(in tLousancls) 
GROSS !.~'\RGI!T 
Salaries and ~aces 
Tenancy, Heat, Li,sht, and Por;er 
Advert:Lsinr; 
Other Expense 
Total EXpense before Interest 
Interest 
co-op-
e!'ntives 
1937 
42 
1s. s;; 
9.6;i 
2 •. 55 
0.35 
4.1 
16. G;~ 
1.0 
TOTAL EXPl.mSE incl1~dinc I ntei•est 17 6·' 0 I;) 
l~T PR07IT OR LOSS 0 .9;; 
nato of stock-turn 12.0 
*Data not available 
Earvarcl, 
Opera-
tions us 
a ~::hole 
34 
19,903 
22. 04~~ 
12.131 
3.98 .... 
0.97 
22. 26~; 
0 .97' 
E-.13 
1934 
store 
Opera-
tions 
Only 
29 
.. ::-
16 "0'./ • (,., i J 
Schmu1z cott1ents on these statistics as follov::J: 
"It see1~:s tl:at e:nense for tJ:e coo:)erativos 
in l1J37 v:as not so l:i[l- as to i:1clicate cs:)ccia1-
poor rnanare~ent nor so lo~ as to surccst any 
1. carl :~ • Sch: ·.ulz, Opc1•u tinr ncs;,;1tn of co:-::s'lu::o!' cooporr. t:: vcn 
I:; TI:E tEIT:.::D. C/::A7~~3 I1: 1937, ( DU::'C["J~. of nuninoss Rcscarcl':, 
:.oston, ::ansncl:usctts, 1039) Vol.;:x·.r-1-p 11 
I 
l 
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appreciable advanta~e for tle cocperat!vcso 
On tl-:c basis of ratl:er Sl)E'.:::>sc oviclu'.cc, .and 
speakinc; ln C'Emel~al te1~1as, it appears ei tller 
that tLe coopera tl ve forl:J. of orr:an::. za tion does 
riot lead t0 conspicuous advantaio ln operating 
efficiency, or tl~at t::.e coo_;Jeratives b~" 1937 
had not ~ot the~selves organized to the ~oint 
~here such advantaces had ·beco~e evidont:"l 
The followin:_· table sho·;;s a co~npn.rlson of the 
ceneral stores operated by cooperative societieG and by 
private merchants: 
Comnarativc Tiesults for General stores Onerated 
by ~ooperative societies and by Private ferchants 
(l:ct Sales - lOO;S) 
Humber of co11mo.nies 
Typic£'.1 :7et Sales per store 
(in thousands) 
GROSS LARGI!T 
Salaries and ~aces 
Tenc.:1c~,., r:c:::-~ t, Llc::~ t, and Power 
.':..dvcrti::;: nr· 
·- (,..J 
ot:.cr E.::~ponse 
Total Expense before Interest 
Interest-
Coop-
ero.tives 
1937 
4? 
14 ol;~ 
6 n··· 0 ,J 
1.05 
Oo25 
2.G 
llo6% 
1.4 
--· 
TOTAL l:!XP~I~SE includinc Intc:::•est 1 '7 o·' ..:> 0 ,J 
ImT PROFIT OR LOSS 1 l'~ 0 ,J 
Rate Of stock-turn 7.9 
Du.n 2;:. 
Erad-
streetl 
1036 
1,019 
17 0 9,~ 
<J .o:~ 
2.0 
Oo4 
3o4 
15. G;; 
-:l-
.. 
.... 
2 --~~ 
• .,:;,/!) 
,_:, .1 
TtC Pro-
cress:!.vc 
Gl~ocer-2 
1034 
(Profit-
able 
stol~es 
Only) 
12 
20.49;~ 
9 '"'"I 
•v,J 
lo9 
Oo6 
4o4 
16 ,.,, 
" • ('_,I.J 
Oo3 
lG r:-' o v,J 
~ '-llJ'' v.,,. IV 
1o3 
I 
il il 
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IIr. Sclmalz cot1.-nents as follows on tho :tn~ecodinc 
statistics: 
"Althou[_':h the cooperative r,oneral stores did not 
hGve lower )ercentace occupancy cost than private-
ly owned stores of sL:ilar character, tl:e:,r did 
have conspicuousl-y lov1er costs fo:::-> pa·yroll, ad-
vertisinc, miscell~ncous expense, and total ex-
pense. Foreover, alt1J.ouch their net ~·refits 
v:ero sufficiently lar;:e to SU[;[;OSt tl:e lJOSSi "bili ty 
of tl eir ucc~:t.-·nulc..t.i.llL t;_j,;~1lc I'esorvcs, tLoir rates 
of c;roso l:'.nrs:Ln ><e::;:oc '--::. s ti:1c tly lo\':cr tl·,an thone 
for t1:e privately ovmed i'ir::1s. 11 1 
I.:r. Schmalz conclu~ed L.is report on coneral coop-
err.tive stores 
"Thus, tl:e data at haYld succost tLat, in so fal~ as 
c;ooc.: retailinc is conccrnecl, an~· i:;portc..nt contri-
bution of cooperatives to tl::.e ·aeli'8re of const:_;~;ers 
which is maci.e tl::.Pm;r·h lo•.-;e::.' ·,1rices cr srcato:.• values 
cloes not arise fror:1._. o~1crc.t.:.n£.: effie: oncy in the 
retail sto:::'es create:::' t::c.n t:~c.t !:'or p::.•ivato enter-
prise. This docs not ncan tLat coo)crc.tives cannot 
give better values tLan :)ri va tel;- ovmeu businesses; 
but· it inclicc.tes tl:at st.:.c1: better vc.luos, if c:iven, 
pPobably 1:1ust reflect: 
(a) Advnnt::,ces sectn~ed in ·;;l:olesa·linc 
or in manufc.cture, poss~hl:· throu,::h 
private b:::'andinc coupled with a 
scrupulous recard, in product speci-
fications, in labellinc, snd in pric-
in.c, ror tl:e interest of consu.."'11Cl':J; 
a.nC:. 
(b) A distribution of retail profits.'' 2 
As far as )osslblo, cons~~e:::-> cooperatives trade 
·;;i th coop ern ti ve v:1:.olcsales. Goods \'lh:t ch a:::-e not hunclled 
by tl:eso w::olesules E'.l~e )Ul'cho.scC: fro::: t~1e ~~eneral r.1o.r:~et. 
Coo)era ti ve wholcsa.len a::.~c fec.lcrc. t.=.ons of locnl consu::10r 
COO)c:~c.tives. ':;:'~tUn, the coods l.r_nc~lccl b:- tLe ·wLolcsnle 
indicate th€l ,zooC.s ..-;: ich n:,e !.nndled b:- t1-:e cons~:nc::.• coop-
erative. 
1. IbiC:., p 17 2. Ibic:., p 11 
I· '· 
h )'-'"'•· 
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The Bureau of Labor Statistics in its bulletin,. 
"Oper&tions of Consumers' Co·. t1Erativer., 1940," five~ the 
follO\;ing· fact::: about t·<Je cot.I:odit~es lw.ndled in Y:l;olesale 
oir.tributive business: 
"3y far the largeet atcunt of the· 
~holesale distributive business is in petrol-
au~ products. Grocerier, clothipg, end ell 
houEehold supplies cm.bincd fort~d lese than 
10 per cent of t~l·~ tctcl roles of the recioud 
associations an~ cnly 1.0 per ce~t for the 
dU:trict a;:rocic;tiorJE. Coal mrd fuel cil to-
t' e t t e r f on e cJ abo 11 t 3L p e r c en t 1' or ~) o t h 
types of a~socivtion:.;. The nccot hmnyitJC st~.tE-
1nent s!·1o·;:s the ~JrOtJo:::tiotJ of bw::i:1es::: dor,e in 
each line. 
Groceries 
Cl otll ir:g 
Electrtcol aJpliances 
: ~ c use h o 1 d e q u i pL en t 
CDEll 
J?u e 1 oi 1 
Gasoline and kerosene 
G:recse 
!·otcr oil 
He fi o1w 1 
7.0 
.6 
1.2 
.? 
(j 
• v 
.7 
5.5 
Tires, tube£, uLU 
Building t:aterial 
?a rL; s u p p 1 i e o a nc 
riscellaueous 
accer:.?orieo4.2 
r::a chinery 24 .1 
7.5 
Total lCC.O (1) Less t~an a tenth of 1 per cent. 
District 
o.s 
(1) 
.2 
(1~ (1, 
. ' 
:, • 7 
52.9 
.4 
5.0 
1.0 
·2.0 
9.€ 
24 .4 
lOC.OO 1 · ( 1) 
The extent of the r:llclesale buciJJer::£1 1::: civen in 
the follov:int;~ table by the De partr~:ent of Labor: 
1. Operotiolls of :onourers' Coa~·entivee, l<J4C, Bureau of 
Labor Ste:tistics, Serial ro. n. 1367, p 16 
Business (Distributive and Service), liet E~rninge, 
snd Patronage Refunds of Cooperative ~hclesales, 1940 
--------------------------------------·---------------------------
All Associations 
Interregional 
Regicnal 
District 
----
.Ar::ount of 
Busines:.: 
1940 
Let 
Dornings 
1·940 
Patronage 
Refunds 
1940 
070,l7G,30C 81,970,?23 01,416,146 
7,760,167 59,830 59,830 
60,273,69~ 1,772,335 1,250,688 
-------~~~44,4~3~8_, ______ 13~_.,45_·~_·7 ________ 1~.~,628 
The 3ureau of Labor Stot·istics claecifies whcl e-
sa.le aEc .. ociatious, 011 t11e basis of tE;rritorLl coveragE; 
aE <Hstrict, reg-ional, ond interre[ior:al. ':'l1e ci:::t1·ict 
orguuizations ure those serving ·a ~·roup of asf:oci~tions 
in a v:ell-defined area less t!Jan stote-v:ide. 'i'lle ret:;ional 
whole sales are those O[H:re t inu throuchout one or more 
states. The interregiotJal aseociotic11s ore federatious 1 
of regional wholesales. 
The De partzrent of Labor, in its 1933 svrvey, found 
working hours of err:ployee s of consur:e rs' ·coo per at i ves b 
the United States to be long. :<'or all ty_res of enterprise, 
avera~e hours ~ere 5~ per ueek, ~1d for retail stores 56.1 
hours per \":eek. loneEt r:eekly hours found \:ere in. effect in 
bakeries and r.iscellaneous enterprises uhich ttaintained 
schedules of 48 hours or less. Fort~ ner cent of the soci-
eties had a 48-hour v:eek or le2s, vii1ile 28~ of the societies 
required the services of their et1ployeee for 10 hours or 
r.ore a day. 1 ' 
Mr. Schnalz in his repcrt 11 Cperatir;g Reoults of 
Cou~u1.er c.:. q:eratives in the United Stateo in 1937" comnents 
en the labor costs in consu~ers' cooperatives as follo~: 
1. Ibid. , p 12 
1'. Ch<:,r·ber of 8onn:;erce of the United Stntes, op. cit., p 1? 
"The O'\':ners of coonerutive busines~ 
{trwt is, the r'erbers), lH.:e' the owners of firms 
organized by private enterprise, are accusto~ed 
to put a t;reat deal of th:e and effort into the 
establishrnent of theirbusiness <.Jnd, frequently, 
to r;mke little or no D ttempt at an a ccurc te ac-
counting of the value of this til::e and effort. 
~bether individual cooperative societies, in 
their early days, receiva:lmore or le:cs of' the 
unpaid, voluntetTlabor than sirilcr privutely 
owned concerns is a question which cannot be 
answered. It is thourht, however, that, once a 
cocr-erative is firrdy estc:blished, the ,r,~ountl 
of volunteer services received is negligble." · 
In "Operations of Consmers' Cccperutivee, 194011 
the De pa rtrnent of Labor re pc·rte as follm·:s: 
"Average annual \';ages in 1940 for cooper-
ative ~holesale a~socictions are shown in 
the follov:inc table. .Ar!Jonc the individual 
regional a~socictions surveyed, the annual 
range was from 0839 to 02,153; ei~ht asso-
9iations paid av~ra[e W8~es exceeding 
;_,1, 500 per year'! ~ 
E2 I)LOY: ~:. T .A:~JJ :·AGES 
rr COC·:):J2:..\.TIVE ',,'JWLES.A.LZ ASSOCL\.TIO!:S 
7ype 
of 
\:hole sale 
All Associc:.tions 
Interregional 
Regional 
District 
ruli:ber 
of associ-
a t i or; r= r e -
,orting 
30 
1 
19 
10 
[9415 
l'ur.;ber 
of er::-
r:lcyees Ar.:ount 
1,605 
85 
1, 413 
107 
- .,;2,24f,5o2 
lOS, 94? 
2,0?.6,?7? 
105,278 
'·:ages 
paid per 
et:iploye e 
!._:1 '397 
1,293 
1,435 
984 
"Over 1,600 workers Tiere enployed in cooperative 
wholesales in 1940 and the v:oge bill ar:ountecJ to 
nearly ~)2,2·12,000. Avera(;"e annual eurnings per 
r:orker il1 1940 v:ere :~984 for the district associ-
ations, r~l,435 for the regiotJol G!:socit:tions, and 
:~1,293 for the interregional ;·;holesales, or :·:19, 
,..,27, and :~~5 per Y:eek reepec~ively. At.;Oll£{ the 
it.dividuol regionol o~:.:oci<-ltions tl1e annuol ran~;e 
r:ae frorr. ~;e39 to ;j~,l63; eicht a~:::oci::tions paid· 
avera[:·e v:aces exceedin{z :"1,5CO." ~ 
1. c. 1~. Sclu:l:;;lz, op. cit., p 3 
2. Operations of Conr:tnrers' CO'.perntive, 194G, op. cit., p2tiD 
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Consucers' cooperatives have received special bene-
fits from governtent agencies in the forrn of subsidies, tax 
exei::ption, special farms of encouragement. There are r.1any 
evidences of aid being extended to cooperatives by local, 
state and federal governn1ents. 
a) Incorporation Laws: roet states permit coop-
eratives to be incorporated under special acts v1hich usually 
relieve the cooperative of raying ta;ces, aside fr01:-: an aminal 
annual filing fee, based upon the ar::ount of capital stock 
. d 1 ~scue • 
b) Tax Exemption: State and federal incore tax lav:s 
usually exempt cooperative::: frat~ payment of income tfl.X' on 
that part of the earnings which is available for distribu-
tion to members as patronage rebates. In several states 
which place taxes on chain store operations, consuuers' co-
operatives which have a number of branch stores, and v:hich 
would thus be subject to chain store taxes, are specifically 
exev,pt. 2 
c) Loans to Coooeratives: Through the Cent~l 
Bank for Cooperatives and through other lending agencies fed-
eral funds are available as loans to cooperatives at ~w in-
tercet rates. Althoue-h the etututes roverning the granting 
of such loans provide that only producers' cooparativ~ are 
1. Consumers' Cooperative Statutes and Decisions, United 
States Departn1ent of Labor 
2. Loc. cit. 
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elic;i ble to recelve loans, there rolr,n.:L:.s the fact thr~ t ~:1c.n:r 
, I t• , 1 t ., , ,. • , proc.ucers coo~) era 1 ve s conu.uc.:; rc -c.l_ ~:,ercr.s.nc.J.s:..nc O!JCru-
tlons as }C.Pt of t}:eiP re.:::ular activities. l'urt! er, coop-
crative associations orcanized b; fnr~crs solely for the 
furnisl:.l:1c f'r:_r.:l busif'ess ::;ervicos, arc ol:_ci blo to borror! 
fro:: the vc..::."'i011.s banl--:s for coo::~ort~ tj. vc s. A :::·cncrc,l :::--e ~:.uire-
::>cnt of tLesc ·uanks ls ti~nt ~.t lcr~st 90 :)er cent of the vot-
A b:ll hc..s been p:.~escntcC::. to Conc:"'ess in \Llc:: it 
is 1)r0poscd to e::pand the ter::n 11 Coopere,.tive !~ssocir..tlon" as 
used in tl:e Ac;ric:'l t11ral r;n.r~~otinc Act to incluc~c associa-
tions \'thlcl:. have onl:,r a major::.ty of far;::era c..s mc:.1be:oo, 
i. e., 59 pel~ con t of the r:1c;:1bcrs co~..:lcl be luborc:--s, r:w-
cl:anics, houscrii vos, or an:; otLcr occn}.'!'~ t:i.o:1. J'' .. c:o:;:lt:i.on of 
l>a::.'ticulm"'ly consu:mcl"'s I coop ora tl vee, to :wail t}:.er.:s el vcr: 
of benefl ts avr..ilc..l:le tJ::rou: :L ro' ern::1cnt lon(in- ar:onc:'Lcs. 2 
Several stater (:1ota'.Jly, !.:innesota a1:c: ':;isc~nsin) 
l"'oquil'e that cour.sec :-.;w-.) t coo pel' D. ti vos s~ c.ll 'be o.f'.iercc.l in 
sci:..ool.s. In ccrtrd~1 l:1.sts.~1ccs st·.·c~onts o.:->c ro·:;_;:.5.rcc.. to tn.l:e 
SUCh COUl"'St~S • 
A[':e:ncio.s of' tl:e FcC:ert~l Govc:r'I".:.:ont, l!1clnL.in:_~ tho 
1. Danlcls, 09. cit., pp 157-161 
2. Dl"'ief Expll:.nutio:-: of Senate fill S. 2G05 n.nd conclcnsn.tion 
of Eo['.l"'in:_s (7lte Cooporn.tive Loacuo, ::o·;; ::ork, 1039) 
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erature ·e;iv:Lnc ~nforr:lation as to hoVi cooperatives r.m~~ be 
orGanized and operated. 
cooperatives and freely [ivo of their counsel thorenftcr. 
In connection with feGcral ~cusi~[ projects, such 
as at Greonbel t, I.:2.ryland, thei'c was incluc.ed in tLc 1Jlnns 
provision for stores and comr;:orciul facil:i. tic::; '::hicl: \·;ould 
be operated on a cooperative plan. 
rihen the Greenbelt housiD{ ~wojcot \'i8S ncc.l"::v~ 
\7o.s entered into bet\:een the I:epart;:wnt oi' A[rict-.lture and 
tion. \.~nclor U.e ter;:-.s of tL'Ls contrr.c'S t:.c co::."'pOl"'r..tlon 
a~·l"'occ: to advc.nce funds for tLe csta~ l~.sl::::cnt of r.ll tLc 
busl::osc c:1tcl"'~Jr.ise:::: needed at Greenbelt, t..nC: to finance 
b'L:siness O)Ol"'atio:~s until s1.:c.·. t:L:e ::.s t:.o cc.. ,_;_ tc.l ft:.nC:a 
ac"~vr.::ccC:. could to l"et.~:.."'cG tLrOl~.~.:. t>.c F-t:::·c:.n::c of ::; toe:: b:;-
resiC:e:1ts of Urcon:~elt on a coo~)Cl"atl ~c ::.c..sis •1 
Further evidence of ;:ovorru.lC;.:tal ~ntorcst nne: en-
courace: :ont of coo)ern ti ve::; is to i.;o fonm: t}c::."'ot,ch t}:e IlF.::cs 
of the 11 Constu:Jers r Guide, 11 e.. poPioC:i.cal i~sued by the A{:;ri-
cultural Ac:just::~cnt AC'..uinistration of ti:o De~~.s.rt:i:cnt of 
ASl~ic-ulturc. one section of cc.cl·. issue oi' t: is bullctir: is 
devoted to nc~s e..nC: pro~ncnn~n in fnvor of coopcrntivos, 
v:h:lo f:::-cqucnt n.l"'t~ clen hc.ve been :mbl:shccl dcsc::.~.ibin~~ opera-
tions of con::ru::!c:::'s r cooperative.:;. 
the dry coocls business, drov: tho follo·;::!.ns conclusions 1 ns n 
: ) 
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result of his study of the possibilities of csto.blish:i.nc o. 
11 ConsUl:le:> coonc:::>ation YJill attract firnt the 
families of averace and 10\"ler-than-avcro.[C in-
comes. 
"coopel~a ti ve servi co must cover t>e princi~Jo.l 
i te:-.:s in tLe fc..nlly budcet to be of real sic-
nif'icance to its members. 
rr The whole ranee of de:1art::wnt store ~:c::.•oho.n:.. 
disc, excludinc food, covers only 14% of the 
budcet of fm1ilics of averaro nn~ lower incones. 
"Jmy consur1er coo:;:Jor·o.ti vc nove:~:cnt in the urban 
ee:1to::.~s of the Un:: tcu st::,>tos to be sicnif::cr,nt 
must rest }Jl'i:t:<r~rily on the su~Jpl7J~in[; of food, 
since c.1::on:: lor; ino01:~o fa.:·:il::cs food expendi-
tures absorb fron 33;; to 40;; of the faDily buclcot. 
"A depc.rb:1ent store ::s not rm efficient inst::.'u-
nent for tho distribution of foods. 
"All de;>nrtmont stores, even those C:ealinc l)ri-
maril7J· in po~Y:.1l:1r pricocl rooC:s, :~ecolvc the 
bulk of their ;>s.trona:c fro~ fat~lios in tho UJ-
per one-third or even tLo u::;>pe:::- one-fo1U"th of 
the inconc cro'Ups. 
"Fru~1ilies in tl e u :ner incc:·ie ,..: .. ou·;::; o.::."e not 
fricncll:· to consu.'n;; coopcro. ti ~es. ~,1 
l:r. Garrison rm~tl1cr stn ted t1:..at he cl:!.d not be-
llcve that consmncrs' coo~~rntivcs would develop sicnifi-
cantly·in the drJ coeds ancl cencr~l morc~nn~lcc fields for 
nan:r yoc.rs to co:-::.c, if ever. Obstncles v:l·ich otood in the 
vmy or sucl: development, he ::;aid, we:."'e: 
"r:rhc.t the J•;.nc:::. .. .:can l)CO~Jlc ~l'edo:-·,::n~ntly are 
not lntc.rc:::;tcd 1:1 coo:;el'c.tion P.s u pllilosolJ}~~~, 
but onl:· ns a 1n'c.c~ical l:enns to n :1:::.•r:ctlcn1 
end. 
1. Arthu::.• :::"'. Qtmn8.rson, con::m:::c~·s r Coo--Jorr.ti vas u.s Fo.cto1•s 
in Rotn.il COl'lpotit:i.on (Cl:c.mbcr of· COJ:rr:8l'Ce of the 
Un:i. ted Stutes, /luo~st 2~, l00(J) 2'J1) ::::-a 
I 
t 
I 
lr 
I 
! 
"That a cooperative entcr.:.n•lse :r:mst, thc::•e-
forc, demonstrE',te substantiA.l savings to its 
mcDbol'S to su: .... vi ve. 11 1 
r:I•. Garrison concluded 
"It nas his observation tbo. t tr.us far, except 
possibly in the rield of farnerst SUPDlics, 
consumers' cooperatives in the ceneral commod-
ity f:l_eld have not been- nllle ~o show substan-
tin.l savinss to its :members." 
13? 
cooperc .. tive::: n.:Jpcal mostly to fanil~_cs of sr.1all 
incomes--those with incoDes of ~1,200 a year or less, but 
as t}.io croup consisto of r..bout t.:o;; of our population it 
rctailc~s' 90int-of-vlcw. It is n. croup ~1lch counts its 
pennies, loo1~s fa-· barcalns, and one v:hicL rcl.:..es exten:::::.v:-
ly U}JOll the chain .:, the five-and-ten-cent stores, ancl the 
supor-mo.rkots. 3 
It is d.o,:btful if coo_:.ernt.:..vcs ·.-:ill ever Lave 
style c.nd lr:.xur:· ncrchc~nC:ise. 
True p:-ocluccrs' coopcra tion differs fro:-:. const:'J'l0l's' 
coo~Jeration in .scver•nl i.~~1orto.nt res~1ccts. T·hc ;·;orl:er'e real 
i~co~c depends on mono; ~~~cs and the cost of l:vJnc. Con-
s~:::10rs' coopcrs.tion c:enln \'ll th the cost of co:~;;-wC:i ties by 
_pa:,"l::cnt of c:.i v:_dencle on purchn~c!:> tl:ei•cb:,.,. r•eC.ucinr the 
prices of Vc~rious .~·ooc:::: to :-:te:-:--,bor:::. Producers' coopel"ation 
1. -:'"<Jc. c.i.t. 
2. Loc.·cit. 
3. Ibid., p 10 
&& 2SS_ ¥* 4 t 4, 
-' 
l
i 
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vases so that the employee will have ncrnto spend or save. 
It also tries to i~~rove workinc conditions and provide 
recular e;nplo:,"l:wnt. Unc"~cr this pln.n •mr1:e:Ps orcenlze, and 
operate, and control their o~n factories or s3~ops. They 
are entirely sclf-governinc. They contribute their oun 
CO.lJital or l;orrov; it tLc:nsclvos, \'lith r1Licl·i t~tC'j'" bu:r 
machinery and plant: They elect :~ro:.-.1 the lr ovm nu:.1ber the 
manacers; ti~e:," G.etc:r:Ti.ne tLo:i..r ovm ter~~1s of o:.l~JlO"J"":~lCnt, 
dis~)OSe of tl;c :;,;roc~1i.Ct, and dl vide t~:e p:-ofi ts •1 
Coopera ti vc \'Jorl:sho1.;s in existence nunbcl~ fe\ier 
\ ~ 
than tv:onty. The fields of inC.ustry Y:Lich have been entered 
include coal mlnlnc a!ld the l::.s.nu.fnctu::."e of cicnrn, v:indovJ 
class, stoves, te:z.tiles, clothinc (cloves, hats, shoes, em~-
:-::ents), lUJ-:1ber products, potter:r, boxes, nncl fish cann.:.nc. 
r.:os t of tl:e coopera ti vc •·:crl:sl-::o::.)s nre found in the J'.:iddle 
1''e"'t 2 'fl iU • 
consuncrs' societies as they oxisteG. ln t:1e tTnl ted 
states in 1933 carried on ~clativc1y few pro~uction nctivi-
ties. In a stud:y mr,C::e b'J'" the Chambcl~ of cm:·.::lCrce of the 
United stnta; 695 conm_,_ncr societ~.cs \'Jere consiclerecl. On1J· 
25 out of 695 reporting cn::;a.:-:ed in ;:!anuf.o.cturin:::;. Of thooe, 
8 r.mnufc.cturcd poultr:r nnd steel: feeC.s, 1 en;:r..::·cd in ·;:heat 
rye tlillinc, 7 Inn.nt'lfucttll''o6. bo.::e:::·:r :_:ooG.n, 3 r:~c.Cc so.u~-
n[e or snokod ~cats, 1 ncdc icc ere~~, 1 butter end cheese, 
ci 1 bus cui t s c..nd l.c.:~c.cl:, 1 b:•e:::cl, nnd 1 cu.stor.1-~·.1P.cle 3 c1othinc;. 
1. Cnrroll :\. Dnuchtcr:·, LalJOl' Proble::w 
( r~ou:·1 ·ton .. iffli•1 co· .. '>""l":t ~o.,.tol, 
....... \,..-.&..1. l. .. A,L..:. ......... .:; , j" -.,) .. , 
2. Ibicl. 1 pn5~8-550 3. c. oi c: of u. s., op. cit., P 12 
in l:.r1C!'lcctn Indus t1~:·, 
193G) p 55G 
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Producers' cooporc,tio.: :~r.::. not succcec:ed, e:~ce~1t 
perhaps in businesses nhore the c1e:,:ancl is stead:,~, nher•e 
sr11all shops still oxis t, and rihero t>e product is still 
lare.;ely hand-made by sl:illed crafts-men. r.:ost field::; of 
manufacturinG require rlo.re ce.pi tal than can be subscr•ibocl 
by r. croup of workers, o.nc~ o.c:oq_uutc reserves can."lot be built 
up. Lack of r.mnarerial co:t.r:~etonce has ruined nany enter-
priscs. ·rni tial success has fpequentl:~ been follO\·:ed b:r ,__,_n-
wise expansion. Internal disse::1sions have sometimes led to 
co;~lL)lete disPuption. The one-mn.n-one-vote lll'inciple 1ms been 
violo.ted, thus Pobbin:::; the business oi' its true cooperative 
nat~re Qnd substitutinG the ca~lt~list idea. The ori~inal 
1:1e::tbers oi'ten rei'uso to tal~e in ne-.·l \'/Ol'kcl"s on the oricins.l 
te:t>;::s, preferrinG insteac.l to :hil'e them e.s e:nployees. In 
cooporati ve worl:shOl)S every ner: 1::enber adds to the nm:1bor 
auon_s \'Jho:.l _profits r.rus t be di vicled, vri th no ES surc.nce that 
he v:lll increr.se tl:e volume of business or :;:-)::•ofi ts. In 
co operative stores, ne·;; r.wi:1bers ;;.ncrec.so tLc businos s result-
ti ves have fo.ilcd thl'Ol.1.,c:l: no S)ccie.l fo.,~l ts of tl:cir onn, 
but on n.coount of entirely unforeseen r:s.rket sh:l fts Ol' 
chan:_-os in production tccl:nique. Unfa:;_r conqoti tion from 
private capitalistic firms has also been a fnotor. 1 
For those ronsons it is doubtful if tho next dec-
a.des vlill v1i tne ss an~- notable develcp!:>cnt in p::.•oc:uccrs' co-
operation in tr_o 1Jnl ted states. ':'he Dureau of Labor Gtntis-
tics issued tl:e folloYlinc industl'los oporatinc in 1040: 
1. De..uchert~r, op. cl t., page 559 
:; 
. 
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Incor;lC anc.l :i.;;arninc;s fl"Ol:l Pl"oductive Activit:i.es of co-
opel"ative '.','holesale Associs.tions, l'J40 
AssociD.tion 
ancl 
state 
Intel"recional 
Indiana: ~nited Co-
o:;>era ti ves 
Regional 
Indiana: Far1:1 BUl"eau 
Cooperative Associ-
ation 
I:innesota: 
Farmers Union Cen-
tral Excl:an.c::e 
Farm Duroau Ser-
vice co. 
I:issouri: consumel"s 
Cooperative Asso-
ciation 
Ohio: Farm Dureau Co-
operative Associa-
tion 
Pen..'ls:il vania: Pennsyl-
vania Farm Bureau 
Cooperative Associ-
ation 
Visconsin: central co-
operative ',-;hole sale 
Total 
Disti•ict 
!.:innesota: nanse co-
operative 
Visconsin: Fox River 
Valley Cooperative 
~:.:hole sale 
Total 
com::1odi t~~ or 
operation 
Vtcl1~e of 
coods 
nroduced 
I!e.t 
earnin(~s 
Paint ·;,' 11, 6r/· 
117,028 
·.~ 11:,053 
28,729 Oil blendinG 
Fel"tilizoP 
Oil refininc 
Oil blendinc 
Fertilizer 
Feed · 
Oil refiYlln[ 
Pipe line 
Oil blendinc 
Gre2.se 
Paint 
Insect 
Fertilizer 
Fee C. 
Feed 
Dal-.::er:r p:t•ocl-
ucts 
coffee noast-
inc 
Feed. 
i.:eat Prod-
:".8tS 
Butter 
Feed, Lubri-
catinr t;_, oil 
899' 562 
807,070 
615,004 
125,048 
164,251 
571,955 
529,283 
397:,503 
131,279 
54,623 
10,720 
1,338;974 
~60,893 
45,372 
119,385 
153, ·:43 
'i'11 328 
87,756 
102,974 
33,196 
21;865 
143:,750 
41:,669 
9,112 
4,274 
15,440 
.~6 ~10 1°2 ~LGO O~o~ 
···' , ._, ' v ·,t - ' ._, 
.. 88,420 . . 1;653 ';/ j 
131, G74 4,202 
32 96G 
''· 259, OGO \2 5,855 ·;? 
1. Operations of Consumers' coo:)el"'r.tivcs, 1940, op. cit. p 19 
1 
t 
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Patronage refunds foP coopcrnti ve v;holesales 
vere reported for two associations: 
11 India~1a: Farn B1.:tPeau coo ocrati ve Association, ~;;79, 262 
for fertilizer, and-020,177 for oil rcfinine 
T~isso-;_~:.~i: Con::umers coo r)eJ:'a t i ve Association, !;~16, 456 
for oil refining, and jl7,760 for pipe line. 
rrhe l''emaininc cooperatives reported under patronace 
refunds, 11 no data, 11 11 not available se::)arately11 , or 
11 20-percent patronace refund." 1 
credit unions p!'ovidc a ncans for financinc tho 
consumeP, who hs.s no banlc connections or sccuri ty, but ¥rho 
is in urcent need of tenporary assiste.nce to ti6e hi:r.1self 
and frunily over sickness, c.ccident, or une;-lploy;"':ent. 
There are available personal loan depart:r.J.ents of 
sor.:e private ban~:s, re::;1edial loan societies, industrial 
banks, and pel~s onal finance COl1l~lo.ni e s • 
z,;ost banks v.re not cquip~!ed to ht:mdlc the t:;rpe 
of small lorm business cleveloped b:,- the credit union~. I:ovT-
ever, so:::e cor.rr:1e1~cio.l bn.nl:s have been coin: into tl:..e l"'e-
tailinc field in recent years, and a ferr offer personal 
loan::J as cheap1:r or 1:1ore cl-lea:;?ly than the creel::. t union. nut 
even these m"'e usually not inte!'estecl in lonns of less t::c.n 
.:~;50 or )100. In ceneral, their rates arc n. little hic.her 
tlln.n those of credJt unions. A recent study of the ITational 
Bureau oi' Econo:-1ic Tiesen.rch sho..-:s that the bt<ll~ of the re-
portinG banks mal:e loans at rates ar,1ountin:~ to an at"..nual in-
tercst of 12 to 17 90r cent on declininc balances. As fnr 
as the br .. nks are eonccrnecl, experience has shown that prac-
1. Loc. cit. 
, I 
j ·i 
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tically all of the business of the credit unions is new 
business. The credit unions l'each r.:cny persons y;ho arc not 
beinG served b:t the banl:s or any othcl' lccitinate lenc."i.inG 
acency.l 
The personal loan companies do about thi'cc and a 
half th1es as r,mch bnsl:"ess as creel:: t unions. The inc~ustl'i-
al bcnl:s do alr::ost twice as :r:mch. Even in !'1.1.ral o.rcas tl:e 
personal finance conpan:i.es do a1)0"L1.t three t:';.mcs as 1n.uch busi-_ 
ness as the credit unions in the "clistT•icts nllcre the credit 
unions are stl,oncest. The abili t:· of the personal fino.nco 
com)anies to compete against tlw loHcr intcl'est ::."'atcs of 
the credit unions indi cc. tes tl:ey fill different needs. The 
m:mllor bnslness of the :~.nd.ustr:i.al brm::s sec:·!s to "be duo 
to the fact thro.t tl1oy require co-si[.;ne:!:'s. 2 
Credit unions arc cooperative societies orcanized 
for the r.ml:in;:; of s::u' .. ll con::n:mer loo.ns to :::e:~bers. ;~11:-tos t 
tion. Interest rates arc G, G, and 12 per cent per year on 
U...'1,Daid b!llanccs. 'l'he I):::'OV:i.sion of' a douoc:.·n.tic c~:o.nncl for 
1\.t the end of 1940 thc:-e nero 9,510 c:::>cdit unions 
in existence, with an estir:1ated :lonber:Jh:l.j_) of 2,Gl6,G53; 
these tmde loans cluPinc t:1e ::-ear a,s:::l'esutinr.; ~302,3'.10,000.<: 
1. 
l) 
..... 
Public Affnil~:J 
Ibicl:, p22 
3. DaucLe:::"ty, op. 
4. "operations of 
Panphlcts :;o. 5, or. cit., p20 
cit., p561 
Constu:lcl'S I coope::.'tc ti vc s, 1940", O?• ..... c~~...., p4 
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t f .._, · · n t 1 • ,,.., ""t r1.Lhe su.ccess '-'1'1.· t.h I.:os o w.:..csc un1.ons E'..I'e :c... LC ....:,"""' • - · -·-
which the credit unions nea tJ·,ercd the 1£20 de)ression, the 
· - · t ~ of +-he 110V6'"~-~t r s r.,-.o··rt1~ P.nr' t>.~.f~ ;· .. e'~.e.,..._r> .• l l1Cv"'dinr ral_)l.U:;_ J I.J.I. . •• ut;.• v- I .... , - ~ • - ~ - ' {.;> 
of ~ochdale coo9erativo principles may indicate that credit 
unions Lave met a reel need of the vro.ce-ear::l:i.nc; clo..ss. So 
lone as their mar:r.sc:~c:J.t rc:::.ai:r,s sounc. and honeDt, t::cr Y:lll 
contlr..ue to cevelop. If they try to broaden t~cir 
to tLc field of co;;unercio.l br~:c.ldnc, tl:c:- ~1eet ·::i th dis-
as_ter .1 
coo?erative leadc~s arc aware of the fact that tho 
cooperative novecent should provide its oTin ca)ltal, in order 
to nalce it indo~)cr:dent of outside financlnc;, and, conversel:.,., 
to see to 1 t that cooperative funds do not co:::e UJ."'lder the 
control of outside orsan:zations, possibl~ to be used acainst 
it. In 1939, the Indiana Fal"Ll Bureau Association boucht a 
controllinG interest in the Citizens state :a~: at Beech 
G:::>ove, Incli2.nn.. At tl:..e end of t~:r.:: fil"st :~carr s operation 
under tl:e new a::>rance:·.:e::t it vtv.s announced tl:o.t the year's 
exrJerience hacl"definitely establ:!.s~cd the fcas::.bili ty of co-
operative banldnc • 11 J:'he merabers ancl IJ&tl"o:::l.s of t1lo bank a::."c 
dravm lr..rce 1~~ fro:r. coo:,Jcra t:i. ve v;::~.olesn.los, l"e ta~.l coopcro.-
tives, credit unions, and non-profit orcan:zn.tions. 2 
In tl:.e fall of 1940, tl:c cont::."al coo~;cl.'c. ti ·,·e · .. hole-
!'lrl 1_e n~d +:r.e ·,,·,·o-r>1~c~"~ r ··u~,al "'-v" 11.""<' -,.,11'- . ~ • 
-- _..... v-- -·- -- j., "'"· .;)~ .... L>'"' De. ••• , ::;u:;:>erJ..or, ·;;is con-
sin, formed Centrn.l ~inr..nce, Inc. ~his or:anization wc.s 
formed for U:e l;ur~)ose of er..n.blinc :::01:1bcrs of loc::::.l store a:::-
1. Da.ur_-}:crty, op. cit., p3Gl 
2. Consu.:neJ.:'s r coo:pcro.tion in H?40, ;/r .127 5, p 
ft· g· 
ir .~ !! 
,) ' 
'l: ! 
. ' 
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sociations to 1:1ake instalment purchases of mn.chi:1er:r, 
electrical al,)pliances, ancl othe:::> hiGh-p:~icecl co:L.::odi ties .1 
The Farme:::.~s r Union Cooperative credit As so cia tion, 
for::1od in 1938 b:r the Farmers' Un:i.on Central Exchange (South 
st. paul) as a scu~ce of credit for local ccopc~atives, 
has 99 local associations as :·:e;:J.bers, accu:auls..ted. ca)i trd of 
054,000, and had by the en~ of october uade loans to local 
oil cooperatives ag[rets..tinG ~45,900.2 
The field of consur.1ers' cooperation in 1940 can be 
judc;ed from tho 1~cports cive:1 at the t·;;elftl': bionnic.l con-
gress of t~e cooperative Leacue of the United statesof Amer-
ica, the national orsanlzation of coo~eratives. The Leacue 
reported that 2,165 local associations with 1,115,500 ~en-
bers nero affiliated v:ith the ret;ionn.l c.ssocin.tions v:::~:i..ch 
tocetl~er conprise the national les.;;ue. !)l~.ri:1c the to.·to yen.:::> 
period 1939 and 1940, three cooperative oil refineribs uere 
o s tc.bli shed, five co:·.11:1e:::>d.al i'o:."'t:i..li ~01~ plrcnts, r, plant 
factor:r, a coffee roo.stinc plant, tv:o feed n::lls, :::nC. t·:iO 
flou:"' r.:.ills. Expansion haC:. also tal-\:en )lace i.:1 t!1c "sor-
vice" f:!.elds ::mel: :>.s crcclit, bul~ial, nod:~ca:. ca:"'e, &nd ::n-
stitution of 1-:1ea::mres fo1~ t~~c )rotcc ~ion of ",'iorl:e:::-s in co-
O)cra ti ve employr.!ent, such as the cncoura_:~enent of an in-
clustrin.l union to cover all coc)cru ti ve e;.:~y>lo;;~ents, and 
the adoption of a S'J'S te:;1 of "insur:::1cc, relief, c.nc~ :)en-
1. Loc. ::;it. 
2. Lee. cl t. 
'' 
'' 
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sions~· several rccional finance or cro~~t orcanizations 
l1.ave been ci•ca tecl. The concress recoi ved c. l~cpo::."t b~- a 
co~:::ili ttee--thc result of eighteen months I stud~·--outlininc 
a plan for a coo~erative finance assoc:at:o~ to 09era~o on 
a national scale; 2.nd E",do:jtec: a resolution ursine t:.:e ec.rly 
establinlJ.r.1ent oi' such an association .1 
POLITICAL Pitoi3Li··:FS 0? COOP:;;HATPT.2~: On April 
2G, 1937 the Pl"esident sicned t::c new Guffey-Vinson Coal 
Bill, which put the bituminous output under federal recu-
lation vith a revenue tax of 1~ a to~ and a penalty tax 
-"' 19J ~ f 1 • b o~ ~ o sa es on non-co~e mom ers. In the J,:ont::11y Labor 
follm·;s: 
11 Ta1dns the position tl"lo.t pc.tl~ona:;o l~of· .. ncls ·to 
mor.J.ber as soc ito. tions ( oi' v:holesalc coo:)c2"a ti ves) 
consti tutc an ille£iti::mte disco::nt on purchase 
price, the Dituml:r1ous Coo.l Cor.J:~~ission ruled t::;.at 
consuners 1 cOOl)era ti vc v:l:olesale associations 
could not be :::•ecor;ni zed c.s v1:·wlesale G.ist::."i bu-
tors um.:er the Guffey J..ct. '.i:lhis l'Ulin"' m1n a 
severe blo\·, to the coc..l b'.J.3inoss of su~h \'i~:olc­
salcs as ;.:idla:;.C: COO)era ti ve ·;.:110lcsale o..:-:L. cen-
tral Cooperative ~J1olesalo. As t~o Guffey Act 
\7as toe.xpire on A:n•il 26, 19•12, an ar..encll::cnt r:s.s 
introG.uccc.! by Sena to::." LaFollette Yr~-:l ch r:ould 
have extcnC:.ed to nholesa.lc cOOl)Cl'a ~i vc s tl-:e sa!'.le 
price as offered to private coal ~~olesalers, but 
tl:l s s.ncncluont ·;;ns \7i t1:.drn.~·m la tor in or<.:cr to 
I') 
S:;_Jccd ~-:_-~as sn.cc of.' the ex tens ion of the .;.ct • 11 "' 
"Coo~cratlve associ£t:ons vie~ t~is situation as 
sGrious beca.use r any Govern:~10nt rulinc ·;,·hich 
classifies coorerativc s~vincs returns as dis-
countslf is a tl':rcat to all coo)ero.tivc business; 
and boca~:·:Jc of t1:c r):"obo..bil.: t·" of ce!;.cral c:~­
tensio:J. of ·)rice i'i::~inr durint the wr:,r e:'7lel"[;Cncy." 
- ( :~on'i:Lly Lv..oor ::1ev1.er; 
,_t~ Gro GQfi.i 
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In Engln:-::.c., tt.e petl""•oleura vial'' "'.Joard has banned 
the C.::.is tr:: but ion of C.i vlC.cncls frol:l sale of oil p:::>oC:ucts b~r 
consume:r COOl)erativcs n."s _lone as tJ:.c m::r lasts. coo~)erators 
in t:1e i:Jni ted states are v:atchine the )resent C.evelopr.1ent 
in Ensland uit~ special interest. They recall t~e effort 
I~RA cod.es to force co opera ti ve.s in tL.o Unl ted Stc. te.s to 
.c;i ve up their di viclend policy. That t::e~-lost tl:cil .. bc.ttlc 
in this count1 .. y is ~:nown, fo:::> oil coopo:::>c..tlve.s conti:;;.ue to 
crovT. 1 
The grerctest fear toda.:; of tho leaders ir~ the co-
o)orative nove1:1ent is thc..t the feC.oral :::.dnin:tstro.tion r,.ay 
follor: the exa::1plc sot o:; CanaC:a and :snclc.nd in ::_)rohibi tine 
the issua.::1ce of patronacc refunds on the cround ths.t the 
)ractice is a subterfu:e for ?rice cuttinc,. 2 since the 
purchr~se-cli viC.end reln .. e sents tl:e ''life blood" of tho c·oo~)erc..-
tivc nover:1ent, tho effect of sucL a rulins r:ill, ::>.t lcc..st, 
cause a terninn tion of dcvoloprJ.e:lt of cOOlJero. ti ves. \:hat 
nay ha.p:::_)en to tho :c.ovor.10nt as it stn.nC:s is p2 .. obler.:o.t::.c. 
1. BUsinoss ·,·;eel:,· ?cb. ::>, 1040, p50 
2. Ibid., I~ov. 22, 1941, p47 
·' 
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